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ABSTRACT

In the program on pyrochemical and dry processing of nuclear
Luel, work on materials development included the exposure to molten

metal and salt fol lowed (usually) by evaluation of the corrosion
resistance of: a Mo-U. 5% Ti-0.077 Ti-0.01% C alloy, a Mo-30% W
alloy, SiC, Si 2 0N 2 , ZrB2 -SiC, MgA1 2 0 4 , A120 3 , AIN, 11fB 2 , Y2 0 3, BeU,
Si 3N4 , nickel nitrate-infilLrated tungsten, Lungsten-coated
molybdenum, and tungsten metallized alumina-ytLtria. Work to obtain
data for thorium-uranium salt transport processing included measure-
ments of the solubi li ty of thorium in liquid cadmium, defining the
prominent features of the Cd-Th binary phase diagram, the obtai ning
of additional information on the Cd-Mg-Th phase diagram, thorium
dioxide reduct ion experiments, and work on t1 electrolysis of CaO
in molten salt . Work to develop pyrochemical processes and asso-
ciated hardware for coprocessi ng uranium and plutoniu.m contained in

spent FBR fuels included: completion of a second-generation com-
puter model of the t ransport process, completion of the turntable

transport process design, experimental work on the L-Ci-Mg ternary
system, and the determination of uranium and plutonium distribution
coefficients between a molten salt and a molten metal. Refractory
metal vessels are being service-lIfe tested. The chloride volatil-
ity processing of thorium-based fuel was evaluated Ior its prolif-

eration resistance, and a preliminary ternary phase diagram for the
Zn-U-Pu system has been developed by computer calculat ion. Addi-
Stional work was done on material characterizat ion and process

analysis of the Exportable Pyrochemical process (Pyro-Civex process).
Review of literature data on the oxidation of fissile metals to
oxides has been completed. Work was count inued to est;iblish chemical
bases for the reprocessing of actinide oxides in molten salts.
Flowsheet s are be ing developed for the processing of nuclear fuol
in molten tin.

Work on the encapsulation of solidified radioact ivc wiste in
a metal matrix included leach rate studies of crystalline waste
matt rials and evaluation of the impact resistance of metal-matrix
waste forms.
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In work on the transport properties of nuclear waste in geologic

media, the adsorption of strontium on oolitic limestone was studied,

as well as the migration of cesium in basalt.

Fitting of data on the adsorption of iodate by hematite to a

mathematical model was attempted.

SUMMARY

Materials Development for PDPM. Current experiments indicate that the
more promising ceramics for use in PDPM environments are MgAl2O 4 , A1 2 0 3 , AIN,
HfB 2, Y 2 0 3 , BeO, and possibly some Si 3 N 4 formulations.

A piece of tube, formed by plasma-spraying tungsten, was nickel, Ni(N0 3)2 ,
infiltrated and heat-treated. Scanning electron microscopy on an earlier
heat-treated specimen showed no identifiable surface attack and no inter-

granular penetration after 120 h of exposure to molten zinc-molten CaCl2-KC.
at 800"C.

Two other materials that appear promising for use in PDPM environments

are (1) tungsten coatings chemically deposited as vapor and (2) tungsten-
metallized alumina-yttria crucibles.

Thorium-Uranium Salt Transport Processing. Measurement of the solubility
of thorium in liquid cadmium between 573 and 658*C yielded the linear solubil-

ity equation,

log wt % thorium = 3.054 - 1850/T.

The slope of this line (log wt % vs. l/T) differs sharply from that previously

reported for thorium solubilities at lower temperatures. Intersection of the

two curves occurs at 568*C, which is believed to be the temperature above

which ThCd 1j decomposes peritectically.

Experiments are in progress to obtain data on the Cd-Th and Cd-Mg-Th

phase diagrams. Electron microprobe analysis of various Cd-Th alloys annealed

at different temperatures has confirmed the existence of ThCdll as an inter-

mediate phase and indicates the probable existence of phases with Cd/Th ratios

of 6/1 and 3-4/1. Three different regions of the Cd-Mg-Th system are being

examined for information on liquidus contours, intermetallic compounds, and

eutectic compositions. In the region represented by the composition

85 wt % Cd-10.5 wt % Mg-4.5 wt % Th,

thorium solubility measurements indicate that the equilibrium solid phase may

be similar to ThCdll.

A preliminary ternary phase diagram of the cadmium-magnesium-thorium

system has been drawn, based on the available data.
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The Differential Scanning Calorimeter has been calibrated for heat of

fusion measurements, using high-purity metal samples. It will be used to

determine the heat of reaction for the peritectic decomposition of ThCdll.

In Th0 2 reduction experiments, the total amount of reduction (about
10%) has been less than expected; all reduction took place in the first hour.

Current/potential measurements in an all fluoride salt system (40 wt %

LiF-22 wt % CaF 2-38 wt % SrF 2 ) yielded decomposition ceritials which agreed
reasonably well with the theoretical decomposition potentials derived from

free energy data. Upon the addition of approximately 5 wt % CaO to the all-

fluoride system, the decomposition potential on graphite anodes at 780 C was

approximately 2.3 V, in very good agreement with earlier results obtined in

a 15 wt % CaF 2-CaCI 2 salt.

U-Pu Salt Transport Processing. The literature search for the study of

Non-Aqueous Separation of Zinc from Fuel Rod Cladding has been completed.

A "Scope of Work for Hot Cell Experiments" has been prepared. The second
generation computer model Salt i has been completed and debugged. Compari-

son surveys are being run to identify any differences between the earlier

Salt I programs and the Salt II program. The turntable Transport Process

(TTP) design LS complete, and a topical report, which includes a discussion

of the energy and material balances for this facility, is in preparation.

With the Salt II program on hand, the Proliferation Study is proceeding
rapidly. Experimental work is continuing on the U-Cu-Mg ternary system.

Sampling problems in the proof-of-principle studies have been resolved,
and experimentation is under way. Preli minary results for uranium and
plutonium distribution coefficients between a molten salt and molten metal
phase agree with calculated values. However, the distribution coefficient

for americium (an FP-3 stand-in) was an order of magni tude lower than the

calculated distribution coefficient for cerium.

The Molten Salt Purification Laboratory has been supplying purified
salts for both the Proof-of-Principle studies and the Vessel Fabrication
St ud ies . The "black" sal t survey is continuing, and ways of pur i fyi ng CaCI 2

are being studied.

Fabrication of Process-size Refractory Metal Vessels. Work is being
concentrated on completing the service-li fe testing of three crucibles so
that a joint report summarizing two years of PDPM material development can be
written by Rocky Flats and Argonne National Laboratory. The report on the
literature search of tungsten fabrication has been distributed. Metal iwerke
Plansee estimates that a 14-ft-iong transfer line of molybdenum - 30% tungsten
tube would cost $12,000.

Heating of molybdenum crucibles that have been CVD-coated with tungsten
to 1000C stress-relieves the bond area without grain growth of the molybdenum.
Sintering of nickel-impregnated, plasma-sprayed tungsten in 100% hydrogen or
in 25% hydrogen - 75% nitrogen atmospheres results in the same consolidation.
Electrochemical grinding of sinered tungsten is considered unsuccessful.
The development of ceramic coatings continues at Rocky Flats in a program
separate from PDPM.
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Chloride Volatility PrGcessing of Thorium-Based Fuels. In evaluating

the proliferation resistance of this process, it was determined that altering

the volatilization temperature or the condensation temperature could result

in separation of fissile material from the fertile material. However, some

highly radioactive fission products will be associated with the fissile

material, thus making initial misappropriation of the material difficult.

A preliminary ternary phase diagram for the Zn-U-Pu system has been
developed by computer ca'.culation, derived from the three binary phase

diagrams.

Material Characterization and Process Analysis. The engineering analysis

on the Exportable Pyrochemical Process is continuing, and assumptions have

been established for the fuel cycle cost analysis. Information has been
obtained on fuel cycle costs associated with transportation, waste treatment

and storage, fuel element fabrication, and plant decommissioning.

Literature has been obtained on the direct oxidation of uranium, pltiton-

ium, and their alloys. A preliminary evaluation of this information indicates

that uranium-plutonium alloys probably can be readily oxidized, although very

little data are available en the characteristics of the oxide product. If
this oxide product has poor sintering characteristics, it appears that an

oxidation-reduction treatment cra improve its sinterability.

Both alpha boxes have been obt-ained for Exportable Pyrochemical Process
product characterization. One of the alpha boxes has been installed in the
mockup area of the hot cell facility, remote manipulators have been installed,
and the checkout task has begun.

Molten Salt Processes Applied to Nuclear Fuels. Thermodynamic calcula-
tions demonstrate that the equilibrium constant for formation of IJCl/-2A1C1 3

by UC1 4 in NH1 3AICI3 is very small. Thus, formation of C(14-2A1C1 3 during the
recovery of purified uranium by distillative removal of NH4 AlCI4 from
NH4AICI4UCI 4 solutions is not expected to be a problem, despite the volatil-
ity of the uranium complex.

Equilibrium measurements show that solutions containing about 50 mol %

UC1 4 or ThCI 4 , 47 mol % LiCl, and only about 3 mol % AlCI 3 can be obtained
in the dissolution of UO2 and of Th0 2 in LiCl/AlCI 3 melts at 610 C. Hence,
thermodynamically, the reaction

3AnO2 + 4A121 3 (salt) = 3AnCI4 (salt) + 2A1 203

is very favorable for the first step of the PROMEX process, the dissolution of

oxide fuels in molten LiCI.

Sparging of the melt with a carbon chloride gas is proposed as a possibly

useful way of reducing the amount of A1 203 formed during the dissolution of

oxide fuel in molten LiCI/A1CI 3.
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Molten Tin Process for Reactor Fuels. Analysis of the nitride phase formed

by nitriding a U/Pu mixture in molten tin shows an increase of the U/Pu ratio

of 10.14 compared with a ratio of 4.88 in the initial molten tin. Thus uranium

tends to become enriched in the nitride phase and plutonium in the tin phase.

A subsequent stage of nitriding at an increased nitrogen pressure would be

expected to remove the enriched plutonium in a separate nitride phase.

The rates of nitriding of uranium and thorium have been explored, both

separately and as mixtures in molten thn; uranium nitrides at a more rapid

rate than does thorium at 700 torr N 2 pressure and 1900 K. At reduced N 2
pressures, uran ium does not nitride whereas thorium does. albeit slowly.
Thus, conditions can be established whereby either uranium or thorium can be
preferentially recovered from molter tin.

The molten tin process presents advantages in terms of nuclear waste

disposal by separating out product streams containing (1) gaseous fission

products, (2) fission products that are the major decay heat producers, (3)

fuel-rich act inides, (4) fuel-depleted actinides, and (5) fission products

that are low decay heat producers. These separate streams can be treated

differently in terms of storage or end use concepts.

Metal Encapsulation of Radioactive Waste in Metal. High-pressure auto-
c laves have been used to determine leach rates in igqeous media at elevated
temperatures (e.g., up to 300*C). Also, rock-equi1ib ated aqueous leaching
media have been used in order to more nearly approach conditions extant in
geologic repositories. Initial results indicate significant hbt not dramatic

differences from results of similar studies using distilled water.

Irach rate studies of crystalline (i.e., SYNROC) waste materials have
been init inted. Preliminary results indicate the need for more detailed
investigations with more carefully simulated waste forms in older to identify
any significant advantages of using crystalline materials.

In continuing work on the evaluation of impact resistance r. metal-matrix
waste forms, the calculational models developed in the earlLer stages of this
study were used to interpret preliminary experimental resu*.ts of impact frac-

ture tests of simulated waste-glass specimens. Surface-area and particle-size
data were correlated with impact energy, and comparisons were made with such

data on waste glass and similar materials.

Transport Properties of Nuclear Waste in Geologic Media. A porosimeter
was employed to examine pore-size distributions in oolitic limestone and two
basalts. Very little poros it v exi st s in pores small ler than ?)-um diamet tr in
any of the material studies. (From pores <20 :,n diameter the porosity was

about 0.25% in the l imest on :mdc <0.1% in the basa lts. ) Even so, the sur lace

area of very fine pores may rreat ly excee the fracture surface area of the

granulated material ; therefore, small-siz: pores might provide most of the
surface for chemical adsorption of radionuclides.



Batch tests to Investigate tLhe adsorption of strong ium by oolitic lime-
stone revealed that the adsortion is not do pendent on prior I rradiat ion of

the strontium-bearinrp groundwater solution or on conc(4nntrat ion of strontium

in the solution. These I Inrdings may considerably simplify a (cet aiied treat -

ment of stront Ium in igrat ion I rom a r'2pos it ory.

Column-i infiltration experiments in wh ichIi cesium dis o I ved in . synthetic

groundwater so lution was passed through basalt showed migration for cesium
to be dependent on the cesium consent rat Ion in the range 1)-4 to below

10~8 M. Thi .: behavior parallels t hr behavior observed by batch experimen is
fir cesium adsorpt ion or basalt in wh ich part i tion coefficients wer. seen to
increase wi th decreas ing ces ium concept rat ion:.

Trace-Element Transport in 1. th1 in Ma t(ria l _b F InId Flow at High
Temperature. Earl Ir reported :s(;therims for adsorption of iodate by hemat i t
are found not to be predicted accurately by a regular solution mode,. Bec isc
an ideal solution, which corresponds tii a I.angrnuir isotherm, is a spc I a I ca<5'

of a regular solut ion, an ideal so! ut ion mode; dlo s not f it eit h r.



I. PYROCHEMICAL AND DRY PROCESSING ML ,THO S PROGRAM
(v. H. fian, K. M. Mvles, and M. J. Steindler)

A. Introduction

A Pyrochemi cal and Drv Processing Me
established at the begi nning of FY 1978 w
Di vi s i on, Fuel Cycle Section at Argonne N
red i r.'ct ion of the Fuel Cycl e Development
PDPM Program was inc luded in the Consol id

the direct ion of Oak Rio, Operations/Oak
Under This arrangement , ANI, cont fnue's to
plans, and cost plans to the Chi cago Oper
approval as requi red by VOL. Add it i ona I

rms for each of the DDPM Program subtas
.ipj nrat ions Office t,. approve: !y ORNL..
t o prOvide the technical direction of the

thods (PDP'I) Program ('T'able 1 ) was

within the Chemical "'Anginoering (CEN)
at ional I Laborat orv (AN!. ). !'pon

Program by DOE tor FY 19/), the

at ed ''fu I Reproct'ss i ng Pi ogram under r

Ridge Nat ionai Laboratory (ORO/ORN).

prov i(d( i'l)PM work p1 ins , managen'r t

at ions Regional Office (CORO) for
wI)rk atithori zat Ion and agreement
ks :re submit t I ed to the Chic ag

Th' (EN Fuel vc le Sect ion cont inut s
1't)PM Program.

P ' ) PP Program provides for

th t rd-hice the ri s< of prol i ferat
prog'arn is being pt'rf ormt'd a ANI,

n s t r ial ('r)a t c r- .

the reprocessing of spent

ion of nuc lear weapons. Th

bv other DOE 1n1'l t iI)urp s ( '

fuel by processes

0 work on this
laborat irit's, and

1 M:,nagernnt '

(C. H. Bean, K. M. Myles, and Seymour Vogl 'r)

The PPM Manag('mn(unt Plan for FY 1979 was completed and was submi t ted to
CORO, ORO/ )RNl., and !Y*'.-NPD for revi (w and approva 1 . This pl an prov id's a
comprelhensive review ,t the PDPM Program objectives, scope, technical progrlin,

organic zat 1 on, management. funct i Mns, program ('ont rol s, andi supporting dociuuimeits
in conformance wi th DOE-NP)D, CORD, ORO/ORNL, and AN! requirement s.

Equi pment procuremu'nts were reviewed for the PDPM Program f or FY 1979,
for al l work packages at ANI, and at il I contract or fac i l it i es. Priorities
wtrt' 'stabl i sht'd for items procured at AN!L to assure' maximum utiI ization of

th' I imi tt'd ( i pment funds.

A t o-ail of $52.8 K for capita! t(lq uiment was accrued through May
1979. Th'e rerna in i ng FY 1979 erlui pment funds have been commi tted wi th

except ion of $18 K for one item. This procurement is be ing post poned
assure budget control tint i :,1 I other items are closed or received.

tb,
the

to

Representatives from Rockwt'll I te'rna t ional , Atomics Internat-ional
Division, Rocky Flats Plant and Energy Syst ems Group met with PIIDPM Management
at AN )n .Jun(' 19, 1979, to discuss criteria for the cost analyst is Of portions

of a commere'al zinc distillation process. This stidy extends the effort
initiated by Bechtel Corp. in support of the ORNL 'valuation of an exportable

pyrochemi ca i process.

Topic
PDPM Work
Following

al reports for the background studies and 1 i trature surveys far
Packages supported in FY 1978 are being rev viewed by PDPM Managoment .

this review, the reports wi l 1be 'i bmi tted for final ed i t ing and



Table I . PD2 M Work Packages

Work
Package AN!.

No. Activity

bJ(

01

02

0 3

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

A()

CO

DO

J.;(

G;0

HO

JO

KO

LO11

12 MO

13 NO

aRockwell Internation

Work Package 3 it l e Location

Management P1 ann i g , REport ing , Cost i ng , ANL
.Inil QA

Materials eve lopiment for PIDPM AN!1

Carb id- (I url I Process ing AN I

Thor iurm-IUr 1nim nn Salt -Transport Processing ANI.

Uraninn-Plit oniurm S It -Transport Procrssing RI -RH'

Fahricat ion o f PI ocess-Size Re f ractory RI-R}

Metal Vessels

Al innmun A! lov Proces sing of Thor i uinn- and IR'b
{lran i un-liasoed Frie Is

CGl!or:de Volati 1it y Processing of Thorinum- Bw
Based [uio Is

Material Characteri nation an( I'roo oess RI-A!d
Ana! ys i s

Molten Ni trati Salt Oxidation Processes I'NL"

Mo! ten S It Processes Appli ed t o Ceroaini c RNL,
Fie Is

ReprocEss ing : f Thor i a-Uran i a uiel i n AM.S
Molten Salts Containing 'T lG1'(

Molten-Tin Process for React or Fuels I.i

Engineering Support for PDPM Processes AN!1

al - Rocky Flats.

bIRT Corporation.

cBabcock & Wilcox.

dRockwell International - Atomics International.

ePacific Northwest Laboratory.

fOak R'dge National Laboratory.

Ames Laboratory.

hLawrence Livermore Laboratory.
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publication as a series of ANL tO)pical report. AnInui l reports and f inal
summary reports ir< H diii d I or rivit e; l ing r'vsw a these tpi;(' il

rep() rt

Tli Nu lear Fue I 1 (v !.. i v i iOn mnd Mate r jl I itno an id T rc hii)lor '
Division of the American :MiClear Soclety ('Osponsored a special session 'n
pyroche:nical reprocessing at the 25th Annuor I eet ing in At lanta on June
1979. Six p;iwrs were present ed based on w ra support .i by )OL t ~r i h I l'>
Prograr.

C. iumineering Aiialysi ,ind mScpar. ions i'r:,cess

1. Mats ri ls Development tor PDIPM
*

(R. '. Arns 2nd J. Y. N. Wa.n )

ht project objectives are (1) to anticipate, ident i fy, and scope
pot ont ial mater ials or materials fabr ihat ion problem t hat may I imi t t he
pract ical realization of candidate processes in the PDPM program; (2) to

devise through analyt icaI and experimental methods, means to resolve i he e
Problems; (3) to assess the re'abricabili t.y of the fuel af ter reprocess inig;
and (4) to provide program support. to the PDPM Program r ! ice by coord i nat ing
materials activities and by lending technical assistance within tLie program.

'ern y Alyms tis *

.Aron'; *nd '. Y. N. Warig

The corrosion of molybdev:,m-tungsten alloys in liquid zinc at
455 C for one year has been examined recently in Aust ria iLCK]. T1i ai oys
were prodduced by one of two met b : (1) vacuum a r( mel it i ng or (2) powdc r
metallurgy pressing and sinteri'mn,. The resistance of thies. alloys to mu I ten

uic was independent of the rithod of production. Resistivity of Mo-30/.. W

alloy is practically unlimited at this temperature. The Mo-]07 W alloy shows
measurable corrosion rates. The weight loss of pure molybdenum is about ten
times that of ' -10% W. The Mo-) W' alloy showed the highest corrosion rate

of all specimens tested.

Recent ly, we have investigated tungsten sintering as an alter-
nrat ive method of fabricat ing large tungsten crucibles. The activation of
sintering in tungsten by use of nickel or palladium was well studied 12 years
ago by Toth and Lockington [ TOT] and suppleme' isd earlier work by Brophy and
coworkers (see, for ex:mple, (BROPHYj). In thi w rk, ToLh imp regnated cold-
pres. 'd tungsten bars wi th alcohol solut ions of .Ni Cl 26i20 or PdC2'1120,
followed by a drying yc le and tiring in pure hydrogen for times between 5
and 240 min at te:';.r atures between 850 and 1200*C. It was found t hat

increasing the aimoiin of act ivator metal strongly increased the sintering rate,
gut that heyond a certain concentrate on of addit ive, the sintering rate was
slightly lowered. The presumpt ion was that the opt imrm activator concentra-
t ion corresponded to a monoatonic lays r of act ivator on the surface of the

*
Materials Sc lenic. livl sioni, Argonne Nat lonal Laboratory.
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tungsten particles. Thus, they concluded that the mechanism of sintering

enhancement was the movement of tungsten atoms through a series of steps in
which surface di ffusion of tungsten on the surface ofd the activator was
rate-controlling. This conclusion was supported by the observation that the

activation energy measured for activator-Prhanced sint ring was well below
that for tungsten volume di f fusion and lay between that o surface di ffusin
and grain-hounda ry di fusion. It is not known why nickel or palladium has

the power to extensive lv mod i fv the sur face of tungsten or the sur face i f fu
sivity. [TOTIIH also observed segregation of Cie activators to the grain
boundary and an ens ri t t lument Hf the met al , I ad i tg t i nt erg raino :rr f r;ic-

ture.

b. Exp riment al

(1) )}' F.nvi ronmental Test Faci 1 i ty (PET )
(R. M. Arons 7I1. J. Dorman, J. Y. N. Wang,

R. R. Schlueter,* and 1.. .. Ma rek*)

As reported in the preceding i;irt er I y progress report

[STE I NDiER-1 9 79C , a final pump design has been successfIl in the two-phase

(liquid meta l and fused salt) corrosion testing of pot ent i al PDPM hardware

construct ion materials. This new design, comprising a graphite pump housing,
tantalum drive shaft and impellers, and polished alumnivra journal bearings,
has been op'rateed for 120-1; tests, with li ttle apparent degradat ior'. We
expect to make additiio 1 te s ( Hupoils using this type of apparatus.

A second t vpe of apparatus has been designed for the

service testing of crucibles. The crucible test rig is ident i al to the

coupon test ing apparatus (STE1INDlJ;R-1978l, -1979A], except that the housing
or shroud does not extend into the melt, but instead extends to Just above

the melt, provide i ng support for the rotat ing impel l r shaf t . Operate ion of

this apparatus has been relatively trouble-I ree, owing to oth its simplicity

(compared Io the coupon tester) and the des i }n experience gained ini t he fabr -

cation of the coupon tester.

A rocking furnace which was used in I an earlier AN.

Materials Science Division project has been converted for PDIPM corrosion
testing. The furnace can rock about 18 0 -C and then return to its or iginal
position to expose an entire specimen to both molten metal and salts at a
rate of six cycles per minute.

A 3/4-in.-1D seamless tant alum tube was chosen as the

container capsule for two reasons: (a) it is presently available in our stock
and (b) prior testing [STEINDIR-1979CI has shown it to be resistant to molten
metal and salts at the temperatures of int ere'st. Weighed amounts of furnace-
dried CaCI2 , KCI, and zinc ar loaded along with the molvbdenum test specimens
into the container tube in a helium-filled dry glove box. The tantalum tube
is sealed under a helium-purged part ial vacuum and then encapsulated in a

Type 304 stainlTess steel tubo under ar argon atmosphere to protect the t;ant a-

lum from air oxidation.

*
Mater ial s Sc ience Division, Argonne Nat i ata labora t ory .
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(2) Metallic Materials
(J. Y. N. Wang and L. I. Marek* )

Both as-rolled and recrystallized TZM (Mo-0.5% Ti-0.07%
Zr-0.01% C) specimens were exposed to a mixture of molten zinc and CaC12-
50 wt 7 KCI salt at about 800"C. The as-rolled material contains a dispersion

of fine precipitates. After about 120 h of testing under an argon atmosphere,
both specimens displayed higher corrosion ra'es than pure molybdenum under
similar test conditions. Deep grain-boundary penetrations in the recrystal-

lized specimen were clearly visible. TZM alloy will not be further considered
as PDPM material.

Enriergy-dispe sive X-ray emission spe -trometr, has been
widely used for analysis of posttest corrosion specimens. Because of problems

caused by overlapping of adjacent spectral lines, ambiguous results are often
obtained. In the later part of this quarter (June 1979), the evaluation of
penetration and diffusion of molten metal species into the base metal using
wavelength-dispersive X-ray emission spectrometry was attempted. This tech-
nique permits the desired peaks to be clearly separated owing to extremely
high wavelength resolution.

A Mo-30,4 W a lov was exposed to molten zinc and CaC1 2 -

50 wt 7 KC1 at ,00*C for 120 h. The specimen was sectioned and the newly
exposed area was analyzed by the wavelength technique to determine zinc
diffusion as a function of distance from the surface exposed to molten zinc.
A pure zinc standard was used as reference (100% Zn). lEach analysis was
calibrated agai'ist the zinc standard and recorded as wt 7. Zn actually present
at the location analyzed. Despite some minor diff iculties, the initial
results were encouraging. This work will. be continued.

Recrystallized and as-rolled molybdenum and molybdenum
alloys were encapsulated with zinc and KC1-50 wt i CaC1 2 mixture and assembled
in the rocking furnace (describe- above) during the final week of June. This
test will continue for a minimum of 500 h.

(3) Ceramic Materials

(R. M. Arons and D. J. Dorman )

As previously reported [STEINDLER-1979C], five SiC samples
were tested for 120 h at 800*C in a tungsten vessel containing an agitated
mixture of molten zinc and fused CaC1 2-KCI eutectic. Of the five, one had
been prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and the others by tour varia-

tions of hot pressing. The CVD sample and three of the hot-pressed samples
showed negligible weight loss. SEM microscopy showed no evidence of corrosion
or infiltration of the corrodents into the SIC. The fifth sample showed a 1%
weight gain. SEM analysis showed some porosity, but no apparent corrosion
products. The weight gain may have been due to slight infiltration l y corro-
dents or moisture; however, X-ray analysis showed no evidence of Zn, Ca, or
K, and moisture retention is unlikely s lnc flt sample was haked at 12)"C in
vacuum prior to weighing.

*
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory.
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A similarly tested Si 20N2 specimen showed a considerable

weight loss (5%), corresponding to a corrosion rate of 2 mils/120 h or an
extrapolated equivalent of 146 mpy. Visual observation of the surface showed

a color change from light gray ir the virgin materij.l to dark brown in the

corrosion-tested material. SEM and X-ray analysis showed a corrosion product
rich in either Cu or Ta (the two elements are virtually indistinguishable in

energy-dispersive analysis). Since there is no potential source for Cu, one
mist conclude that tantalum from the corrosion test apparatus hardware formed

a < >mpound or solut ion with the Si 2 0N 2 -

A wide range of other ceramic materials have been tested

in the previously describ d zinc and salt sy-,ems, and the results are out-
lined in Table 2. As indicated in the table, all ZrB 2 or ZrB2- ,C ,omposite
materials formed thick surface corrosion layers, which readily spalled in
four cases. All specimens with spalling surface layers showed multiple spal-
lation layers, as graphically indicated in Fig. 1. The existence of more than
one spa led layer indicates that spallation took place in the corrsive bath
and not on cooldown or other thermoinechanical transients. This repetitive
spallation under ste-idy-state conditions is characteristic of a very unstable
system because the product layer affords no protection to the bulk, and is
indicative of a system in which
di offers from that of the bulk.
with X-ray analysis shows the s

the specific volume
SEM examination of

cale to be richer in
t

0f

lie
zi

the stir f ace product
%rI1 2 -Sih specimens

rconium than the bulk,

Fig. 1. ZrBr2-SiC Specimen matter Exposuire

at 800*C for 120 h to Zn and CaC12-
KC I . Wire wrapped around specimen
is used to fixture specimen during

testing. (Scale marker is 1 mm per
division.) ANI. Neg No. 306-79-689



Table 2. >.rrosic: 2 Vu * t " .2 ixtur. Y >oliten Salt and Metal

Weight
Material Form Los , nils/120 h rpy Comments

MgA120 4  Hot Pressed 0.18 0.10 7.3

MgO Sintered 24.38 1 a Gross surface attack

MgO Hot Pressed 3.25 3.5 252 Gross surface attack

A1 2 0 3  Refractory Brick 0.44b 0.24 17.2

Al 2 0 3  Hot Pressed 0.047 0.059 4.3

A1 2 0 3  Hot Pressed 0.083 0.057 4.2

ZrO2- Sintered 3.86 2.1 155

ZrB2  Hot Pressed 7.49 3.5 258 Spalling surface product

ZrB 2 -SiC Hot Pressed 2.49 1.2 85.8 Spalling surface product

ZrB 2 -SiC Hot Pressed 8.61 4.9 359 Spalliig surface product

ZrB 2 -SiC Hot Pressed 5.73 3.6 263 Spalling surface product

Zrb2 -SiC Hot Pressed 65.1 30.8 2245 Thick surface product

S13N4 MgO Hot Pressed 2.77 1.5 ill

SI'N4  Y 2 0 3 Hot Pressed 1.08 0.7 52.9

AIN Hot Pressed 0.10 0.045 3.3

HfB 2  Hot Pressed 0.77 0.45 33.1 Spalling surface product

Y2(3 Hot Pressed 0.0013 0.0)1 0.056

BeO Hot Pressed 3.16 0.50 36.4

aGross pitting and internal attack; surface loss rate meaningless.

bSample was friable; some w-ight loss may he mechanically induced.

w-
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suggesting that a silicon compound is selectively leached. This is not under-

stood at present since SiC is known to be stable in the environment in ques-

tion.

The experiments performed this quarter show that the more

promising ceramics are MgA1204 , A1 20 3 , AlN, HfB 2 , Y203 , BeO, and possibly

some Si 3 d 4 formulations.

Tests performed in the preceding quarter [STEINDLER-1979C]

showed tiat SiC and graphite are also resistant to the zinc and salt environ-

ment.

(4) Plasma-sprayed Tungsten

(R. M. Arons')

Two 7.62-cm by 7.62-cm (3-in. by 3-in.) cylindrical cruci-
bles were formed by plasma-spraying tungsten on a graphite mandrel and then

were sent to Rocky Flats for heat treating. These crucibles were infiltrated

With nickel nitrate (in contrast to nickel chloride in previously reported

experiments [STEINDLER-1979C]) and heat-treated in pure H2 for 1 h at 1000"C
and for 3 h at 1300"C. After they were heat-treated, these crucibles were

returned to ANL for critical evaluation and corrosion testing. Dimensional

changes upon firing were as follows: height change ranged from 3.51 to 4.16%

shrinkage, diameter change ranged from 3.35 to 3.46% shrinkage, and wall

thickness change ranged from 25.7 to 31.4% shrinkage. These results are in

agreement with the previous findings [STEINDLER-1979CJ that most consolida-

tion occurs in the direction of prior spraying.

A 1-in.-OD tungsten tube was also sent to Rocky Flats to

test the effect on consolidation of the atmosphere composition during firing.

This tube was infiltrated with nickel nitrate and fired under a similar

heating schedule as described above, but in a 25% l1 2-Ar atmosphere. Metal-

lography at ANL indicates that this tube was also fully consolidated and that

25% H2 is apparently an acceptable heat-treating atmosphere.

A piece of tungsten tube heat-treated at ANL and previously

described [STEINDLER-1979C] was tested in a zinc and CaCl 2-KC1 environment

for 120 h at 800"C. This tube shows no apparent attack metallographically,
and a negligible weight gain. SEM examination of a polished cross section of

this piece (Fig. 2) shows no identifiable surface attack and no intergranular

penetration. (Existing surface roughness is an artifact of fabrication.) In

addition, no corrodent species could be found in the tungsten by X-ray analysis.

One of the 7.6-cm by 7.6-cm crucibles described above was

also corrosion-tested as a container for an agitated mixture of molten zinc

and fused CaCl 2-KCl at 800"C for 225 h. After the crucible was cleaned in

water and HCI to remove the salt and zinc, no evidence of attack other than

minor surface staining was observed. Weight loss of the crucible was equiva-

lent to an attack of 0.096 mil/225 h or an extrapolated equivalent of 3.7 mpy.

*
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory.
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Fig. 2. SEM Micrograph of Polished
Cross Section of Plasma-

sprayed and Nickel-treated

Tungsten after Exposure to

Zn and Ca(1 2 -KC1 at 800'C
fcr 120 h. Magr.ification,
1200X. ANL Ne,;. No.
306-79-690

These results appear to be most promising and to indicate that plasma spray-

ing car. '. used to fabricate both protective coatings and monolithic components

such as crucibles and tubing for use in PDPM environments.

(5) Tungsten CVD Coatings
(R. M. AronsW and C. Edstromt)

Segments of molybdenum spin-formed crucibles were sent to
an outside vendor by C. Edstrom of Rocky Flats for the deposition of a tungsten

liner by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods after which a series of six

specimens (portions of these segments) with various thermomechanical histories
was then sent to ANLI for metallographic examination in order to alloy recom-

mendation of an optimum fabrication schedule. Parameters of interest were

surface finish prior to tungsten deposition and heat-treatment temperatures
after deposition. The heat treatments used included (1) no treatment, (2)

annealing in vacuum at 1000*C for 16-20 h, and (3) annealing in vacuum at
1200*C for 16-20 h.

*

Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory.

tRockwell International - Rocky Flats.



IL was fund that the tungsten layer is not affected by

prior surface finish or heat treatment. This layer consisted of large grains

of high grain aspect ratio (GAR) parallel to tl:e deposition direction. In

some cases, these grains may extend the entire coating thickness.

The effect of prior surface finish was unobservable metal-

lographically except that one specimen of high interfacial roughness displayed

some minor interfacial porosity. One may surmise that high surface roughness

may promote tungsten adhesion, but this hypothesis was not tested.

Heat treatment had a profound effect on the molybdenum

substrate. The nonheat-treated specimens showed an as-drawn grain structure

of moderately sized grains, slightly elongated in the circumferential direc-

tion, with fine highly disturbed grains at the interface where the molybdenum

had been machined prior to tungsten deposition. The specimens treated at

1000*C showed somewhat coarser equiaxed grains, with complete relief of the

disturbed machined surface. The 1200"C -cimens showed gross grain growth,
indicating excessive heat treatment.

It is our recommendation that the intermediate anneal,
i.e., 1000"C for 16-20 h, is optimal. The somewhat finer grain size should
provide a strengthening effect and the lesser extent of grain growth will

possibly enhance intergranular strength (due to less "sweeping" of impurities
to the grain boundaries). The untreated condition is probably undesirabl- due

to the high apparent strains at the interface, which may promote delamination

of the coating.

(6) Tungsten Metallization

(R M. Arons and J. T. Dusek*)

Two tungsten-metallized 1lumina--yttria crucibles were
fabricated for corrosion testing in zinc and CaCl 2-KCl at 800 C. One cruci-

ble was sectioned, and a coupon was tested in the zinc and salt environment

for 120 h. The observed weight change (after testing, cleanir. in water, and
cleaning in dilute IlI) was negligible and no degradation was observed.

Figure 3 shows a cross sect ion of the exposed surface of this coupon after

testing. No attack of the tungsten layer is observed; no permeation of the

zinc or salt into the coating has taken place. Posttest integrity of the

coating and the coating-substrate interface is excellent.

A second crucible was tested in its original configura-

tion as a container for an agitated zinc and salt mixture at 800"C for 250 h.
The crucible was cooled, then rinsed in water to remove the salt layer, then

sectioned without zinc removal. Macroscopic examination showed the crucible

to be in excellent condition, and no degradation in the form of cracking or

spallation of the coating was observed. SEM examination (Fig. 4) showed no

apparent surface degradation and no permeation of corrodents into the coating.

A zinc X-ray map of the same area shows all zinc to be at the outer surface
and the tungsten coating.

*
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory.
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Fig. 3. Cross Section of Tungsten

Metallized Layer (Center) on

Alumina-Yttria Substrate (Left)

after Exposure to Zn and CaC1 2-

KC1 for 120 1. at 800 C. (Area

on the right is mountir.g mater-

ial.) Magnification, 600X.
ANL Neg. No. 306-79-691

(7) Publications

R. M. Arons and J. W. Hafstrom,
in the Pyrochemical Reprocessing of Nuclear Fuels,
Annual Meeting, American Ceramic Society (paper).

Ceram. Bull. 58, 3 (1979).

Ceramic Hardware for Use

presented at the 81st

Abstract published in

R. M. Arons, J. T. Dusek, and J. W. Hafstrom, Development
of Tungsten Coatings for the Corrosion Protection of Ceramics, presented at

the International Symposium on Metallurgical Coatings held at the Sixth Inter-
national Vacuum Metallurgy Conference in San Diego, CA, April 23-27, 1979.
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Fig. 4. (a) Tjngsten-Metallized Layer (Middle) on Alumina-Yttria Substrate

(Far Left) after Exposure to Zinc and CaC1 2-KCl at 800"C for 120 h.

Solidified zinc (right) is still in contact with the tungsten. (b)

Zinc X-ray Map Illustrating the Lack of Zinc Permeation into the

Tungsten Layer. (a) Magnification, 1500X. (b) Magnification, 1500X.

ANL Neg. No. 306-79-691
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2. Thorium-Uranium Salt-Transport Processing

(M. Krumpelt, Milton Lder, R. E. Barletta, J. K. Bates,
T. J. Gerding, D. K. Kroeck, and J. H. Meisenhelder)

Pyrochemical processes involving salt-transport and metal precipi-

tation steps are currently being investigated for use in projected thorium-

based fuel cycles. The reference flowsheet (Fig. 5) has been designed to

meet proliferation standards and ip applicable to plutonium-thorium trans-

muter and undenatured thorium-uranium breeder fuels. The necessary criteria

are that the fissile and fertile streams be coprocessed (Th:Pu-U of 4:1) and

be diversion resistant as a result of the inclusion of some fission products.
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Fig. 5. Conceptual Flowsheet for Thorium-Based Fuels. FP-1: Xe,
Kr, 3H; FP-2: I, Br, Cs, Rb, Ba, Sr, Sm, Eu, Se, Te;

FP-3: trivalent rare earths, Y; FP-4: Zn, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru,
Rh, Pd, Hg, Cd, In, Sn, Sb

a. Solubility Studies

The main process separation step requires that thorium be par-
titioned between the plutonium (which is soluble in Cd/Mg alloys) and the

uranium (which is insoluble in Cd/Mg alloys). Thorium solubility measurements
have been made for the ternary system, Th-Mg-Cd, to permit selection of the
proper process conditions. Studies to identify the solid phases precipitating

from solutions of different compositions continue, with the ultimate aim of
defining the phase diagram.
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(1) Solubility of Thorium in Cadmium
(Milton Ader and J. I1. Meisenhelder)

Measurements of thorium solubility in liquid cadmium
between 327 and 568 0C were reported by Bates in [STEINDLER-1979C]. These

snlubilities represent liquidus compositions of the binary phase diagram,
the equilibrium solid phase being ThCd1 1 . The solubility data have now
been extended to 658*C and show that ThCdll decomposes peritectically at

about 568"C to yield a less cadmium-rich intermediate phase, which has not

yet been identified.

The current measurements (Exp. MA-2) were carried out in

tantalum equi pment under helium pressure (1-2 atm). The procedure involved

stirring an initial mixture of 720 g of cadmium and 30 g of thorium at about
550C for about I Ih and then stirring at the first sampling temperature,
508 C, for about 1.3 h. Stirring was stopped, and the liquidus phase was
sampled by pressurization through a tantalum frit (35-um porosity) press-

fitted into a temperature-equilibrated tantalum tube. Then, a routine of

adding more thorium, stirring at different temperatures for 1.3 to 1.8 h,
and sampling the liquid phase was repeated several times. Equilibrium was

approached from both higher and lower temperatures, and the nominal c'ncen-

tration of thorium always exceeded its solubility. The first two determina-

tions were made at relatively low temperatures (508 and 536"C) to test the

agreement of our measurements wi th those previously reported.

The experimental results are listed in Table 3 and are

plotted as log wt % thorium solubility versus reciprocal absolute temperature
in Fig. 6. A dashed straight line* representing the least-squared solu-
bility data of Bates is also included. The six data points between 573 and

658"0 were least-squared to yield the linear solubility equation,

log wt % thorium = 3.054 - 1855.0/T (std. dev. = 3.6%)

The intersection of this line with the lower-temperature dashed line in Fig. 6

is calculated to occur at 568 C. This result agrees fairly well with (a) a

thermal halt at 566 2"C observed several times during the solubility experi-

ment and (b) previously reported thermogravimetric experiments [STEINDLER-

1979C1 in which ThCdll was found to decompose at 569 2"C. From earlier

work at Argonne [LAWROSKIJ the equilibrium solid phase in this region of the

Cd-Th system between 321 and 568"C appear to be ThCdll. If ThCdll behaves

like NpCdlj [KRUMPELTI, PuCd11 [JOHNSON-19651, and CeCd1I [JOHNSON-19661,
the above-mentioned termal halts at 566 and 569"C could be attributed to the

peritectic reaction

ThCdll(c) 4 ThCd6 (c) + 5 Cd(l, satd)

Efforts are being made to verify this reaction and to identify other inter-

mediate phases in the Cd-Th system.

*
Calculated from Table 3 of [STEINDLER-1979C] as log wt % thorium = 7.445

- 5548.9/T.
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Table 3. Solubility

Experiment

of Thorium in Cadmium.

MA-2

Thorium Solubility

Sample lemp, 0C I Wt %b At. %b

2A

3B

5A
6A

7A

8B

9A

11A

508
536
598
573
637
615
644
658

aEstnimated accuracy,
b

Mass isotopic di lilt
accuracy, +2% reIat

2.01 0.98
3.78 1.87
8.03 ,.06
7.49 3.77

10.04 5.13
9.43 4.80

10.93 5.61

11.74 6.05

20c.

ion analysis; estimated
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(2) Intermediate Phases in the Cd-Th System
(Milton Ader)

Experiments to define prominent features of the Cd-Th
binary phase diagram are in progress. Electron microprobe analysis* has
been used to obtain preliminary information concerning the comp.)sitions of
intermediate phases.

An initial attempt to identify the solid phase resulting

from the decompos it ion of ThCd I above about 568"C was made dur ing Exp. MA-2.
A duplicate of sample MA2-11 (see T.ble 3) taken at 658*C was cooled over a
1-h interval to 580*C (i.e., about 12 cent grade degrees above the peri tect ic
decomposit ion temperature) and then quickly quenched to room temperature.
The solidified melt was sectioned, cast into an epoxy mold, polished, and
examined with the electron mi c ropr(,be . The analysis revealed a crystalline
phase which had a Cd/Tlh atomic ratio of 3.3 .o 3.7 and was surrounded by Cd

and ThCdll (matrix) phases. The absence of ThCd 6 and the presence of about
ThCd 3 . 5 were unexpected.

Next, mixtrres of cadmium and t horium, with Cd/Th atomic
ratios ranging from 13 to 2, were sealed in 1 . 3-cm-d i a by 7.6-cm long tan ta I un

capsul-s under 1-atm helium pressure. The capsules were heat ed at different

temperatures for various interva l.s without agitat ion. At thn end of the heat-

ing periods, the melts were quenched to about 300"C within about 3 to 4 .in
and then slowly cooled to room temperature. Final ly, the capsules were sec-
tioned and prepared for electron mi-rcIprobe analysis (labcle 4). It should

Table 4. Electron Microprobe Analysis of Cd-Th Al loys

Cd/Th
Capsule Atomic Equilibrium Heat ing

No. Ratio Temp, C Time Phase, Cu (wt %) - Th (wt 7)

5 13 545 17 d 1, Cd(84) - Th(16)
2, Cd(100) - Th(<0.5)

3, Cd(64-75) - 'T'h(36-25)

1 7 1000 21 h 1, Cd(83) - Th(16)

2, Cd(59-64) - Th(40-36)

7 4 650 14 d 1, Cd(<0.2) - Th(100)[runreacted Th]
2, Cd(100) - Th (< 0.4)
3, Cd(74-66) - Th(26-34)

*
Analysis by W. A. Shinn, Fuels and Materials Chemistry Group, Chemical

Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory.



be noted that, except for capsule 5, essentially no crystalline material was

observed in these preparations presumably because of the rapid
general, capsules heated below 1000*C still contained untreated
this is indicative of slow reaction and slow dif fusion. It was
during grinding and polishing that the Cd-Th alloys, especi lly
Cd/Th rat..os of 7 or less, were sensitive to moisture and air.
no inert-atmosphere facility where radioactive samples could be
available. Therefore, an inert coolant (kerosene) and extender
were used during grinding and polishing, and polished specimens

quenching. In

thorium metal;
also observed

mixtures havin
Unfortunately,
polished was
(Hyprez Oil)
were stored in

an evacuated or a helium-f. illed desiccator. The results of thr.' of
sule experiments are discussed below.

the cap-

Capsule 5. The predominant phase is phase 1, whose com-

posi t i on approximates ThCd i (15.817 Th, 84.27 Cd). Also present are phase 2,
pure cadmium and phase 3, a phase of variable compc:ition (Cd/Th = 3 to 6).
The composite. ions of phases I and 2 are those that would be expected from thLe
starting Cd/1h raLio and the equilibration temperature.

Capsule 1. Phase I is apparently the matrix and has a
Cd/Th ratio of ;tbot 10.5. Thi is possibly the ThCdil phase showing a wide
homogeneity range. Within this mat rix are grains of phase 2 wi h Cd/Th ratios
between 3.1 and 3.7. The phase of these grains may be that observed in solu-
bility experiment MA-2.

Capsule 7: The center of the alloy contained a long sliver
of the original unreacted thorium metal, phase 1. Around it was a very 1 ine-
grai ned react ion layer which was not analyzed because of di ff icul ty of keeping
dhe elect ron beam focused on the tiny grains. Surrounding this reaction layer
were t r i inge rs of cadmium, ph'as( 2, parallel to the unreacted thorium. Beyond
the str i ingers of cadmium were numerous grains, namely, phase 3, having Cd/Th
ratios close to those of ThCd 6 and ThCd 4 .

Tht electron microprobe data indicate the existence of
ThCd I , 'ThCd6 , and ThCd3-4 as intermediate phases in the Th-Cd system,
al though some of the results are difficult to reconcile with the experimental
conditions. Addit ional experiments of this type are being carried out under
condi t ions which, it is hoped, wil . promote the attainment of equilibrium.
X-ray diffraction analysis will be used to supplement the microprobe results.

(3) Cadmium-Magnesium-Thorium System
(Milton Ader and J. H. Meisenhelder)

Additional informat ion is being obtained on the Cd-Mg-Th
ternary phase diagram. Three different regions of The ternary system were
selected for studies of liquidus contours, equilibrium intermetallic compounds,
and e:t("c't is c(omnposit ions. An initial, representative composition tm i each
region was prepared by stirring the three components (using tant al m equip-
ment and a heli ut atmosphere) at a high enough temperature to soli' it ize the
metals. The melt was then gradually cooled with st irring, and filtered samples
of the liquid phase were removed at several temperatures for compositional

g
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analysis. Finally, the freezing-point range of the solidifying (eutectic)
liquid was noted. The conditions and results of the experiments are listed

in Table 5. Precipitation of a thorium-containing phase in each of the

selected regions was achieved, although in Expt. MA-5, probably only the last
or last two liquid samples were saturated with thorium.

Table 5. Liq uidtlis Compositions in the Cadmiuim-Magnesium-Thorium System

Liquid Phase Compositior,' wt Z
Time at . -_ _ ____---____

Sample Temp, *C Temp, min Cd Mg Th Total

Expt. MA-4

1 551 120 86.7 0.5 4 .5 3b 101.7
2A 501 51 86.7 10.3 4.51 101.5
3A 488 42 87.6 10.5 3.58 101.7
48 459 60 88.3 11.3 2.12 101.7
5F 428 161 88.8 11.4 1.27 101.5
6F 402 126 88.0 11 .6 0.78 100.4

Freezing point range, 396-391 '".

Expt. MA-5

2A 697 102 15.0 52.3 3 2 .7b 100.0
313 673 54 14.5 50.7 32 .2b 97.4
4B 632 68 14.9 52.5 32.21) 99.6
5A 605 75 14.2 51.8 32.0 98.0
6A 581 71 14.2 59.2 29.0 102.4

Freezing point range, 575-570*C.

Expt. MA-6

1B 695 90 45.1 36.9 18.3b 100.3
2B 673 75 45.1 35.3 18 .3b 98.7
3B 652 45 46.6 36.2 18 .4b 101.2
4A 631 40 45.9 36.3 1.8.2 10.4
'A 605 80 45.2 36.8 17.9 99.9
6B 579 65 46.1 37.3 17 .1 100.5
7B 549 120 45.8 39.0 15.2 100.0
8A 536 20 46.0 39.0 14.6 99.6

Freezing point range, 525-519 C.

aEstimated accuracy, 3%.

bUnsaturated with respect to thorium.
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A semilog plot of the thorium solubility data of Expt. MA-4

vs. reciprocal temperature is shown in Fig. 6 as a straight line (log wt %

thorium = 5.811 - 4001.4/T). The slope of this line approximates that for

thorium solubility in pure cadmium. This suggests that, despite the presence

of about 11 wt % Mg, the solid phase precipitating in this region of the ter-

nary diagram may be ThCdll. A similar plot for Expt. MA-6 (not shown) gives

a curved line.

The solidified melts from Expts. MA-4 and MA-6 will be

examined metallographically and by electron microprobe; restu It s are not vet

available.

(4) Cadmi-um-Magnesium-Thorium Phase Diagram
(Michael Krumpet)

A preliminary ternary phase diagram for the cadmium-
magnesium-thorium system has been drawn (Fig. 7) based on the available infor-

mat ion. In the Th-Mg hi nary system, only one compound (ThMg 5 ) is known

IYAMAMOTO]. In the Th-Cd hinary system, ThCdll has been posit ively identi-
f i ed, and preliminary evi d ce has been obtained for three other compounds:

ThCd 6 , ThCd 3 .5, and ThCd >. No compounds have been reported for the Cd-Mg

Th

10 90

c3 20 _ 80
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\ 

40 60

ThCd - /50
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Fig. 7. Preliminary PhasL Diagram for the
Cadmi um-Magne s i um-Thor i um Sys teem
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system. Since the slope

is similar to the one for
that TIhCd was preci pita

Other tie-lines have been

Ti-Cd compounds . In Fig.
Table 5 are indicated by

and also the known entect

is a first-order 'st imate

sent li q idus c onposition

The ii ne rrnni ng above hi
and the 1 i ne above it , w!
1iquidtis contour. The ph

of the

ThCdi i
ting, a

tentat

thritrm solubility line for Expt MA-4 data

in the binary system (Fig. 6), indicating
tie-line has been drawn between ThCd1  and

ive1y drawn between ThMgr) arnd the various
Mg.

7, the ternary err t ec t ic compos it ions reported i n

squares. 'he dashed 1 i ne connect s these three points
iC points in the Th-Cd and Th-Mg system. 'Thi s; line
of ternary etrtect ic cormpos it ions. The circles repre-

s in the ternary system at di t rent temperatures.
' e-ttf'ct r line represents a 580'C 1 iquidus contour,

ich runs through the triangles, represents a 600 t
ase diagram, as out 1i ned, indicates that thorium solu-

bi l i ty i n('reises wi th inc'reas Iig rnagnes iim content of tihe ternary alloy,
reported earl ite r [STEINI)l.R-19/91 .

as

(>) Diifferential Scanning Calorimetry
(J. K. Dates and J. II. Meisenhelder)

The thermogravimetric-di I I rentall thermal analysis (TG-lilA)

uni it is st i 1 1 not properly inst al led, but can Ie used to measure the heats of
transition Allt by di I ferent ial ;canning calorirmetry (DSC) and noti' the heat

changes usiig di: f rent ial tienraI analysis (D)TA). Jlowe\'-r, problems exist

in measuring tire temperature's of these events. The instrument has been cal i-
brat ed for each mode of operate i ion measur i ng me I t ing t emperat urn' (Tm) and

measure i ng heat s of t rs ion ( AhIl ) . NITS ref erenc ' st andards were used ii the
temperature calibrations, and high--purity metI aI samples were used for the Allf
cal ibrat ions (Table 6).

The melting temperaturs were consistently lower than the
Ii terature valves, with the deviation increasing at higher temperat ures. Th-
determined Allfrrsion values were consistent I v higher than the literature
values and led to an instrument constant oi ; .21 . Ihos, to obtain the actual

value for All 1 from that rneastiured by ISC, t he to I I owi ng equat i In i u ou :

All = AHW )
1 .21

Current ly, the instrument is being used to det trmine

AHreaction Ior the peritectic decomposit ion of ThCd I and in establiishing
iie Thi/Cd/Mg and Th/Cd phase di agrams.

b. Reduc t ion of Thor ium ox ide

The reduct ion Of thorium oxide is an essent ial step in the

reprocessing of oxide fuels (Fig. 5). Previous studies have demonstrated

that low-f ired thoria pellets are di fficil t to reduce and that at most, ) wt

of an initial charge is reduced after 4 h at 675'C [STEINI)IAR-1979C]. Reduc-

tion of material obtained from a reactor is probably of intermediat e di fti-

culty; a better understanding of the reduction mechanism is needed.
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Table 6. Calibration of TG/DTA/DSC Instrument

Literature Experimental
Valuesa Rde Values

Alt, Saniple Peak Hf, Instrument
Sample Tm, C cal/g Mass, mg Area Tm, C cal/g Constant

In 156.4 6.8 9.7 346.6 155.0 -.53 1.25

Sn 231.9 14.2 22.8 819.84 230.6 17.26 1.21

Cd 320.9 12.9 17.4 550.34 319.8 15.18 1.18

Pb 327.4 5.51 16.5 450.6 326.0 6.55 1.19

Zn 419.5 24.4 11.4 704.5 417.0 29.66 1.21

Avg. 1.21

aJANAF TABLES fSTULI.

In a review of previous reduct ittn studies on '11t02, I1()2, and
{' , st-ven factors have been ident i t io'd that must be considered when eval-
uat ing the reduction process. These I a: tors are (a) alloy composi t ion, (b)
fuel type, (c) flux composition, (d) process temptrattire, (e) mixing para-
meters, (f) metal loading, and (g) oxide loading.

Two types of experiments were planned to identify the factors
that are the m< st important in controlling the reduction rite. The first set
of experiments is discussed in this report. The second set of reduction experi-
ments will be done with low-fired ThO 2 pellets obtained from Westinghouse.
These experiments are designed to study the mass transfer between the salt
and alloy and between the salt and pellet.

(1) Analysis of Salt for Calcium and Calcium Oxide

The ext ent of reduct ion can be determined either by mon-
itoring CaO buildup in the salt or by monitoring the amount of thorium in the
alloy. Because alloy samples may become contaminated with salt, the most
reliable measure of thoritim concentration is the ratio, 1h:Mg.

The procedure for analyzing for calcium and calcium oxitl-
content in the presence of calcium salts consists of dissolving a known weigl.t
of the salt mixture in 10 ml, of 0.lN El by heating to boiling with stirring.

Ca + 211(C1 . CaC 12 + II2t + excess hC

Cao + 21C1 (:aCl2 + 1)O 4 excess i01



Excess or unreacted li1 is then back-titrated with stan-
dard NaOl. The end point is Laken at p11 7 with a Sargent-Welch pli meter.

The amount of CaO in the salt is determined by subtract-
ing the amount of calcium in the salt, as detr-rmined by hydrogen gas evolution,
from the total amount of CaO plus calcium as determined by acid-base titration.
As a test of this procedure, a standard containing 5.46 wt % calcium and
calcium oxide (0.75 wt % Ca, 4.71 wt % CaO) dissolved in CaCl2-15 wt % CaF2
eutectic salt was submitted to the Anal yt Ical Laboratory. Analysis yielded
3.6 wt , for a filtered sample and 5.2 wt 7 for an unfiltered sample.

To determine whether any t actor in the experimental method,
such as sampling through tantalum frits, was responsible for the low values,
several analyses using the acid-base titration procedure were done by the
Anal yt ica Laboratory. Three standards containing calcium oxide and in one
instance calcium were analyzed (Table 7) to demonstrate the reliability of
the technique. The results of analyses of f il tered samples taken from experi-
ments I 1-E and 11-ER in the thoria reduction series (discussed below) are
shown in Table 8. The samples were taken at different stages of the experi-
ment and consist of premelted salt (ER-1), premelted salt + Th0 2 (E-2, fR-3),
and the salt laver at the beginning and end of the reduction (ER-5 and LlR-9),
respect ively.

Prew: iy,hed st iiidards and actua I sampi E-: were analyzed.
Samples that had been filtered Irough tantalum fr its into tubes were dis-
solved from the tubing by cutLing off the frit end only, so that the tantalum
tubes could be reused. Dissolution of the salt from one end of the tube proved
to be ext remely slow. When the beaker containing the solution and tube was
placed in an uilt rasonic cleaner, the agitation produced complete dissolution
in about one-half hour, but also resulted in fine grey particles being removed
from the tantalum tube and a colored (i 'i stead of uhIte) precipitate being
formed during t it ration.

The result : i nid cate that:

(1) Analysis of the standards was straightforward, and
the experimental error was within acceptable limits. However, the standard
solution con! -ining Ca and CaO analyzed about 10% too high.

(2) Filtered samples of 'ie premelted salt contained
some calcium oxide. This has been confirmed by the Analytical Laboratory.

(3) in one experiment, 11-ER, filtered samples of salt
and Th0 2 showed additional reactant . The amount was less when a fine tantalum
frit was used. Since t he average particle size of the Th0 2 was 0.5 um, and
the pore sizes of the two fruits were 40 and 5 m, respectively, it is possible

that some Th0 2 was passing through the trit. A blank run with about 100 mg
ThO2 showed that neither Thu 2 nor any impurity that it might contain
rea< ted with the 0.IN hl, even slightly. At this point, we are nut certain
what caused this el1 feet.



Table 7. Analysis for Calcium and Calcium Oxide in Prepared Standards

Total Total
Millimoles Millimoles Millimoles Millimoles

Wt of of CaO of Ca of Ca + CaO Ca or Ca + CaO Error,
Standard Sample Presenta Present Present Found

CaOb 20.0 mg 0.345 -- -- 0.341 1.0

(Mallinkrodt 23.8 mg 0.410 -- - 0.406 1.0
Analytical)

5 wt % CaO- 0.423 g 0.374 -- -- 0.376 0.5

78 wt % CaCl2 -
17 wt % CaF 2 c

Standard Solutiond
of Ca and CaO in

in CaCl2 -15 wt %
CaF 2-0.75 wt ;

Ca-4.71 wt CaO

Filtered 1.0939 g 0.931 0.206 1.137 1.272 11.6
(1.039 (1.163
mmol/g) mmol/g)

Unfiltered 0.6388 g 0.543 0.120 0. he3 0.721 8.7
(1.039 (1.29
mmolg) mmol/g)

aCorrected for Analytical Laboratory assay of CaO and nor CaO content of CaCl 2 and CaFo.

bAssay by Analytical Laboratory, 96.7 wt :'.

cChemical compounds were separately weighed into the beaker.

dThe solution was prepared by weighing the chemicals into a stainless steel crucible,
heating to 775*C, and stirring for 3 h at 675*C. The Analytical Laboratory found 0.94

mmol/g of unfiltered sample and 0.o75 mmol/g of filtered sample. Calculated total Ca + CaO
in the standard solution is 1.039 mmol/g.
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Table 8. CaO Analyse of Filtered Salt Samples

Sample No.

11-E-2a'

1l-ER-lb

ll-ER-3c

ll-ER-5d

1l-i;R-9e

Temp,
C

743

714

652

795

799

Tantalum Wt of
Frit Sample,

Fi no

Coarse

Coarse

Fine

Fine

1.4375

0.9571

1.0825

0.4624

0.6395

0.7125

0.7414

CaO Content, CaO Content,
mmol wt %g

0.173

0.087

0.382

0.134

0.186

0.219

0.212

0.67

0.51

1.98

1.63

1.63

1.72

1.60

Sample taken at the beginning of experiment 11-E in

series, before stirring, after addition of Th02.

bSample taken before the addition of Th 2 in preparat

for experiment 1 i-ER in the thoria reduction series.

the thoria reduction

ion of salt mixture

cSample taken after T10 2 add ition to sal t mixture for 11-ER. No sample
was obtained with a fine trit.

dSample taken at the beginning of experiment I1-ER, before stirring.

eSample taken at the end of experiment I 1-ER, after 4 h of

sample tube was cut into three pieces; two 1/2-in. pieces
without the use of ultrasonic c ltane r. The sample in the
(0.7125) had only one end open; this sample was dissolved
the ultrasonic cleaner.

stirring. This
were dissolved

third piece
with the aid of

(4) The method of dissolution selected (use

sonic cleaner or boiling and stirring) was not a factor.
of an ultra-

(5) No reduction of Th02 by Ca to yield CaO was detected
by analysis of the salt layer in Experiment 11-ER.

We concluded that when oxide percentages were below about

3%, analysis of the salt layer in the thoria reduction experiments yielded no

information useful in determining the extent of reaction.

(2) Thoria Reduction Experiments

The first set of experiments using thoria powder was
designed to determine the effects of final thorium loading in the metal alloy,
final CaO lading in the salt, and temperature on the reduction of thorium

oxide by calcium. These parameters became the independent variables in a

a
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factorial experiment with the other factors being held constant. High, inter-

mediate, and low values were selected for the three parameters. The rate of

reduction was the dependent variable. Nine experiments at the following con-

ditions were planned:

Final Th in Final CaO in

Experiment No. Temp, OC Alloy, wt % Salt, wt %

11-A 800 15 9.7
11-B 650 3.94 9.7
11-C 800 3.94 9.7
11-D 650 3.94 2.5
11-E 800 3.94 2.5
11-F 725 9.47 6.1
11-G 800 15 2.5
11-11 650 15 9.7
11-1 650 15 2.5

Mixing: 800 rpm
Salt: CaC2-1 5 wt % CaF 2

Al loy: Cd-50 wt 7 Mg + twice the stoichiometric amount of Ca
Fuel Type: Powder

Samples of the salt and alloy were taken at the beginning
and completion of each experiment. In the initial experiment, samples were

taken every hour to determine when reduction was complete. However, in sub-

sequent runs, few samples were taken.

Of the nine experiments planned, five experiments (1-A,
11-D, 1l-E, 11-ER, and 11-F) have been completed and the results, given in

Table 9 are discussed below.

11-A. This was the initial experiment performed--to

ascertain whether experiments operated with the most strenuous conditions

(high temperature and high loadings) were feasible. The metals and salts were

prepared and added to the crucible. Metal preparation involved acid cleaning,
and the salts were premelted to form a eutectic mixture (m.p., about 630 C).
The combined alloy-salt mixture was then brought to temperature with stirring

(300 rpm); after 1/2 h of settling, samples were taken from the upper (salt)

and lower (metal) liquid layers (samples llA-1, LIA-2, and llA-3). The Th02

was added through a hollow tantalum tube inserted so that its end was just

above the melt. After Th0 2 addition was complete, stirring at 800 rpm com-

menced. Samples were taken from the bottom of the melt at 1-h intervals until

four samples were obtained (llA-4 to -7). A 5-min settling time was allowed

before each sampling. After 5 h, Sample lIA-8 was taken from the top of the

melt and the experiment was concluded. Unfortunately none of the samples

appeared to be salt. The melt was allowed to settle overnight at 730*C and

an additional sample 'as taken at the bottom (1lA-10) of the melt. The entire
melt was then cooled and removed for inspection. Visual inspection showed



Table 9. Factorial Set of Experiments to Study the Reduction of Th02 by Calcium

Independent Variables Sample Analysis, wt %

Initial Quantities of Constituents, g (Z)
Final CaO Final Th Sample No. Th/Mg

Ezp. Temp, in Salt, in Alloy, Stirring and Reduc- Ratio

No. 'C wt Z wt Z Mg Cd Ca Salta Th02  Rate, rpm tion Time Mg Cd Ca Th x100

11-A 8000C 9.7 15 126.16 126.54 29.87 195.0 50 800 11A-2 start 41.6 45.4 10.3
(high)b (high) (high) (44.65) (44.78) (10.57) llA-3 start 43.9 44.6 10.3

l1A-4 1 h 45.5 1.12 2.46
11A-5 2 h 43.3 1.12 2.59
1lA-6 4 h 43.4 1.12 2.58
11A-7 5 h 44.7 42.5 1.23 2.75

11A-8 5 h 42.8 10.2 1.24 2.90
1>:-l metal 35.9 0.87 2.42

1l-D 650 2.5 3.94 127.42 126.78 9.25 189.10 11.90 800 lD-1 start 43.2 <0.01

(low) (low) (low) (48.37) (48.12) (3.51) 11D-2 1 h 47.3 0.3 0.63
11D-3 2 h 39.5 0.32 0.81
1lD-4 3-3/4 h 41.7 0.20 0.48
1lD-5 (salt) 1.42

(CaO)

11-F 725 6.1 9.47 124.65 126.58 19.11 195.43 31.06 800 11F-1 (salt) <0.05
(inter- (inter- (inter- (46.11) (46.82) (7.07) 11F-3 2 h 0.11 0.11 35.9 <0.05

mediate) mediate) mediate 11F-8 4-1/2 h 47.8 48.5 5.5 0.80 1.67

11-E 800 2.5 3.94 127.52 126.23 9.25 192.25 11.26 1000 11E-1 start 48.3 49.9 2.18 0.07 0.14

(high) (low) (low) (48.49) (48.00) (3.52) 11E-3 24 h 50.6 46.8 2.01 0.43 0.85

11-ER 800 2.5 3.94 117.75 172.74 9.02 194.74 11.87 1000 1lER-4 start 39.1 57.7 2.91 <0.02

(high) (low) (low) (39.31) (57.67) (3.01) 11ER-6d 1 h 39.0 53.3 2.90 0.16 0.41
l1ER-7 2 h 39.2 54.5 2.85 0.15 0.38
1lER-8d 4 h 38.3 51.1 2.90 0.13 0.34

a1 5 wt 2 CaF2-CaC12 .

bRefers to high, low, and intermediate values for the factorial experiment.
cPhases settled overnight before sampling.

dSamples contained salt and presented percentages have been corr,:tcd to reflect sample with ait subtracted.
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the salt layer to be on top of the solidified mass. The solid mass was then

sequentially dissolved and consisted of the top salt layer and under it, a
hard dark grey collar of metal on the out-ide bottom of the crucible. The

inside bottom of the solid mass consisted of grey sand-like pieces of soft

material, with dark-grey particles dispersed throughout.

Sample analyses indicated that about 8.2% of the Th02
initially there had been reduced, but that almost ill of the reduction had

occurred in the first hour.

ll-D. The procedure used for this experiment was the same

as for experiment llA, ex, pt that operating conditions were different.
Difficulty was again experienced in obtaining a salt sample. The salt sample

submitted for analysis was obtained by chipping the frozen salt layer. Reduc-

tion reached 5% in 1 h and did not increase thereafter.

11-F. The procedure for this run was altered in that the

metals were premelted and Th0 2 was added to the premelted salt before the
salt and alloy were melted together. Samples were taken as before, but this

time all samples appeared to be salt. The melt was then cooled and examined;

the salt layer was on top. The melt was reheated, and more salt samples were

taken. At this point, a metal sample was obtained from the bottom (11F-8).
Reduction was 8.4%.

11-E. In experiment 11E, the procedure followed in 1l-F
was used; however, the melt could not be stirred with the paddle in or near
the alloy layer. This was brought about by the inadvertent addition of an

extra piece of stainless steel to the melt. Thus, stirring at 100 rpm could
be accomplished only with the paddle entirely in the salt layer. Stirring
was continued for 24 h before sampling. Reduction was 11%.

1l-ER. Owing to the problem of locating the salt and
alloy layers, the alloy composition was changed to Cd-40 wt / Mg. In addition,
the stirring rate was 100 rpm. Otherwise the procedure was the same as that
in 11-F. Salt-alloy separation was somewhat improved, although some samples

did consist of salt-alloy mixtures. Settling time before each sampling was
5 min. A reduction of 4% was observed.

Conclusions. In each series of experiments, !he total
amount of reduction was less than expected. Previous Th0 2 reductions with
calcium, using a Cu-Mg alloy and a low stirring rate, achieved aL least 60%
reduction [AMECKE]. Additionally, in the present experiments, all reduction

appeared to occur during the first hour. This may indicate that in reality,
no reduction occurred and that the thorium which appeared in the alloy was

due to Th02 that had not been filtered out. The average, Th0 2 particle

was 0.5 um, whereas the filter pore size was about 40 pm. Samples 11E-4 and
11ER-1 were each taken at the beginning of these experiments after the salt

and alloy had been melted together. Neither sample showed that Th0 2 had

passed through the filter; however, neither sample had been stirred. No

explanation for the seeming lack of reduction is available at this time.
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C. Molten Salt Recycle, Electrolysis of CaO in Molten Salt
(R. E. Barletta, L. J. Jardine, T. J. Gerding, D. K. Kroeck,
and Michael Krumpelt)

Because of the termination of the PDPM program, it seems appro-

priate to summarize the experimental work on molten salt recycle.

(1) Introduction

In pyrochemical reprocessing methods, the spent oxide fuel

is reduced with metallic calcium and dissolved in a liquid alloy. The result-

ing calcium oxide is removed by dissolving it in a cover salt. An example of

such a process is the Salt Transport Process for U0 2-PuO 2 fuels [KNIGHTON-

1978]. This process involves the reduction of actinide and fission product

oxides, R02 by calcium metal at 600 to 800 C using a Mg-Cu alloy as the liquid

alloy and a CaF2-CaCI 2 cover salt:

R02 + 2Ca(salt/alloy) + 2CaO(salt) + R(alloy)

After the reduction, the cover salt contains CaO, alkali

and alkaline earth fission product chlorides, iodine, and low concentrations

of actinides. This salt is a major waste stream which must be discarded as a

high-level waste. The volume of this stream would be about 850 L/Mg of spent

fuel [BATES]. Owing to the high dispersion potential (e.g., high water solu-

bility of the salt, further processing would probably be required before an

acceptable waste form is obtained.

Methods for complete or partial recycle of both cover salt

and calcium are advantageous for sound waste management--particularly because

they represent a large waste volume. One such method is electrolytic decompo-

sition of CaO into calcium and COZ, using a liquid metal cathode and a con-

sumable graphite anode [BATES]. The calcium so prepared may be recycled, and

the cover salt could then be either partially or totally reused, depending on

fission product buildup. Ignoring the actinides and fission products present

in the cover salt, three compounds can, in principle, be decomposed electro-

lytically: CaO, CaCl 2 , and CaF2. If unit activities are assumed, the cal-

culated decomposition potentials, Ed, of these compounds at 975 K (calculated

from the free energies of formation) are:

CaO + Ca + 1/2 02(g) Ed = 2.75 V (1)

CaCl 2 + Ca + C12 (g) Ed = 3.41 V (2)

CaF2 + Ca + F2(g) Ed = 5.34 V (3)

With a consumable carbon anode, however, another reaction is possible:

CaO + 1/2 C + Ca + 1/2 C02 (g), Ed = 1.73 V (4)

The Ed of reaction 4 is low enough compared to those of reactions (2) and
(3) to allow selective decomposition of CaO in molten CaC1 2-CaF 2 salt.
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Reaction 4 has been shown to occur for CaO electrolysis

in CaCl 2 at 774-857*C [THREADGILL]. In these experiments, calcium metal

was deposited on a water-cooled aluminum bar which was gradually drawn out of

molten CaCI2 salt. The cell was operated at current densities of 20-40 A/cm2

and at potentials of 13 to 15 V with oxide concentrations of 0.68 to 12 wt %.
Although the cell potential was well above the decomposition potential of

CaCl 2 (reaction 2), Threadgill reports that the gas evolved did not contain

chlorine. Numerous problems were encountered with this electrolysis, however--

especially at CaO concentrations greater than 2 wt %. Examples were cell

overheating, spattering of the electrolyte, arcing of the cell, and melting

and burning of the calcium metal product during experiments. These problems

are directly attributable to the rather extreme cell operating conditions

(current and voltage).

In contrast to these extreme conditions, [BATES] reported

electrolysis of 5 wt % CaO in 15 wt % CaF 2-CaCl 2 at 700*C, a current density

of 0.5 A/cm2 , and a potential of 2 V, using a graphite anode and a liquid

cadmium cathode. During electrolysis, the off-gas was monitored, and CO2

and CO were detected. Also, chemical analysis of the salt and alloy phases

indicated that the CaO concentration in the salt decreased from 5% to 1 wt %

and that the calcium concentration in the alloy increased from 0 to 3 wt %.
The authors report none of the difficulties in operating their cell which were

reported by [THREADGILL], although neither stoichiometry nor a material
balance was obtained, and the CO/CO2 concentrations in the off-gas were low.

On the basis of these earlier studies into the chemistry
of the process [BATES, THREADGILL] this investigation concentrated on deter-

mining cell operating conditions such as cell potential and current efficien-

cies. In experiments to determine cell potentials in the system of interest,
a salt containing CaO in 15 wt % CaF 2-CaCl 2 and a cathode of 35 wt % Mg-Cu

were used. This alloy was chosen since it is also a metal solvent in the

Salt Transport Process [KNIGHTON-1978]. The use of this alloy also provides

a cell arrangement in which the calcium metal is removed from the cell by

dissolution in the liquid metal at the bottom of the cell rather than from

the top of the cell as pure calcium metal, as was the case with the experi-

ments of Threadgill.

(2) Experimental

The electrochemical experiments used a cylindrical 1/2-L

(about 6.4-cm-dia) cell (Fig. 8). The cell was operated in a sealed furnace

tube in a glove box purged with high-purity, dried argon. A separate purge

of argon flowed over the cell proper. The cyclindrical graphite cathode

1.9 cm in diameter by 5 cm high) was baked out at 800*C under vacuum prior to

use. The liquid metal cathode (35 wt % Mg-Cu) was prepared under dry condi-

tions prior to electrolysis.

The CaO and CaF2 used in these experiments were reagent

grade materials heated to 800*C for two hours and stored under dry argon. The

CaCl2 was anhydrous ultra-high-purity calcium chloride, which was used with-
out further treatment.
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Fig. 8. Electrolytic Cell Used for CaO Electrolysis Study.

(a) cathode connector; (b) thermocouple; (c) anode

connector; (d) graphite anode; (e) stainless steel

container; (f) fused salt electrolyte; (g) molten

metal cathode

Power was supplied to the cell by a continuously adjustable

power supply operated in either a constant-current or a constant-voltage mode.

The cell voltage was monitored by a high-impedance digital voltmeter, and the

current was measured across a calibrated shunt in series with the power supply.

(3) Current-Potential Curves

Steady-state currents at fixed potentials were measured

in melts of 5 wt % CaO in 15 wt % CaF 2-CaCI 2 and in CaF 2 -CaCl 2 containing no

CaO. A graphite or platinum anode and a Mg-Cu cathode were used. The salt

mixture plus the alloy were heated under vacuum to 600"C, argon was added,
and the temperature raised to 800"C. The mixture was stirred intermittently

for approximately one hour to ensure oxide dissolution. The stirring rod was

then removed, and the preheated anode was lowered into the melt to about 1.3

cm above the alloy-salt interface.

Data were taken at various temperatures from 675 to 800*C

with the power supply in the constant voltage mode, while the current was

allowed to stabilize. The potential was then manually reduced to a new value,
and another data point taken. This procedure was followed until zero current

was reached. A complete curve was obtained in about 45 min. This procedure

removed any trace impurities by electrolysis at high potentials during the

early part of the experiment, preventing their having an effect on the current

at low potentials.

(4) Current Efficiency Experiments

Oxide-salt mixtures containing 10, 9, 8, 6, and 4 wt % CaO

were prepared by mixing CaO with CaF2-CaC 2 at 800 C for 5-7 h with inter-
mittent stirring. The fused mixture was allowed to cool and was stored under

argon.
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Before the start of an electrolysis, 210 g of the premixed

salt along with 100 g of the Mg-Cu were added to the electrolysis cell. The

remaining 40 g of salt was reserved for chemical analysis. The cell was heated

to about 685*C. The preheated graphite electrode was then lowered into the

salt phase to about 1.3 cm above the alloy/salt interface. To measure current

efficiencies, the cell was run at constant current. This operating current

was determined by finding the current corresponding to a voltage between the

decomposition potentials for CaO (reaction 4) and CaCI 2 (reaction 2) n order

to minimize CaCI2 decomposition. The power supply was operated in the constant-

current mode for a known time, and thus the total integrated current could be

determined. During electrolysis, the voltage was monitored to ensure that it

did not exceeu the CaCl 2 decomposition potential (about 3V).

At the conclusion of electrolysis, the power was turned

off, the graphite anode was raised, and the cell was cooled to room tempera-

ture. Samples of the solid salt phase were taken from (1) the middle of the
salt and (2) near the alloy/salt interface. Samples of the post-electrolysis

alloy were also taken. Salt samples were analyzed for CaO and calcium metal,
and metal samples were analyzed for total calcium content.*

The accuracy of the sampling procedure was tested by pre-

paring a sample containing 5.16 wt % CaO in CaF2 -CaCl 2 , and sampling the molten

salt at 700 C using tantalum tubes and frits. The mixture was then cooled to

room temperature, and solid-salt samples were taken at the top and bottom of

the salt. Chemical analysis for CaO of these samples revealed d concentration

of 4.71 0.21 wt % CaO for filtered samples and 5.08 0.02 wt % CaO for
samples taken from the solid salt. No variation was apparent for samples

taken near the top or bottom of the solidified salt. The solid-salt sampling

method was chosen in preference to the molten salt sampling procedure because

it gave results nearer the preweighed value.

(5) Results and Discussion

The current-potential data obtained for temperatures
between 675"C and 8000C were plotted to determine the decomposition potentials.

Typical results at 700 C are given in Fig. 9. Decomposition potentials were
derived by linear extrapolation of the voltage lata to z ro current. The

derived decomposition potentials are given in Table 10. To make assignments

to the possible reactions, the observed data were comp.: 2d with the theoretical

values for reactions 1 through 4. As an example, Table 11 compares the

experimental decomposition potentials for the reactions 1, 2, and 4 with those

derived from free energy of formation data at 775 C. For reactions 1 and 2,
agreement between theory and experiments is within about 0.3 V. There is a

larger (0.5 V) difference for reaction 4. The discrepancy for reactions 1
and 2 may be accounted for by unknown deviations from unit activity for various

species in the molten salt. However, information currently available in the

literature and data obtained in these experiments do not allow quantiLative

*
Analysis performed by the Analytical Chemistry Laboratory of the Chemical
Engineering Division.
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Fig. 9. Current-Potential Curves for CaF2 -CaCl 2 at

700*C. Circles represent salts containing

5 wt % CaO; triangles represent salts con-

taining no CaO.

Table 10. Decomposition Potential, Ed, for the CaO--CaF 2 -CaCl 2

System, 675-800"C (Cathode, 35 wt % Mg-Cu)

Salt Phase Anode Ed, V

Composition Material 675"C 700 C 725 C 750"C 775 C 800*C

CaF 2-CaCl 2a C 3.14 3.13 3.10 3.08 3.04 2.98

CaF 2 -CaCl 2 a Pt 2.77 2.92 3.07 -- 2.92 2.77

CaF 2-CaCl 2a
+ 5 wt /% CaO C 2.39 2.37 2.33 2.29 2.26 2.18

CaF2-CaC' 2

+ 5 wt % CaO Pt 2.70 2.67 2.67 2.63 2.63 2.67

a15 wt % CaF 2-CaCI 2.

estimates of activities to be made. It can be noted that of the various

species present as either reactants or products in reactions 1, 2, and 4, CaO

and Ca metal are present in low concentrations, and are thus likely to have

chemical activities which deviate significantly from unity.

This discrepancy between the observed and theoretical

decomposition potentials of reaction 4 is similar to the electrolysis of

alumina in fused cryolite, in which an overpotential of 0.5 V for CO 2 evolu-

tion is observed. This overpotential has been explained by [THONSTEADI, who

concluded that the rate-limiting reactions responsible for the overpotential

1
I
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Table 11. Comparison of Observed and Calculated Decomposition

Potentials for CaF2-CaCl 2 with and without CaO at 775*C

Ed, V

Experimental Calculated

Reaction (all activities unity)

CaO -+ Ca + 1/2 02 2.63a 2.73

CaCl 2 + Ca + Cl 2  3 . 0 4 b 3.35

2.92a

CaO + 1/2 C + Ca + 1/2 CO 2  2 . 2 6 b 1.71

aPlatinum anode.

bCarbon anode.

are oxygen transfer through the electric double layer and formation of CO 2

from chemisorbed oxygen. It is likely that a similar mechanism could explain

the observed overpotential in the CaO electrolysis on graphite. It should be

noted, however, that no overvoltage was observed by [THOMPSON] for the Ed of
reaction 4 in a molten calcium fluoride-sodium fluoride salt at 900-1100*C,
using a graphite anode.

Based on the results of these decomposition potential

experiments, it can be concluded that the potential range in which only CaO

may be decomposed using a carbon anode is smaller than is anticipated from

thermodynamic considerations alone (1.68 V). The practical potential range

for CaO electrolysis is from about 2.7 to 3.0 V.

The current efficiencies for this range were determined

by measuring the decrease in CaO concentration in the salt phase and the

increase in calcium concentration in the metal phase and comparing these

values with the integrated current. The results of chemical analyses of

samples from which these efficiencies were calculated are given in Table 12

and the resulting current efficiencies are listed in Table 13. The current

efficiencies in Table 13 are substantially less than 100%, which suggests

that cell operating conditions and cell design were not optimum. Further,
efficiencies based on CaO depletion do not correlate well with those based

on calcium metal increase.

The fact that current efficiencies based on calcium metal
in the alloy are consistently lower than those based on oxide analyses indi-
cates that calcium did not readily transfer into the liquid alloy. Calcium
metal in the salt phase (produced by electrolysis) was determined by analyzing
various portions of the salt phase for calcium metal content. Limited solu-
bility of the metal in the salt was expected since the reported solubility
of calcium in CaCl2 at 800*C is about 1 wt % [DESAJ, WADE]. Chemical
analysis of postelectrolysis salt samples revealed bulk concentrations of
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Table 12. Analytical Results for Samples taken
during Current-Efficiency Measurements

CaG and Ca in Salta Concentration

of Ca Metal

Starting CaO Final CaO Final Ca in Alloyc
Experiment Concentration, Concentration, Concentration,b (final),

No. wt % wt % wt % wt %

10.1 0.1

10.0 0.5

9.11 0.88

7.93 0.32

6.00 0.24

4.00 0.05

7.9 0.3

8.02 0.03

7.76 0.08

6.81 0.34

5.05 0.48

3.17 0.28

0.41

0.40

0.1.3

2.00

0.48

0.15

0.38 0.03

0.58 0.23

0.53 0.02

1.90 1.55

0.70 0.15

0.44 0.26

a2 1 0 g total salt.

bValue based

interface.

on single analysis of the salt phase near the alloy/salt

c100 g total alloy.

dAnode-cathode distance is approximately one-half the value (1.3 cm) of th=-t

in the other current-efficiency experiments.

Table 13. Current Efficiencies Based on CaO Decrease in Salt
and Ca Increase in Alloy, Using Data from Table 12

Integrated Current Efficiency Current Efficiency

Current, Based on CaO Based on Ca

Experiment A-h Decrease in Salt, % Increase in Alloy, X

1 8.04 54.9 7.9 6.3 0.5

2 4.02 98.8 25.0 19.3 7.6

3a 4.02 67.4 44.0 17.7 0.7

4 8.04 27.9 11.6 31.6 25.8

5 8.04 23.7 13.4 11.6 2.5

6 8.04 20.7 7.1 7.3 4.3

aAnode-cathode distance is approximately one-half the value of that in the
other current-efficiency measurements.

1

2

3'

4

5

6
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calcium of about 50 ppm, but concentrations of calcium metal (given in
Table 12) in salt samples taken near the salt/alloy interface were much
greater. The fact that in experiment 4, the calcium metal content exceeded

the solubility of calcium in CaCl 2 indicates that the metal-rich portion

of the salt, i.e., the salt near the alloy/salt interface, is inhomogeneous
and calcium metal is present as a suspended solid. That calcium metal was
present is confirmed by observation of hydrogen evolution upon dissolution
of the salt in acid.

High concentrations of calcium metal at the interface
between the carbon anode and the liquid metal cathode point to a mechanism

that might account for the observed low current efficiencies. Calcium metal

cycling between anode and cathode could cause loss of efficiency. This hypo-

thesis is supported by the work of [DESAJ] on thermodynamic properties of

calcium metal in molten calcium chloride.

(6) Conclusions

An overvoltage of about 0.5 V for the electrolysis of CaO

with a graphite anode was observed. Thus, the region of selective electrolysis

of CaO is smaller than had been anticipated from decomposition potential esti-

mates based on free energy of formation data.

Also, the presence of metallic calcium in the salt phase

provides a complication to the electrolysis of CaO in CaF 2-CaCl 2 which could

well account for the observed low current efficiencies. Not all of the calcium

dissolved in the cathode alloy. This difficulty may be overcome by a modifica-

tion of cell design.

These experimental measurements of decomposition potentials

and current efficiencies were performed on a cell design which was not opti-

mized.

3. U-Pu Salt Transport Processing
(J. B. Knifhton,w C. Baldwin, T. D. Santa Cruz,* W. A. Averill,*
M. Bracco, M. F. Boyle,* S. J. Dyer,* R. F. Fitzpatrick,*

J. E. Hicks,* G. A. Lambert,* D. Olson,* R. L. Sandvig,A
S. P. Sontag,* T. Whipple,* R. D. Wing,* and J. L. Zoellner* )

a. Introduction

The purpose of this work is to develop pyrochemical processes
and associated hardware for coprocessing uranium and plutonium contained in
spent FBR reactor fuels. The primary objective is to develop a process capable
of producing a proliferation-resistant product suitable for reactor use. This
proliferation resistance can be accomplished by coprocessing and/or by produc-
ing fission-product-contaminated plutonium. In addition, waste management of
by-product for both interim and ultimate disposal will be explored.

*
R< .kwell International, Rocky Flats.
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The technical goals of this work are (a) to develop a viable

flowsheet f-r producing by pyrochemical means through coprocessing, a pro-

liferation-resistant product suitable for reactor use, (b) to identify key

problems and conduct early proof-of-principle experiments on key problems that

challenge the feasibility of the flowsheet, (c) to prepare a process descrip-

tion and design criteria for a conceptual Pyrochemical Processing Facility

(PPF), (d) to examine and integrate design concepts for the unit operations

of the salt transport process, and (e) to evaluate containment of fission

products and management of waste prod :ts.

b. Engineering Analysis

(1) Waste Managem(nt Studies

(S. P. Sontag )

The argon supply line and the 220 V electrical outlet have

been installed for the furnace to be used for calcium oxide reduction studies,
and the controller has been wired for operation. This completes the necessary

laboratory modifications. Final approval of the Operational Safety Analysis

has been obtained.

Experimental work will not be started until additional

funding becomes available.

The "Scope of Work for Hot Cell Experiments" is complete

and is presented in the Appendix.

The TRU Program tasks at Rocky Flats, which hive been

reduced in scope due to reduced funding, will be completed.

(2) Zinc/Cladding Separation (Literature Search)

(R. L. Sandvig,w G. A. Lambert, and S. J. Dyer*)

A topical report 0: thz literature search on the nonaqueous

separation of zinc from fuel rod cladding has been completed and will be issued

as a separate document.

Some uncertainty was encountered concerning the diffusion

step in the vapor-phase zinc recovery process described in the report, namely,
the nature (porosity) of the process residue and the mechanism of the diffusion.

During the final stage of the vapor-phase recovery process, the zinc is removed

from the zinc-cladding melt by diffusion. Two extremes appear to be possible:

(1) The zinc molecules diffuse through an iron layer one

or two molecules thick and enter a vapor pore in the residue.

(2) The zinc molecules diffuse through the nonporous melt

and are not vaporized until they arrive at the solid-vapor interface. If this

extreme occurs, either an extremely long time (on the order of 108 years) or

a very thin (1 to 2 um) section is required.

*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.
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In the topical report, the latter extreme was assumed to

be unlikely. The first assumption was modified slightly, and a time for

recovery of 6.8 h was estimated. Extensive experimntal work will probably
be required to determine the diffusion rate.

(3) Computer Model
(W. A. Averill )

The seconc-generation computer model of the transport

process has been completed; this version has been dubbed "SALT-II." There

are some significant improvements incorporated into this version that were

not addressed previously.

The first major improvement is the method of equilibrating
the solid alloy phases with liquid alloy phases. In SALT-I (the first-
generation model), the calculations which determined the mass balance between

the solid and liquid alloys were performed after salt-alloy equilibration was

complete. This was actually accomplished in two separate routines, one per-

formed before the other. This is not a time-realistic representation of the

process as it actually occurs, but it was felt that for the first generation,
this model would be a fairly close approximation.

The second-generation version performs these calculations

simultaneously. That is, the routine which equilibrates the salt and alloy

also contains the calculation for the liquid/solid alloy equilibration. First,
the first iterative step of salt/alloy equilibration is performed, then the

first iterative step of the liquid/solid equilibration is performed. Both

sets of algorithm converge at the same time and at the same i3te. This incor-

poration would have meant a significant increase in run time for the entire

program, but the many time-saving innovations that were instituted in this

r cond-generation model have kept the over-all run time about the same for

SALT-II as for SALT-I.

The second feature of improvements of SALT-II is the allow-

ance for heels in the process vessels. This will allow the model to simulate

actual process operation when material is transferred from one vessel to another

and small amounts of material are left behind, either because of necessity or

desire. These heel volumes are variable and can be explored along with the
other process operating parameters. Finally, the third feature is the allow-

:,ace for multiple passes. This will allow examination of transient start-up

behavior and steady-state behavior of the system after parameters have been

varied. This feature also allows the system configuration to be altered.

With only slight modification, the system order of tasks can be changed to

determine whether the system is truly nonproliferable.

(4) Design
(J. E. Hicks*)

The Turntable Transport Process design is complete except
for a few small details. Detailed material and energy balances will be gen-
erated in the coming months while a topical report is being written. Work
is presently centered on the design section of this report.

*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.
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The flow pattern for the Mixer-Settler Continuous Process

(MSC)* has been developed, and equipment to provide the desired flow pattern

has been designed. This equipment is quite complex, and some fabrication dif-

ficulties exist. The most promi- ing construction material appears to be brazed

or welded molybdenum-tungsten alloy, coated with tungsten by chemical vapor

deposition after fabrication. A nine--.tage mixer-settler train designed to

be used for the MSC process ii a square furnace is shown in Fig. 10. Each

stage consists of two mixers and two settle s. Salt make-up and bleed channels
are provided. The cutaway illustrates the mixing chamber and the exterior of

a pump used to transfer the mixed material into the settling chambers.

A\A

Fig. 10. Nine-Stage Mixer-Settler

'ihe flow pattern in one stage of the MSC process is shown

in Fig. 11. (a clearer version of [Fig. 20., STEINDLER-1979C]). Each metal

stream moves from a settling chamber into a mixing chamber through an undErflow

weir. Each salt stream moves from a settling chamber into a mixing chamber

through an overflow weir. Mixed metal and salt streams are pumped out of the

mixing chamber(s) and into settling chambers, where the metal and salt are

separated before being gravity-fed into the appropriate mixing chambers.

(Figure 19, STEINDLER-1979C) is a flow diagram of the Mixer-Settler

Cont inuous Pr oces s.
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The donor and acceptor metal streams move from stage to

stage, countercurrent to each other. The transport salt is captive within

each stage and contacts the donor and acceptor in a cross-current fashion.

This flow pattern allows the MSC train to perform as if

the donor and acceptor were immiscible phases in countercurrent contact. At

steady state, the transferring constituents in the salt streams will reach an

equilibrium value and remain consant. The net mass transfer will be between

the donor and acceptor phases. By treating the MSC train as a countercurrent

contactor, with the transport salt analogous to the interface between the

phases, the equilibrium coefficients for transfer between the donor and accep-

tor can be calculated from

coefficients, as follows:

Let Koi

kd i

kai

known donor-salt and salt-acceptor equilibrium

Mass fraction of component i in the acceptor

Mass fraction of component i in the donor

Mass fraction of component i in the salt

Mass fraction of component i in the donor

Mass fraction of component i in the salt
Mass fraction of component i in the acceptor

Ko is the overall equilibrium coefficient;

kdi is the donor-salt equilibrium coefficiea',;

kai is the acceptor-salt equilibrium coefficient

Further, let

Yi = the mass fraction of component i in the salt

Xi = the mass fraction of component i in the donor

ti = the mass fraction of component i in the acceptor

then

kdi = , kai 

(

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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kd -
and Ko =

1. ka.

Yi ti

Xi Yi

ti

The donor-acceptor equilibrium coefficient, Ko., allows

the number of ideal stages for the desired plutonium recovery to be calculated.

This number of ideal stages can be compared with the number of transfer units

in a countercurrent tower. This calculation has been done for the reference

fuel and a representative donor alloy, transport salt, and acceptor alloy at

an operating temperature of 800 C, which was arbitrarily chosen. This calcula-

tion yields two equilibrium (ideal) stages. F similar :alculation done for a

donor-crossflow salt system showed that nine stages were required. However,
this latter calculation would have yielded a different result if a different

salt flow rate had been used.

It is apparent from this that the number of ideal stages,
analogous to the number of transfer units, is fixed by the equilibria of the

uranium, plutonium, and fission products. These equilibria are affected by

alloy and salt compositions and temperature.

The number of real stages required for each ideal stage

can be compared to the height of a transfer unit (HTU). In the MSC process,
the stage efficiency, or HTU, can be changed by adjusting the salt flow rate.

Changing the salt flow has the same effect as changing the diffusivity in an

extraction tower.

In the MSC train, the mixture of metal and salt is pumped

out of the mixing chamber into the settling chamber by a centraxial pump.

This type of pump was developed at Argenne National Laboratory in the early

1970's by J. B. Knighton et al. for use in salt transport systems [KNIGHTON-

19711.

The pump itself consists of a truncated cone with the ends

closed, forming a hollow chat. r (see Fig. 12). In operation, the cone spins

about its axis, creating a centrifugal force on the fluid inside the pumping

chamber. The centrifugal (radial) torce is converted to axial force by the

tapered walls of the pumping chamber. Fluid enters the pumping chamber through

an inlet orifice in the small end of the truncated cone, exits through slots
in the large end, and is carried away by an outflow weir. Flow can be limited

by downsizing the inlet orifice.
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DRIVE SHAFT

OUTFLOW WEIR

OUTLET Fig. 12.
PORTS I 2

Cross-sectional View

of Centraxial Pump

LIQUID SUPPLY CHAMBER

INLET ORIFICE

(5) Proliferation Stud

(J. L. Zoellner

One of the criteria in this proliferation study [STEINDLER-
1979C] is that the fissile material produced should be sufficiently radioactive
and diluted with fertile material so that diversion is difficult, detection of

the material is easy, and conversion into weapons-usable material is difficult.
Sufficient radioactive contamination will be defined as 500 rads/h at 1 m from
a mass of material containing 8 kg of plutonium. The fissile material should

be diluted with fertile material so that the fissile content is less than 20%.

The effects of recycle of the core/axial blanket and radial
blanket fuel by the U-Pu Salt Transport Process (Fig. 13) were analyzed.

Recycling the radial blanket fuel material, a possible

method of increasing its enrichment, was examined. As stated in the preceding

report [STEINDLER-1979C], the enrichment of the radial blanket fuel material

after one pass through the process is estimated to be 12.4%. Plutonium recovery

is 59.9%. If this processed material is returned to the beginning of the

process and recycled, an increase in the enrichment of the processed material

is obtained. If we assume that the FP-3 transport and uranium-plutonium trans-
port salts are saturated [Table 25, STEINDLER-1979C], the resulting enrichment
is 27.2% with 99% recovery after two passes. These values are 17.5% and 99.2%,
respectively, after three passes. The gamma radiation associated with the

uranium-plutonium acceptor alloy is 782 rads/h at three feet (2.0 kg Pu),
which meets the proliferation criteria.

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.
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These results clearly indicate that recycle is definitely

a method by which blanket fuel enrichment may be increased. However, several

points should be mentioned: (1) To obtain an enrichment of approximately 20%,
the material in the acceptor vessel must be removed either on the second or

third pass. Since the number of passes required to reach a 20% enrichment

for a core/axial blanket assembly is five, a different set of process controls

would be required for the radial blanket assemblies. However, it is desirable

to have the same process control requirements for both types of assemblies

since this would enable a single plant line to handle both types of assemblies

without adjustment to operation sequence. (2) Although 99% of the plutonium

is recovered on recycle, the amount sent to recycle is only 59.9% of the

amount originally contained in the radial blanket assembly; this would result

in significant plutonium losses in the waste streams. (3) Finally, most of

the alloy contents are solids, requiring additional activities to remove the

solids (uranium and copper) from the vessel.

As yet, a suitable method for obtaining 20% enrichment

and 99% recovery of fissile material from radial blanket assemblies has not

been established, if the same reagents as are used for core/axial blanket

assemblies are used for radial blanket assemblies. As stated above, present

enrichment of the radial blanket fuel material after a one-pass recycle pro-

cess is estimated to be 12.4%, with a plutonium recovery of 59.9%. Conditions

are 850*C for the U-Pu donor alloy and 700*C for the U-Pu acceptor alloy. If

instead of the single U-Pu transport pass, the number of U-Pu transport passes

is continued until 97.7% of the plutonium is recovered, the enrichment drops

to 3.1%. This represents virtually no increase in enrichment over the process

input material enrichment of 3.05%; moreover, it requires 21 steps to reach

97.7% recovery. The effects of increasing the magnesium content of the U-Pu

donor alloy on the reprocessing of radial blanket fuel assemblies, currently

under investigation, are discussed below.

When the core/axial blanket acceptor alloy product is

recycled through the process (under base-case conditions), the processed

material is slightly more enriched. After five passes, this enrichment is

21% and the plutonium recovery is 99.3%. This can be compared with the pre-

viously reported values of 18.9 and 99.3%, respectively, obtained after the

first process cycle. This indicates that the core/axial blanket process

product can be slightly enriched by product recycling. Possibly, enrichment

could be significantly increased upon repeated recycle of the product. This

effect will be investigated.

It has been noted during recycle of the various types of

materials that if the initial conditions assumed the use of fresh, uncontam-

inated salt, the quantity of fission products in the various alloys was

insufficient in all cases. To ensure that sufficient quantities of fission

products accompany the plutonium, all recycling, as well as regular processing,
should be done with contaminated or spiked salts as mentioned in [STEINDLER-

1979C]. Provisions should be made in the design to increase the difficulty
of replacing the transport salts in the system during operation.

One method whereby the uranium-plutonium product might

be decontaminated for diversionary purposes involves the transfer of contam-

inated uranium-plutonium transfer salt into the salt and donor heel. storage
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vessel (A6) (Fig. 13) after transfer of the product to the acceptor vessel

(A5). The turntable is then rotated in readiness for the next transport
operation and a fresh batch of core/axial blanket material is put into place

(P4). Uncontaminated salt is then introduced into the acceptor vessel (A5).

From here, it is transferred to the uranium-plutonium donor vessel, where it

is contacted with the fresh batch of uranium-plutonium alloy. The salt is

then transferred back to the acceptor vessel (A5) where the uranium, plutonium,
and FP-3's are reduced by and retained in the acceptor alloy. The acceptor

alloy is then transferred to distillation for zinc-magnesium removal. The

result is an alloy that has a low FP-3 concentration. This is due to the

action of the clean salt which contains a smaller amount of FP-3's than does

a salt laden with FP-3's and hence transfers a smaller amount of FP-3 to the

acceptor alloy than does the FP-3 laden salt (see Tables 14 and 15). The

material is approximately 56.3% enriched and contains 8.9 kg or 89.1% of the

plutonium from the donor. The FP-3's associated with this material (0.4 kg)

emit 328 gakama rad/h; this is below the level set in the proliferation cri-

teria. The defense against proliferation of this type is to ensure that no

introduction of uncontaminated salts into the donor-acceptor vessels at the

uranium-plutonium transfer point is possible. This may be accomplished by

direct piping of the zinc-magnesium transfer lines from the distillation

units. The necessary make-up salts could be added to the salt and donor

heel storage vessel.

Another option for producing a highly decontaminated

uranium-plutonium product could be initiated in the same manner as discussed

above. However, instead of merely adding decontaminated salt to the acceptor

vessel, a batch of decontaminated FP-3 transport salt is added. Contacting

a sufficient quantity of this salt with the uranium-plutonium alloy in P4

removes the FP-3's almost entirely. This salt is then transferred to the

acceptor vessel A5, where the FP-3's are reduced into the acceptor alloy.

This alloy is removed and sent to distillation unit D3. Meanwhile, fresh

accentor alloy is -,laced in A5. After one pass of salt between P4 and A5,
the new acceptor alloy now contains 8.9 kg plutonium, 6.9 kg uranium and

essentially no FP-3's; this is a very desirable product. Again, for prolif-

eration resistance, there must be no capability for adding salt to the

acceptor vessel.

One method of preventing such action that has been con-

sidered would be to feed the molten Zn-Mg alloy from the distillation vessel

(D3) directly through a transfer line (rather than as solids) into the U-Pu

acceptor vessel. Then, salts could not be transferred t( the A5 vessel. If

the salts mixture were placed in distillation vessel D3, it could not be

heated to a sufficiently high enough temperature to evaporate or sublime the

salts., Such action requires temperatures in excess of 1600'C; the distilla-

tion vessels, however, will be designed to operate at temperatures no higher

than 1000*C.

Although direct transfer of the Zn-Mg alloy through a
transfer line would be a way of preventing such action, it would not be

desirable owing to the difficulty in operating the required valves or freeze

seals. Another way to prevent diversion by the above method is by appropriate

sizing of the vessel heels. The heel remF'ning at the bottom of the acceptor
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Table 14. Salt Transport with Uncont,.minated (Clean) Salt;

One-Pass Example--Core/Axial Blanket Fuel Material

U

Pu

FP-3

Gamma rad/ha

U
Pu

FP-3

Gamma rad/ha

U
Pu
FP-3

Gamma rad/h

Initial

U-Pu Donor, kg U-Pu Salt, kg

22.390 0
10.074 0
1.019 0
836 0

After Donor-Salt Contact

U-Pu Donor, kg U-Pu Salt, kg

15.476 6.914
1.052 9.022

4 x 10~4 1.0188
0.33 836

Before Salt-Acceptor Contact

U-Pu Salt, kg U-Pu Acceptor, kg

6.914 0
9.022 0
1.0188 0
836 0

After Salt-Acceptor Contact

U
Pu
FP-3

Gamma rad/h

U-Pu Salt, kg

0.030
0.138
0.6188
507

U-Pu Acceptor, kg

6.884
8.884
0.4
328

aThe radiation noted here is from the FP-3 group only. The

FP-4's remain with the donor as a defense, and contribute

13,950 gamma rad/h at 3 ft.
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Salt Transport with Contaminated Salt; One-Pass

Example--Core/Axial Blanket Fuel Material

U
Pu

FP-3

Gamma rad/ha

U

Pu
FP-3

Gamma rad/ha

U

Pu
FP-3

Gamma rad/h

Initial

U-Pu Donor, kg U-Pu Salt, kg

22.390 0
10.074 0
1.019 1.3
836 1066

After Donor-Salt Contact

U-Pu Donor, kg U-Pu Salt, kg

15.476 6.914
1.052 9.022

9 x 10-4 2.318
0.73 1900

Before Salt-Acceptor Contact

U-Pu Salt, kg U-Pu Acceptor, kg

6.914 0
9.022 0
2.318 0
1900 0

After Salt-Acceptor Contact

U

Pu

FP-3

Gamma rad/h

U-Pu Salt, kg

0.030
0.138
1.45
1189

U-Pu Acceptor, kg

6.884
8.884
0.868
712

Table 15.

The radiation noted here is from the FP-3 group only. The

FP-4's remain with the donor as a defense, and contribute

13,950 gamma rad/h at 3 ft.
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vessel will be sized to contain sufficient fission products so Lhat even if

a decontaminated salt were introduced into the vessel, the resulting radiation
level would meet the proliferation criteria requirements The Salt II com-

puter model will be used to evaluate the effect of these heels.

Study of the effects of varying the magnesium content of

the U-Pu donor alloy has begun, using core/axial blanket fujl assemblies.

Table 16 shows the results to date. This table shows data for 800 C (U-PU

donor) and 700*C (U-Pu acceptor), since no data exist for higher temperatures.

(These results, however, should show trends that can be expected at higher

temperatures.) Note that as the magnesium content is increased, the enrich-

ment increases, but the corresponding plutonium recovery decreases. In all

cases, sufficient fission products are transferred with the alloy to keep

the radiation level well above 500 gamma rad/h, which is the minimum desired

level. However, the total mass of material required to keep the magnesium

in solution results in volumes that are too large for the 10-ft3 volume of

tho design vessel. Therefore, increasing the magnesium content of the donor

alloys is not practical as a method of discouraging diversion.

Table 16. Effects of Increasing the Magnesium Content

of U-Pu Donor Alloy in Salt Transport Process

Eight U-Pu Transport Passes

U-Pu Donor: 800 C
U-Pu Acceptor: 700*C

Mg Content, wt % 6.5 8.0 13.5 20.0

Enrichment, % 19.9 25.1 50.5 67.9

Pu Recovery, % 98.9 98.7 96.2 76.6

FP-3 Gamma rad/h
at 3 ft 803 764 716 690

Alloy Volume, ft 3  2.9 3.4 8.0 14.5

ba t Volume, ft 3  7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8

The effect upon uranium-plutonium transport of using

either clean or contaminated transport salt is shown in Tables 14 and 15.

The steady-state fission-product buildup in the process transport salts

results from the continuous processing of core/axial blanket fuel assemblIes.

Because radial blanket fuel assemblies have a low content of fission products

in comparison to core/axial blanket assemblies, it may be possible to lower

the steady-state fission-product content of these process transport salts by

running several radial blanket assemblies through the process. It has been

found that after five radial blanket fuel assemblies have been processed,
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starting with steady-state fission-product salt loadings, the fission-product

salt loadings are reduced to approximately one-half the steady-state values

for core/axial blanket. Introduction of a core/axial blanket fuel assembly
at this point results in a fission-product loading of 554 gamma rad/h for

9.9 kg of plutonium. At steady-state conditions, the same mass of plutonium

is associated with enough fission products to produce 821 gamma rad/h at 3 ft.

It is predicted that approximately ten radial blanket fuel assemblies would

lower the transfer salt fission-product content sufficiently to reduce the

radioactivity of the product below the proliferation criteria level. However,
recycle of ten radial blanket assemblies Los not yet been simulated.

As discussed in the salt transport computer model portion

of this report, the Salt-II computer model is operable and is being used to

perform the proliferation analyses. Due to algorithmic differences, the

results of salt transport processing, using the Salt-II model differ somewhat

from those obtained using the first model Salt-I.

Four cases have been run, using the Salt-II model, in

which the uranium-plutonium donor and acceptor operating temperatures were

varied. Table 17 shows the results for these cases in which 270 kg of trans-

port salt was used, The best combination of recovery and enrichment occurred

at donor and acceptor temperatures of 850*C and 700*C, respectively. These

results are similar to the results obtained when the same cases were examined

using Salt-I. The most significant findings with Salt-II are that only 270 kg
of U-Pu transport salt are needed for U-Pu transport and that the FP-3 concer.-

tration in the acceptor alloy is hig'- enough to meet proliferation criteria

even when the transport salt is initially free of FP-3 fission products (see

Table 18).

The Salt-II model is currently being used to generate data

for continuation of the proliferation analysis. The main areas of examination

will include the fects of recycle and of varying the magnesium content.

Table 17. Effect of Temperature Variation on Salt Transport Process:

Initial Case Study for Salt-II Computer Model

U-Pu U-Pu Weight of

Donor Acceptor U-Pu Trans. No. of Pu Enrich- Pu
Case Temp, *C Temp, *C Salt, kg Passes ment, % Recovery, %

1 850 750 270 5 19.2 99.07

850 700 270 5 19.2 99.17

3 800 750 270 5 38.1 99.23
10 24.2 99.80

4 800 700 270 5 38.1 99.32
10 24.2 99.90



Table 18. Uranium-Plutonium Transport Steps with Core/Axial Blanket Reference Fuel (Case 2, Table 17)

Donor Alloy Temp: 850 C

Acceptor Alloy Temp: 700 C

Weight of Transport Salt:a 270 kg

Donor, kg Salt, kg

Pass Ub Pu FP-3 U Pu FP

Start 10.824 9.874 0.999 0 0 0

1 25.669 3.616 0.002 0.048 0.042 0.149

2 25.618 1.347 0.0003 0.049 0.025 0.143

3 25.664 0.511 0.0003 0.049 0.019 0.141

4 25.744 0.199 0.0003 0.048 0.017 0.140

5 23.189 0.082 0.0003 0.044 0.016 0.139

aTransport salt is initially free of FP-3 fission products.

bAll values shown are the amounts of material in solution only.

Acceptor, kg

U Pu FP-3

0

8.625

15.068

15.057

15.038

15.018

0

6.216

8.470

9.300

9.609

9.726

0

0.848

0.850

0.850

0.850

0.850

Total
Enrichment,

Pu/Pu + U

0.419

0.332

0.269

0.223

0.192

Pu

Recovery,

0.632

0.863

0.948

0.979

0.992

kg

FP-3
Gamma rad/h at 3 ft

from:

Mass

U-Pu Containing

Acceptor 8 kg Pu

695.3 894.9

697.0 658.3

697.0 599.6

697.0 580.3

697.0 573.3

oJ1
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(6) U-Cu-Mg Ternary Studies
(M. Braccoi W. A. Averill,* D. L. Olson,* and
T. Whipple )

Uranium and plutonium are separated from FP-4 fission
products by the use of a Cu-16 at. % Mg donor alloy. The operation of the
alloy is complex, and the ternary phase diagram (U-Cu-Mg) was constructed
from available binaries. These measurements will confirm the constructed
phase diagram.

The furnace for melting the alloys and the furnace for
alloy analysis were built. The furnace used to prepare alloys consists of two
semicyli irical heating elements, surrounded by a fibrous, insulating material
and encl sed within a thin steel sheath. The heating elements and insulation
are sandwiched between two refractory plates.

The furance built for differential analysis measurements

is a clam-shell furnace. This design allows the furnace to be removed from

around the steel crucible. The sample holder can then cool at a rate that

allows thermal measurements to be made.

A thermocouple guide was built to keep the thermocouples
positioned in the crucibles and to allow consistent positioning for each

measurement. The thermocouple leads are wired into a recorder, and an elec-

tronic ice point device was installed to correct for any potentials generated

by changes in room temperature. The controller thermocouple used to monitor

the furnace temperature w s wired into the controller.

Alloy preparation was initiated by subdividing the magne-

sium and uranium into more workable forms. The magnesium rod was cut into

thin disks, then broken into finer pieces. The uranium plates were also cut

into small pieces. The initial alloys prepared for analysis were: 95 wt %
copper-5 wt % magnesium, 90 wt % copper-10 wt % magnesium, and 85 wt %
magnesium-15 wt % copper. The glove box was sealed and purged with argon
gas. The oxygen concentration in the glove box atmosphere was found to be

below 6% and the Dri-Train was activated. After three days of operation, the
glove-box atmosphere was found to be an acceptable 75 ppm oxygen.

The first trial run was made with a binary alloy consist-

ing of 2 wt % magnesium and 98 wt % copper, using pure copper as a reference.
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) information, a6 well as physical observa-
tion, indicated that the alloy did not melt completely.

A second trial run was made using a 5 wt % magnesium-
95 wt % copper alloy, with pure copper as a reference. A eutectic mixture of
calcium chloride and calcium fluoride (20 mol % CaF 2, mp 650*C) was placed
on top of the alloy to prevent the escape of excessive amounts of magnesium
vapor from the crucible. These data on the liquidus line were compared to
the phase diagrams reported in the literature, and some disagreement was noted.

*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.
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The composition of the prepared alloy changed during meltdown. A shift of 2%
toward the copper-rich side was indicated and later confirmed by atomic absorp-

tion analysis.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) tests to check out

equipment have been completed, and data runs are in progress. There was a

slight delay in which a stray voltage source was located. This source was

significant enough to cause complete masking of the differential signal from

the thermocouples. The problem has been solved by grounding one of the legs
of the DTA input.

A copper-uranium master alloy was developed for mixing

with the copper-magnesium alloy in preparing the ternary alloys. To make the

copper-uranium alloy, the uranium was first "pickled" in a dilute nitric acid

solution. The "pickled" uranium and the copper were placed in an alumina

crucible. This crucible was placed inside a glass assembly, which was purged

with argon and then evacuated. The alloy was prepared in an induction fur-
nace. The alloy was then broken into pieces; chemical analysis indicated its

composition to be 74 wt % copper and 26 wt % uranium.

Because of the corrosiveness of the ternary copper-

magnesium-uranium alloy, a new type of thermocouple was used--tungsten-5%

rhenium and tungsten-26% rhenium. The bare thermocouple wires were inserted

into a two-hole alumina insulator, and the ends were bent to keep the wires

in the insulator. The "bent" ends were placed in the melt; the free ends were

connected to a terminal block, which was connected to the recorder.

The first data point taken with the new assembly was

obtained using the copper-magnesium master alloy developed earlier. A ternary

data point was taken using an alloy composed of 17.5 wt % magnesium, 12.5 wt %

uranium, and 70 wt % copper.

Next, the development of an isopleth for 5 wt % uranium

was begun. Data points for the following magnesium compositions were taken:

2.5 wt %, 5 wt %, 7.5 wt % 10 wt %, 12.5 wt %, 15 wt %, and 20 wt %. (The
remainder of the alloy was copper.) They were based upon the compositions of

the copper-uranium master alloy and the copper-magnesium master alloy. After

the differential measurements had been made, each alloy was broken up. A

small portion of each will be mounted and prepared for micrography. Another

portion will be taken for chemical analysis. The amounts of copper and magne-

sium are determined by atomic absorption; the uranium is determined by X-ray

fluorescence. The actual compositions of the alloys are then plotted on graph

paper.

Currently, work is being dne on the 10 wt % uranium iso-

pleth. This work, along with work on the 5 wt % uranium isopleth, the photo-

micrographs, and the upcoming analyses of the phases present in the various

alloys using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis will continue.
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c. Separation Processes

(1) Proof-of-Principle Studies

(M. F. Boyle,W R. F. Fitzpatrick,* and R. 0. Wing*)

The experimental runs for the Proof-of-Principle studies

are identified by the letters PRO followed by a three digit number (e.g., PRO-

001). Nine experimental runs have been completed to date. These runs and

the data generated are discussed.

The initial experiments were of little value in obtaining

useful analytical data, but were extremely useful in establishing technical

expertise and developing consistent sampling methods. We feel that later

experimental runs provided practical data. This confidence stems from the

use of an improved sampling technique in the later experiments. The improved

sampling technique involves drawing a vacuum inside the sample tube while

simultaneously pressurizing the furnace cell. The pressure differential across

the tantalum frit is sufficient to force either the molten salt or the molten

alloy into the tantalum sampling tube (Fig. 14). The new sampling arrangement

was necessary because of pressure limitations imposed on furnace cell opera-

tions (a pressure vessel) by the Health and Safety Department of Rockwell

International, Rocky Flats.

MgO CRUCIBLE

FURNACE
BODY

TANTALUM
SAMPLING
TUBE

VACUUM
STAINLESS STEEL SAMPLING TUBE

PRESSURE IN

T

TANTALUM FRI

SALT

ALLOY

Fig. 14. Schematic of Furnace Cell
and Sampling Assembly

*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.

T
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The first equilibrium experiment, PRO-001, was to deter-

mine the partitioning between molten sal and liquid alloy phases of plutonium,
uranium, FP-3's (with americium as a stan -in), and FP-!/'s (with zirconium as
a stand-in). This 2xoeriment corresponds to the FP-3/Donor Alloy segment of

the Salt Transport Process. In the FP-3/Donor Alloy experiments, a molten

salt phase consisting of 6.4 wt % MgCl 2-17.8 wt % KCl-75.8 wt % CaCl 2 is equili-
brated with a liquid alloy phase of 79.1 wt % copper-4.6 wt % magnesium-

7.2 wt % plutonium and americium (combined)-7.9 wt % uranium-1.2 wt % zircon-

ium. The salt and alloy samples from this system were taken at three tempera-

tures (800, 850, and 890"C). The MgCl 2 concentration was then increased

to 8 wt %. Again, salt and alloy samples were taken at the three temperatures.

The MgCl2 concentration was increased, to 9 wt %, and salt and alloy samples

were taken at the three temperatures.

The results from the sample data of experiment PRO-001

were of little practical value owing to the inability to obtain consistent

alloy samples. This inability is attributed to the initial sampling technique

in whizh only the cell was pressurized (Ap = 15 psig).

A qualitative analysis of the information from PRO-001

indicates that on the basis of americium behavior, the FP-3's were transferred

into the salt phase. The uranium and plutonium were riot a, readily transferred.

This is the inly observation of any certainty yielded by the data.

Experiment PRO-002 was another run corresponding to the

FP-3/Donor Alloy segment of the process. It was aborted due to mechanical

difficulties with furnace thermocouple placement. No sampling was attempted.

In Experiment PRO-003, another FP-3/Doror Alloy run, an
objective was to obtain samples large enough for analysis. The sampling method

was the same as that used in PRO-001 except that the furnace cell was pressur-

ized to 20 psig. Also, a different, more porous tantalum frit (Type: KL-308-

30, Tantalum Pellet Co.) was used as the filtering medium on the sample tubes.
Even with these modifications, we were unsuccessful in obtaining alloy samples.

The aforementioned improvement, incorporated into the

existing sample tubes; was used in experiment PRO-004. This was also an FP-

3/Donor Alloy run, and a sampling apparatus was used that allowed the sample

tube to be evacuated simultaneously with pressurization of the furnace cell

(Fig. 14). This method provided the pressure differential needed to force

liquid alloy into the sample tube. This run was to verify that the improved

sampling technique gave consistent samples, and no samples were saved.

Using the new sampling technique, FP-3/Donor Alloy experi-

ment PRO-005 was conducted at temperatures from 810 to 930*C. Salt and alloy

samples were obtained, prepared, and sent to the Analytical Laboratory for

analysis. The results are tabulated in Table 19.

The distribution coefficients, Kd, for plutonium, ameri-

cium, and uranium were calculated from the sample results. The distribution

coefficient is defined as the ratio of the concentration of a species in the

salt phase to the concentration of the same species in the alloy phase:

= Amount in salt phase
Amount in alloy phase
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Table 19. Summary of Results from Run PRO-005

Initial Alloy Comp., 79.1
4.6
7.2
7.9
1.2

wt

wt

wt

wt

wt

% Cu
% Mg
% Pu, Am
% U
% Zr

Initial Salt Comp., 6.4 wt
17.8 wt
75.8 wt

Sample Sample Tempera- Final Final Final Final Final
No. Type ture, *C Mg, wt % Am, ppm U, wt % Pu, ppm Zr, wt %

16699 alloy 855 4.63 2130 1.59 98800 -
16700 salt 855 1.19 981 0.0103 4450 <0.001
16701 alloy 810 5.16 1990 0.63 88300 -
16702 salt 810 1.11 883 <0.0048 2150 <0.001
16703 alloy 830 4.37 1840 2.36 85500 0.05
16704 salt 830 2.06 1060 <0.0048 1390 <0.001
16705 alloy 850 5.01 2090 2.16 104500 -
16706 salt 850 2.01 1540 <0.0048 2970 <0.001
16707 alloy 930 3.81 1890 4.45 95600 0.05
16708 salt 930 1.94 1780 <0.0048 2830 <0.001

These values are tabulated in Table 20. The distribution

coefficients at 810C can be compared with the estimated distribution coeffi-

cients [KNICHTON-1979] used in the computer modeling of the salt transport

process. The FP-3 distribution coefficient, assumed from the americium

measurements, is approximately one order of magnitude lower than the cerium

value used in modeling the process. This difference is due to the use of

americium rather than cerium as the FP-3 stand-in.

Table 20. Comparison of Kd Values from Experiment

PRO-005 with Estimated Kd Values

Est. Dist. Coef.,
Exp. Dist. Coef., Kd Kd, at 800*Ca

Tempe ra-
ture, *C Am U Pu Ce U Pu

855 0.46 0.0065 0.045

810 0.44 0.0076 0.024 10.7 0.0015 0.0317

830 0.58 0.0020 0.016

850 0.74 0.0022 0.028

930 0.94 0.0011 0.029

aJ. B. Knighton, Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant,
personal communication (1979).

% MgCl2
% KC1
% CaCl2
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The experimental distribution coefficients for uranium

and plutonium, Kd(U) and Kd(Pu), respectively, are close to the estimated
values. Also, the data (Table 20) indicate an increase in Kd(Am) as the
temperature is increased. This anomaly will have to be verified in future

experiments, along with the temperature effects on the uranium and plutonium

Kd values. The data did show little tendency for the transfer of the FP-4

stand-in, Zr, from the alloy to the salt phase. These data and trends are

preliminary; more testing is planned.

The nexL proof-of-principle study, PRO-006, was to deter-

mine the distribution coefficients of americium, plutonium, and uranium for

the U-Pu Donor Alloy system. The alloy phase was 6 wt % Mg-Cu, and the salt

phase was 16 wt % MgF 2 -MgCl 2 . Uranium was added to the alloy to make it

10 wt in uranium. The alloy and salt were heated to 870"C, and samples

were taken to provide a background level for the experiment. Plutonium metal

containing americium as an impurity was added to the molten salt and liquid

alloy and mixed for 1/2 h at 870 C, and additional samples were obtained from

this mixture.

The analytical results from these samples indicated that

the americium was transferred from the alloy phase to the salt phase (Kd(Am)

= 9) and that the distribution coefficient was independent of temperature in

the range, 800 to 870"C. The data also indicated that the plutonium was trans-

ferred from the alloy phase to t:ie salt phase (Kd(Pu) ~ 1) and that the

transfer was temperature-independent in the same temperature range as americium

was. The uranium showed no inclination to transfer (Kd(U) ~ 0.03). The esti-

mated distribution coefficients are compared with those found experimentally

in Table 21. Again, the experimental distribution coefficients for Am are

approximately a factor of 10 lower than the estimate for cerium, as in experi-

ment PRO-005. This difference may be due to the differences in reaction of

Am and Ce. These are preliminary results, and definitive statements must await

additional results.

Experiment PRO-007 was an FP-3/Donor Alloy run. This was

part of the verification of the Kd values obtained from PRO-005. The analy-

tical results have not yet been received from the Analytical Laboratory and

will be reported when they are obtained.

Table 21. Comparison of Kd Values from Experiment

PRO-006 with Estimated Kd 'Values

Exp. Dist. Coef., Kd Est. Dist. Coef., Kda

Am Pu U Ce Pu U

=9 =1 =0.03 600 2.1 0.41

aJ. B. Knighton, Rockwell International, Rocky

Flats Plant, personal communication (1979).
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Experiment PRO-008 was a U-Pu Donor Alloy run. In this

case the alloy was saturated with uranium, and the plutonium distribution

coefficient was determined at various temperatures. Again, analytical results

have not yet been received.

Experiment PRO-009 was similar to PRO-008, except that

the alloy was less concentrated in uranium. Results are awaited. Additional

experiments are planned.

(2) Molten Salt Purification Laboratory

(T. D. Santa Cruz)K

The laboratory is now producing salts of prescribed compo-

sition for the Proof-of-Principle and Fabrication studies. The salt systems

presently under study are the 80.9 wt % CaCl 2-19.1 wt % KCl system and the

75.8 wt % CaCl2 -17.8 wt % KC1-6.4 wt % MgCl 2 system. Different sources of salt

constituents are being evaluated. Chemical and instrumental techniques for

the analyses of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and chloride are being used to

determine the true salt constituent composition.

Black salt studies are focused on (1) the metal (or alloy)

contained by the salts and (2) the black salts reported in the electrorefining

literature of plutonium. In the electrorefining literature for plutonium, such

terms as "black solid," "black material," and "black salt" are used. The modes

of containment include simple entrainment, the formation of colloidal metallic

fogs ("metallnebels"), and the formation of sub-halide compounds. This problem

has been recognized for some time [DROSSBACH, EASTMAN, EITEL, HEYMANN, LORENZ],
but little effort was directed towards its solution. The diverse modes or

mechanisms for alloy containment find support but are not proven by the physi-

cal properties of the salts. These reports come from several laboratories,
including Hanford [BECKER], Savannah River [PORTER], and Rocky Flats [AUGE].
The surveN, has revealed that by increasing the average charge density on the

salt c.tions in the salt, greater solvation of solutes can be accomplished and

more complete consolidation of metals in the salt can be made.

Calcium chloride is a major ingredient in many of the salt

systems used in the Salt Transport Studies portion of the PDPM program. It

is the major constituent of salts for decladding, oxide reduction, and FP-3

transport. The capability of calcium chloride and its salt systems to dissolve

calcium oxide has made its use an important part of the Salt Transport Studies.

Reagent anhydrous calcium chloride is said to assay at not

less than 96% CaCl2 , not more than 2.0% magnesium and alkali salts (as sul-

fates), and not more than 0.02% Ca(OH)2 . The remaining impurity is water,
present due to the deliquescence of calcium chloride. This water affects the

calcium oxide content upon fusion since at the temperatures needed to make the

salts molten, the water reacts with the calcium chloride to produce calcium

oxide and hydrogen chloride. Samples of a reagent-grade batch of anhydrous

calcium chloride taken before and after fusion had calcium oxide contents of

170 and 6400 ppm, respectively.

*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.
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The increase in calcium oxide content of the calcium
chloride salts can be corrected either by reducing the content chemically or
by preventing its formation. The calcium oxide content can be reduced by

sparging the molten salt with anhydrous hydrogen chloride [BAILEY] or by con-
tacting the molten salt with a reductive liquid alloy such as Cd-Mg [JOHNSON-
1969].

Buildup of calcium oxide can be prevented by removing the

water prior to fusion of the salt [BAILEY]. Los Alamos Laboratories has a

program which does just that [MULLINS]. Batches of about 22 kg of calcium

chloride are stored in a vacuum oven at 20 in. of mercury and 200 C for one

week and then used in their processes. After vacuum drying, about 300 ppm

CaO is found in the salt upon fusing.

Sparging was found to reduce the CaO content from 6400 ppm

to 320 ppm. Contacting the salt with a liquid alloy appears to lower CaO con-

tent to the 2,000 ppm level. Further testing and verification of these tech-

niques is continuing, as well as testing of methods for preserving the salt

once it is purified.

The Raman spectrometer has arrived. Plans for coupling

it to the laser are under way. The furnace for the UV-Vis-NIR spectrophoto-

meter is being manufactured. A vacuum oven has been set up and is being used

to prepare dry salts for fusion.

4. Fabrication of Process-Size Refractory Metal Vessels
(C. M. Edstrom,W C. E. Baldwin, R. R. Corle,

L. D. Johnso:,* and A. G. Phillips* )

a. Introduction

Pyrochemical processing of nuclear fuels requires crucibles,
stirrers, and transfer tubing that will withstand the high process tempera-

tures and chemical attack by the molten salts and metals used in the process.

The capability of fabricating the necessary hardware is critical to the pyro-

chemical process. For economics and safety, a crucible is needed that is

large enough to contain the entire fuel rod. Tungsten, the material known

to withstand process temperatures and chemical attack, is presently not avail-

able in sheet size large enough to provide the surface area of a large cru-

cible. This dictates the development of joining, coating, and/or forming

processes to achieve crucibles of the desired shape and size.

b. Engineering Analysis

Because this program may not be funded in FY 1980, emphasis

has switched from vessel fabrication to completing the service-life testing

of three fabricated crucibles. These crucibles include: a spun molybdenum

*
Rockwell International, Rocky Flats.

tThe development of a brazed tungsten crucible and a riveted tungsten

crucible has been stopped because there is insufficient time to test the

service life of these crucibles.
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crucible, a spun molybdenum crucible CVD coated with tungsten, and a free-

standing tungsten plasma-sprayed graphite crucible which has been impregnated

with nickel and sintered to improve density.

When the results of the service life test for the three cruci-

bles are complete, R. M. Arons of Argonne National Laboratory and C. M. Edstrom

will write a report summarizing material development during the two years of

PDPM involvement.

The topical report on the literature search pertaining to tung-

sten fabrication has been distributed. This report summarizes most of the

methods for fabricating tungsten such as sintering, rolling, extruding,
spinning, joining, chemical vapor deposition, and plasma spraying. The intent

is to provide information for a better understanding of tungsten fabrication,
as well as to highlight specific methods for manufacturing PDPM hardware.

A 14-f:-long transfer line of 1-in.-ID tube made from molyb-
denum-30% tungsten, designed and manufactured by Metallwerke Plansee, would

cost approximately $12,000. The tube is made by drilling 24-in. lengths of

1.57-in.-dia rod and threading and joining the lengths with a threaded pipe

coupling. Thermo Electron, another supplier of refractory metal tubes, can

gun-drill molybdenum - 30% tungsten in 10--ft lengths, which may reduce the

manufacturing costs by eliminating some joints. Gun drilling would permit

the use of rod having a smaller outside diameter.

c. Separation Processes

TLe tilt-pour furnace for evaluating the service life of cru--

cibles containing zinc is operating. It was planned to evaluate a drawn and

spun molybdenum crucible, a plasma-sprayed tungsten crucible impregnated with

nickel and sintered at 1300 C in hydrogen, and a molybdenum crucible chemical

vapor deposited (CVD) with tungsten.

To date, the furnace has been operated only during the day

shift when it can be observed. It is heated by induction coils; before

unattended operations were begun (as described below), a flow switch was

installed on the coil cooling water to ensure power shutoff in the event that

the water stops flowing.

In the on-and-off mode of operation, the spun molybdenum

crucible showed no signs of corrosion after 24 h of exposure to 820*C zinc.

However, reaction with zinc was revealed by the steel shaft of the stirrer.

After a maximum of 4-min exposure to the zinc, more than 50% of the steel

shaft was gone.

The 24 h/day operation of the tilt-pour furnace was delayed.

Before a flow switch to turn off the power when the water flow stopped could

be installed, an induction coil burst because of a lack of coolant flow.

Replacement of this coil and proper joint seals caused a three-week delay in

operating the tilt-pour furnace. A flow switch is now installed and the fur-

nace has been operating continuously for 100 h while testing the drawn and

spun molybdenum crucible. The zinc and molten salt will be poured after 144 h

of continuous operation and the crucible examined for chemical attack.
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The molybdenum crucible that is CVD-coated with tungsten appears

to be very promising. One crucible has been subjected to thermal cycling at

100C per hour heatup and cooldown. No visible signs of coating separation

were observed. Sections cut from the lip of each crucible have been given

thermal cycles of 16 h at 1000C and 1200C in a vacuum furnace. The objec-

tive of this thermal cycle is to initiate a metallurgical bond between the

tungsten coating and the molybdenum. Argonne National Laboratory has examined

the microstructure of these samples and has concluded that 16 h at 1000 C is

a desirable thermal treatment. This treatment relieves signs of stress in the

surface grains of the molybdenum, yet does not cause grain growth. There was

no evidence, however, that the thermal treatments created a metallurgical bond.

The CVD tungsten coating appears to be mechanically bonded to the molybdenum.

Therefore, a rough surface on the molybdenum appears to be advantageous for

increasing the bond strength during coating.

As indicated above, it was planned that the plasma-sprayed

tungsten crucible to be tested for service life would b- impregnated with

nickel nitrate and sintered at 1300C in a 100% hydrogen atmosphere. However,
a 100% hydrogen atmosphere furnace large enough to sinter the full-size crucible

may not be available. Examination at Argonne indicated no difference in con-

solidation or porosity in samples sintered in hydrogen atmospheres of different

concentrations (25% and 100%); both samples appear to be fully dense. There-

fore, crucibles may be sintered in 25% hydrogen-75% nitrogen.

Electrochemical grinding of the sintered tungsten crucibles

fabricated by G.T.E. Sylvania has been halted. The intent of this experiment

was to reduce the weight of a thick-walled, sintered tungsten crucible by a

rapid, low-force electrochemical machining process. A low-force machining

process is necessary to avoid breaking the brittle, sintered tungsten.

J. Hensley of Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Y-12, found that electrochemical

grinding of the sintered tungsten crucible is very slow and costly. A mini-

mum of 2 h was required to machine a 2-in.-long, 0.025-in.-deep cut, on the

5-in.-dia crucible. Most of the tungsten was removed mechanically, ds evi-

densed by the high amperage load on the grinding motor and the loss of 0.012

in. from the radius of the diamond wheel during each cut. The electrolyte

used was sodium carbonate plus sodium chloride, heated to 55 C, which should

be an aggressive electrolyte. Most of the metal removed, however, came from

mechanical grinding. Electrochemical machining does not, at this time, appear

to be an acceptable method for reducing the weight of sintered tungsten cru-

cibles. Further development is required before this method can be considered

acceptable. Figure 15 shows the result of the electrochemical grinding of

the crucible.

As discussed in [STEINDLER-1979C], the fixture for brazing

tungsten crucibles presents a problem in that a constant gap in the hooped

tungsten is difficult to maintain during brazing. Originally gap movement

was thought to be caused by a difference in the thermal expansion of the
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Fig. 15. Electrochemically Ground Sintered

Tungsten Crucible. The machining
feed lines are an indication of

mechanical rather than electro-

chemical machining.

fixture material and the tungsten. However, the use of mullite* as the
core for the fixture al o proved to be unsatisfactory even though mullite has
the same thermal expansion as tungsten. Therefore, the gap movement cannot

be attributed to a difference in thermal expansion of the two materials.

X
Prior to the mullite core experimen', graphite, which also has the same

thermal expansion rate as tungsten, was examined. Graphite unfortunately

reacts with tungsten at the 1150 C brazing temperature. To prevent this

reaction, two pieces of graphite were coated, one with chrome oxide and the

other with chrome and cerium oxides. These pieces were heated to 1150C in

a vacuum. The piece coated with chrome oxide apparently lost all of the

coating owing to carbon reduction in the furnace. The piece coated with a

combination of chrome oxide and cerium oxide retained some coating after
thermal treatment. Neither coating would have prevented tungsten-carbon
reaction.
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In an attempt to eliminate all movement in the joint area, a

stainless steel brazing fixture was made having springs on the outside and

inside supports. At the 1150 C brazing temperature, this fixture maintains

the joint gap in the rolled tungsten to within 0.090 in., which is considered

acceptable.

Rockwell International is presently conducting a one-man, full-

time effort to develop a new proprietary ceramic process with the long-range

aim of producing and shaping materials capable of withstanding strongly reduc-

ing environments. This program is being conducted independently of the PDPM

Program at Rocky Flats. If research advancement continues at the present

rate, expansion of this program is possible. Because of the vital role of the

Rocky Flats facility in the nation's defense system, detiiled research explo-

ration and full development of concepts must occur before technical information

on this ceramic process is released.

Materials and ceramic process equipment have been secured over

the past ten months, and research is now being conducted at an accelerated

pace. A test environment will be developed in order to subject systems to

severe reducing conditions. Research will also be done to investigate the
chemical properties of thermodynamically stable materials. One of the aspects

of this product-oriented program is achieving a gradient-density ceramic capa-
ble of withstanding thermal shock, a characteristic important in pyrochemical

applications.

An impregnation application is being encouraged by the Rocky
Flats PDPM team because of its apparently attractive application to materials
of construction. Also, Argonne National Laboratory expressed the desire in

October 1978 to have Rocky Flats examine materials other than tungsten.
Results of the experiments with impregnated ceramics have been encouraging.

Static tests to determine thei: corrosion resistance in either mol ten zinc or

molten copper-magnesium at 800C showed no corros tve attack during 10- to 15-
day exposure. Uncoated 85% alumina-15% silica samples also show no evidence

of corrosion. However, they do show absorption of the salts throughout
because of the high porosity of the initial samples (60% dense).

The absence of chemical attack by the molten zinc and molten

copper-magnesium on impregnated 85% alumina-15% silica discs suggests the

need for a more aggressive corrosion tes=. To achieve more definitive results,
egg cups were formed from cold rolled steel. These cups will each be coated

with a thin layer of the ceramic to be corrosion-tested. If the thin ceramic

coating is attacked by molten zinc, this will be very evident because of

vigorous attack of zinc on the steel cups.

Brazed samples of tungsten sheet coated with plasma-sprayed

tungsten to protect the PALNISIL (palladium, nickel, silver) braze from attack

by molten zinc failed upon exposure for 10 days in molten zinc at 800 C. The

plasma-sprayed coating had been applied by Metallwerke Plansee because their

fast arc, Swiss gun, and its associated automated equipment, was to provide a

dense even-thickness coating. However, a photograph of the as-received plasma-

sprayed brazed sample (Fig. 16) makes it obvious that the plasma-sprayed

tungsten did not fill in the joint area and that there was no protection for



Fig. 16. Brazed Tungsten with Plasma-sprayed Tungsten Coating. 100 X

/
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the PALNISIL braze. The lack of coating was discussed with F. Bydash, the

Metallwerke Plansee representative, who explained that plasma spraying is a

line-of-sight process and that the operator obviously did not Lilt the gun to

fill the seam area.

An earlier attempt to protect a brazed joint with plasma-sprayed

tungsten also failed because of operator practices. In this case, the coating

was nonuniform in thickness. No additional work on plasma-spraying tungsten

to protect brazed joints will be performed during this fiscal year because of

a lack of funds. If the project receives funding in FY 1980, the recommended

trials on coating of brazed joints with plasma-sprayed tungsten will include:

1. Complete o orator instructions on where to plasma-spray-

coat the joint, and

2. Impregnation with nickel nitrate to improve the density of

the coating.

5. Chloride Volatility Processing of Thorium-Based Fuels

(R. L. Bennett )

a. Introduction

The objective of this research and development is to determine

the feasibility and proliferation resistance of (a) a chloride volatility co-

process for the recovery of irradiated thorium-based fuels and (b) a zinc
distillation coprocess for the recovery of irradiated uranium-based fuels.
Prior work was evaluated to obtain data and information about current tech-

nology for the chloride volatility coprocess. A report was prepared that
describes the existing data and information and presents a conceptual block

diagram. The report is organized to allow evaluation of the technical feasi-

bility, safety, and proliferation-resistance attributes of the chloride vola-

tility coprocess.

Tests were conducted with simulated fuel and fission products

to establish bases for technical feasibility and proliferation resistance.

Additional tests will be conducted to determine the phase relationships in

the zinc-uranium-plutonium ternary alloy system at 1000*C and to determine

the coprecipitation coefficients for zirconium, niobium, molybdenum, ruthenium,
rhodium, and palladium with (U, Pu) 2Znl 7 from liquid zinc solutions at 470 C.

b. Engineering Analysis

(L. A 3mith" and T. A. Thornton*)

Evaluation was completed of the block flow diagram for the

chloride volatility coprocess [Fig. 23, STEINDLER-1979C] to determine its pro-

liferation resistance. It was found that altering either the volatilization

temperature or the condensation temperature during volatilization would affect

fissile-fertile separation. However, some highly radioactive fission products

*
Babcock and Wilcox.
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would be associated with the fissile material. This would make initial mis-

appropriation of fissile material more difficult and would add to the diffi-

culty of converting the chloride to the metal. These factors would increase

the time and level of sophistication required for proliferation. If process

modifications did not occur, radioisoLopes would remain with the fuel through-

out the process. This would cause the finished fuel element to be radioactive,
offering diversion resistance.

Thermodynamic analysis of the phase relationships in the U-Pu-Zn
system is continuing. A meeting was held with R. H. Lamoreaux of University

of California, Berkeley, to review the use of the HP-67 calculator programs

for thermodynamic data and phase-diagram calculations described in [BREWER].

The objective was to establish an understanding of the assumptions upon whiL.

the programs are based and of the methods for their use. This objective was

accomplished. The programs are described below.

Phase boundaries are calculated by using the programs to cal-

culate constants which characterize the excess partial molal Cibbs energy,
AG"s, of each binary phase. Constants for the binary pairs can then be

averaged to allow calculation of the excess free energy of the ternary mix-

tures.

The HP-67 programs assume that AGxs can be r-presented by a

truncated power series. Only the cubic and quadratic terms are used. The

coefficients of the quadratic term bg and the cubic term cg are the constants

required to characterize the phases. These constants can be divided into an

enthalpy contribution bh and ch and an entropy contribution bs and cs where

bg = (bh/T - bs)

and

cg = (ch/T - cs).

The enthalpy and entropy terms are calculated by fitting the above equiw. ions

to a set of bg(T) or cg(T) data. It is important to point out that the repre-

sentation of AGxs as a two-term power series has been found to work we'll

empirically but does not have a strong theoretical basis. With much experi-

ence, it is possible to develop a "feel" for whether the values of b and c

are reasonable; however, the constants have little physical significance.

The programs Q xb, yx-bc, and Q yx-bc each allow the calculation

of b and, in some cases, c from binary phase diagrams. Each program uses

different starting data and different assumptions to calculate the constants

which characterize the phases. Therefore, some care is required in selecting

the proper program.

The general characteristics of the three programs are described

below. Program n xb calculates the quadratic and cubic terms for the liquid

phase, assuming that the solid solubility is small but finite. Program yx-bc
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calculates the quadratic term for two phases of known compositions in equili-

brium. There is no assumption of low concentration as there is in Q xb; how-

ever, there is no allowance for a change of state so that the phase boundary

must be between two phases of the same state. Program yx-bc is easily modi-

fied to allcw changes of state. Dr. Lamoreaux has sent us a copy of this more
general version of yx-bc. Program Q yx-bc calculates the b and c constants

for a liquid phase in equilibrium with a solid phase when, the b and c constants

and the heat and entropy of melting of the solid phase are known.

These programs can be used to analyze the existing binary phase
diagrams. This will allow constants to be determined which characterize all

of the phases on the three binaries. These constants can then be averaged to

allow the AG of the components in the ternary mixtures to be estimated. From

this information, phase boundaries can be calculated.

The method given above has three bash: limitations. First, it

does not account for any ternary compounds. Secondly, the use of a two-term

power series to fit AGYS gives limited accuracy. Thirdly, averaging of the

binary data to calculate AGxs for ternary mixtures is an approximation.

A ternary phase diagram for the Zn-U-Pu system was developed
by ManLabs, Inc., of Cambridge, Massachusetts. A copy of this diagram is

attached as Fig. 17. In the ManLabs system, the AGxs is calculated by

[KAUFMAN].

AGxs = x(1 - x) {( - x) g[T] + xh[T]}

where x is the atom fraction and g[T] and h[T] are temperature-dependent func-

t'ons. This formulation results in representing AGxs as a truncated power

series in x2 and x3 . The g and h can be directly related to the b and c

used by [BREWER].

The exact method by which the phase boundaries are calculated

by ManLabs is proprietary. It is limited, like the Brewer method, to using

only a quadratic and cubic term and in averaging binaries to calculate AIxs

for ternary mixtures. Ternary compounds (when they are known to exist) can

be included in the calculation, but the program will not predict such compounds.

The calculated phase diagram (Fig. 17) is therefore not expected

to be accurate in detail. It will be valuable in early process feasibility

studies and will aid 4n the selection of compositions for experimental melts.

Checking of the ManLabs diagram by analysis of binary diagrams

with the Brewer method has been started for the U-Zn system. Values for b and

c have been calculated and converted to g and h. The results have thus far

confirmed ManLabs work.
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Fig. 17. Ternary Phace Diagram for the Zn-U-Pu System

(ManLabs, Inc., of Cambridge,Massachusetts)

The evaluation of the proliferation resistance of the chloride
volatility process was completed, and a report describing this work will be

completed soon. Checking and refinement of the ManLabs ternary diagram with
data generated by further analysis of binary diagrams by the Brewer metr'od

will continue.

c. Separation Processes

(C. F. Stafford )

Glovebox procedures were written and submitted to the Lynchburg

Research Center Safety Review Committee (SRC) for approval. At the June SRC

meeting, it was decided that the approval of these handling procedures would

be deferred until uranium-zinc shakedown runs are performed. The procedures

will then be modified as necessary and resubmitted for approval.

Tantalum crucibles like that shown in [Fig. 27, STEINDLER-1979C]

were fabricated from tantalum round stock. The only problem that occurred was

the tendency of tantalum to gall when the tantalum plug is screwed into the

crucible. When the tantalum plug is not tightly inserted, galling does not

cause severe problems.

*
Babcock and Wilcox.
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Using a water-cooled TIG welding system, three tantalum cruci-

bles were sealed by TIC welding the plugs. After careful cleaning with an

abrasive and acetone, each crucible was placed in the weld chamber wits the

cap unscrewed. One crucible was empty and each of the other two contained

approximately one gram of zinc metal. The chamber was then evacuated and

backfilled with inert gas. The crucible caps were tightened, the electrode

aligned, and the arc struck directly cent red on the protruding tantalum cap.

Within seconds, the crucible cap melted into a dome over the top of the cruci-

ble. In each case, it was necessary to manually adjust the arc gap during

welding because of recession of the cap as it melted.

The empty crucible welded easily and formed a uniform dome

over the crucible surface.

The first zinc--filled crucible erupted like a volcano during
the welding operation owing to zinc vaporization and resultant pressurization

within the crucible. Zinc vapor contaminated the weld chamber, and it was

necessary to clean the weld chamber thoroughly.

The second zinc-filled crucible was placed in a copper chill

block such that only the cap and one-fourth inch of the crucible protruded

from it. The chill block maintained the zinc-containing portion of the cruci-

ble at a lower temperature to prevent zinc vaporization. This, however,
limited the weld penetration. By use of the copper chill, the second zinc-

filled crucible was welded without mishap.

To test whether weld penetration was sufficient to seal the

crucibles, the second zinc-filled crucible was heated to 1075C and quenched

in water. Fissures appeared in the weld, indicating the escape of zinc vapor.

After sectioning of the crucible, it was found that zinc had crept into lower
threads of the crucible which had not been reached by the weld. However, it

appeared that very little zinc had actually escaped through the weld fissures.

The uranium-zinc shakedown runs, scheduled to begin in May, are

being delayed. The uranium metal has been ordered but has not been received.
Delivery is expected in late July. Also, the problem of obtaining sufficient

weld penetration without volatilizing zinc must be solved; this should be

possible by allowing more of the crucible to protrude from the chill block

during welding.

Methods of satisfactorily sealing the crucibles will be devel-

oped. Following this, uranium-zinc shakedown runs will be completed. It is

expected that by September 30, the U-Pu-Zn studies will be initiated.

6. Material Characterization and Process Analysis

(L. J. Jones,W L. F. Grantham," and R. C. Hoyt )

a. Introduction

This program is directed toward the Exportable Pyrochemical

Process (EPP) or Pyro-Civex Process material characterization and process

*
Rockwell International, Atoinics International.
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analysis for FY 1979. The primary objectives are: (1) to perform an engineer-

ing and cost analysis of the FBR fuel cycle utilizing zinc-distillation pyro-

chemical reprocessing; (2) to perform a literature search of nonaqueous methods

for converting the metal product from the EPP to sinterable oxide powder, and

to recommend a reference process; and (3) to prepare facilities to support

the characterization of product material and to obtain data needed fur fuel

refabrication of product material obtained from the candidate PDPM procebses.

Also included in the FY 1979 contract are several minor tasks closing out AIROX,
CARBOX, and RAHYD reprocessing, decommissioning of the processing facilities,
and the preparation of topical reports.

b. Engineering Analysis of EPP Fuel Cycle

(1) Fuel Cycle Cost Analysis of Exportable Pyrochemical Process

Engineering analysis of the overall Exportable Pyrochemical

Process (EPP) is continuing. A literature review of fuel cycle costs is being

conducted, and assumptions are being established for the Exportable Pyrochemical

Process fuel cost analysis. Literature is being obtained and reviewed on fuel

cycle costs associate with: (1) waste treatment, transportation, and storage;

(2) spent LWR and FBR fuel transportation; (3) LWR and FBR fuel element fabri-

cation; (4) refabricated LWR and FBR fuel element transportation; and (5)

facility decommissioning. Most of these costs are being obtained from fuel

cycle costs being established for the Nonproliferation Alternate Systems Assess-

ment Program (NASAP) and the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Program

(INFCE). These fuel cycle costs are being reviewed, and EPP fuel cycle costs

will be estimated by making necessary cost modifications and adjustments for

the EPP fuel cycle.

Fuel cycle costs of the EPP fuel cycle are weing examined

for alloy-to-oxide conversion, refabrication, waste management, and facility

decommissioning. As with any economic evaluation, the result depends to a
large extent on the basic assumptions used in the analysis. A meeting was

held in June with ANL and Rocky Flats personnel to clarify certain aspects of

the EPP and to establish basic assumptions for the cost analysis. At this

meeting, it was decided that the reference EPP will be based upon the zinc-

distillation process [BEAN] as generally described in the draft report pro-

vided by another contractor. Spent fuel will be assumed to have the composi-

tion given in ORNL-4436 [ORNL-1970] for the Atomics International Reference

FBR [BUTTREY]. This fuel will be assumed to be cooled 90 days, shipped in
sodium, and stored in water at the reprocessing facility. The reprocessing

and refabrication facilities are assumed to be located on the same site; spent
fuel assemblies for reprocessing and refabrication fuel assemblies for recycle

to the reactor are assumed to be stored in the same storage area. This stor-

age area will have a 1-y product storage capacity (3.5 cores).

A 60-day surge capacity will be assumed between. reprocess-

ing and refabrication, with the stored product being the nonflammable

(U,Pu)2 Zn1 7 compound produced prior to uranium-plutonium alloy production

by zinc distillation. Only conversion of the (U, Pu) alloy to oxide and refab-

rication of the resulting mixed oxide is to be considered. The uranium metal

precipitate removed from the zinc distillation process is to be treated as a
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waste stream. Thus, all blanket fuel is assumed to be fabricated offsite,
with axial blanket fuel pellets being shipped to the site for core-axial blan-
ket fuel element as. ,mbly. A 1-day surge capacity of the (U, Pu) alloy is to
be provided at she head end of the alloy-to-oxide conversion plant. Also, a
1-day surge capacity of the U02 -Pu0 2 mixed oxide will be provided for at the
head end of the refabrication plant.

The reprocessing facility will operate for 300 day/y and
have a capacity of 300 Mg/y, or a 1 Mg/day capacity. The composition of pro-
cess and waste streams will be based on coprocessing a core fuel assembly

(drive fuel plus axial blanket) with a radial blanket fuel assembly. The
composition, gamma activity, and decay heat of these streams are to be taken
from the draft report on pyrochemical reprocessing prepared by another contrac-
tor. It will be assumed that 10% of the reduction salt stream will be removed
as a waste stream during each pass and that all of the zinc will be recovered
from the FP-4 separation and recycled. Tht waste salt will be fixed in a
glass matrix and will be packaged as per Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
criteria. Waste gases will be stored as compressed gas.

Decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) cost estimates
on the EPP facility are to be b1sed on the facility drawings provided in the
draft pyrochemical reproc ssing report. The analysis assumes that there will
be complete unrestricted site use after D&D--even though the site will probably
v-. u a;: *. nuclear park. i .l tr( [e based oil cut rent regulations, and

cost estimating is to be based on previously used techniques [BPNLJ.

(2) Conversion of EPP Metal Product to Oxide

Review of literature data on the oxidation of fissile
metals to oxides has been completed. This information is being used to
develop a refere. -e process for the conversion of the EPP mixed alloy to

oxides. Although a considerable amount of information is available on the
oxidation of fissile metals, very few studies have been made in which the
oxide is subsequently fabricated into fuel pellets. Most of the oxidation
studies reported in the literature were designed to obtain kinetic and mech-
anlsm data, from which it is impossible to predict the sinterability of the
oxide produced. A summary of the information on the oxidation of uranium,
plutonium, and their alloys is given below.

Most of the oxidation data in the literature are results

of studies that were carried out to investigate the corrosion of uranium and

plutonium with respect to safety during their handling aid storage. Thus,
predominantly low-temperature (<300*C) oxidations were studied. Additional

investigations have been reported on high-temperature oxidation (>300*C) of

these metals; studies were directed at possible metal-water (steam) reactions

that might be encountered under accident conditions in a metal-fueled reactor.

Since most of these low- and high-temperature investigations were concerned

with corrosion and reaction kinetics, reactions were usually terminated after

only partial oxidation of the metal samples had occurred, and the oxide pro-

duct was not fabricated into fuel pellets. In a few studies during develop-

ment of the EBR-II skull reclamation process, oxidation of uranium metal and
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uranium/noble metal/rare earth oxide mixtures was completed. However, the

oxide product was recycled for additional liquid-metal processing, not re-

fabricated into oxide fuel pellets.

Data in the literature show considerable discrepancies
among different investigators, indicating possible interdependencies among

various parameters that affect metal oxidation. In general, it appears that

the oxidation behavior of uranium is similar to that of plutonium. Metal

oxidation rates are significantly higher in moist air than in dry air, parti-

cularly at temperatures below 200*C. At temperatures below 100*C, oxidation

by water vapor is actually inhibited by the presence of oxygen in the oxida-

tion atmosphere.

For plutonium, there appears to be no significant differ-

ence between oxidation rates in dry air and moist air at temperatures above

300*C. A transition from a low-temperature regime to a high-temperature
regime occurs during the oxidation of plutonium at temperatures above 300 C.
This transition is such that the oxidation rate drops drastically (about one

order of magnitude) as the temperature is increased from 300 to 400 C. If
temperature is further increased, the oxidation rate increases such that the

maximum oxidation rate in the high-temperature regime at 450 to 500 C

exceeds that achieved in the low-temperature regime (at 300 to 350*C). This

transition is believed to be the result of the oxide film becoming more pro-

tective. No information has been found on oxidation of plutonium by high-

te:perature steam.

Uranium oxidation does not show the transition from a

high-temperature regime to a low-temperature regime that plutonium shows.

For the oxidation of uranium with steam, peak oxidation rates are in the tem-

perature range from 250 to 400 C; however, these rates are lower than those

achieved with air oxidation at temperatures above 500 C.

For both uranium and plutonium, there is a definite trend

of increased oxidation rate with increased temperature and, if the oxidation

rate is high enough, the exothermic reaction can be self-heating to the

extent that the metal burns in the oxidizing atmosphere. This phenomenon is

less pronounced when oxidations are done with steam than with oxygen; however,
when it occurs, temperatures may exceed 800*C. Thus, it is easier to control

oxidation temperatures (and oxidation rates) when oxidations are carried out

at high temperatures than when they are carried out at low temperatures.

Significantly less information is available on the oxida-

tion of alloys of uranium and alloys of plutonium. Oxidation tests have been

reported on: binary uranium alloys of silicon, titanium, vanadium, zirconium,
molybdenum, niobium, copper, aluminum, and plutonium; binary plutonium alloys
of aluminum, iron, thorium, zirconium, gallium, and molybdenum; and ternary

uranium-plutonium alloys of copper, aluminum, carbon, zirconium, iron, and

molybdenum. In addition to these investigations, some ignition studies have

been performed on binary plutonium alloys of manganese, nickel, zinc, chromium,
cerium, iron, carbon, silicon, and cobalt. Oxidation of these alloys depends

upon both oxidation conditions and alloy compositions. Some alloys of uranium

and some alloys of plutonium exhibit lower oxidation rates than either un-

alloyed uranium or plutonium. However, in general, alloys containing both
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uranium and plutonium have significantly higher oxidation rates than either

unalloyed uranium or unalloyed plutonium. This has been attributed to the

presence of zeta phase, which has notoriously little resistance to cracking
and oxidation. Although these binary alloys are very susceptible to oxidation,
the presence of another element can increase resistance to oxidation consid-

erably. Such ternary alloys, though more resistant to oxidation than binary

uranium-plutonium alloys, are usually less resistant to oxidation than pure

uranium. Of these alloys, ternary uranium-plutonium alloys of molybdenum and

ruthenium are the most resistant to oxidation. This has been attributed to

the suppression of the zeta phase.

The possibility exists that the oxidation rate of EPP

alloy may be low because both ruthenium and molybdenum will be present. It

is believed, however, that the molybdenum and ruthenium concentrations in the

alloy will be low enough that some zeta phase will be present to promote rapid

alloy oxidation; data in the literature on the oxidation of uranium-fissium

alloys for the EBR-I1 skull reclamation process indicated rapid alloy oxida-

tion at temperatures of 700"C and above. These uranium alloys, which had

molybdenum and ruthenium contents similar to those expected for the EPP alloy,
are expected to be more difficult to oxidize than the EPP alloys since they

do not contain significant quantities of plutonium. Therefore, it is felt

that EPP alloys will be readily oxidized at temperatures near 700 C and above.

The only dat :i found that involve oxidation of a metal to

an oxide powder with subsequent fabrication of this powder into fuel pellets

are for steam oxidation of uranium. These data were briefly discussed in

[STEINDLER-1979C] wherein it was stated that these oxide powders had poor

sintering characteristics. It was also suggested that an AIROX oxidation-
reduction cycle might improve the sinterability of these powders. Additional

information that supports this hypothesis is discussed below.

The densities and surface areas of various U02 powders

that have been produced from uranium metal are given in Table 22, which adds

data for Method 7 to Table 32 of [STEINDLER-1979C]. It can be seen by exam-

ination of the data in Table 22 that steam oxidation of uranium produces powder

particles having near-theoretical density and that air oxidation yields parti-

cles that are less dense. [CLAYTON] reported that the powders produced by

steam oxidation have a much higher density and lower surface area than do U02

powders produced by other methods. [BELLE] reported that these same powders

had poor sintering characteristics since it was difficult to produce high-

density pellets with them.

Examination of various reports on the characteristics of

U02 powders [BELLE, GARDNER, DOI] has indicated that in order to produce a

high-density sintered pellet, powders must be compacted to achieve significant

particle-to-particle contact. This tends to crush agglomerates, reduce void

volume, and force particles into close contact with one another. Then, as

sintering takes place, densification is achieved by the reduction of void

volume and by grain growth--first within particles and then between particles.

Powders having poor sintering characteristics cannot be compacted sufficiently

to reduce void volume or to place particles into intimate enough contact to

facilitate sintering to a high pellet density. Although the poorly compacted

powder particles may sinter to high densities, extensive intergranular poro-

sity will still remain in the fuel pellets.
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Table 22. Properties of U02 Prepared from Uranium Metala

Surface
Powder Area,

Method of Density,b BET,
Method Preparation Reaction Conditions 0/U g/cm 3 m2 /cm3

1 High-pressure

steam oxidation

of uranium

2 Controlled low-

pressure steam

oxidation of

uranium

3 Uncontrolled

low-pressure

steam oxidation
of uranium

4 Steam oxidation
of uranium from
uranium hydride

5 Air pyrolysis

c.f uranium
metal to U3 08 ;
hydrogen reduc-
tion to U0 2

6 Hydrided-air
oxidized uran-

ium; hydrogen

reduction of

U308 to U0 2

7 Air ignition of

high-pressure
steam-oxidized
U0 2 to U308 ;
hydrogen reduc-

tion to U0 2

72-h oxidation at

343*C and 2200 psig

24-h oxidation at

150*C and 5 psig;
dried 8 h in vacuo

at 700 C

5-h oxidation at
350*C and 5 psig;
heated in hydrogen

5 h at 900 C

4-h oxidation at

400"C and 5 psig;
heated in hydrogen

15 h at 700 C

15-h oxidation at

800*C; 16-h reduc-
tion at 800 C

24-h oxidation at
740 C; 16-h reduc-
tion at 800*C

24-h oxidation at

800*C; 15-h reduc-
tion at 780*C

1.97 10.92 0.1

2.02 10.85 0.1

2.03 10.92 0.05

2.03 10.98 0.1

2.01 10.02 1 0.1

2.02 10.32 0.15

2.01 1.0.69 0.10

aData taken from [CLAYTON] and [BELLE].

bTheoretical density = 10.96 g/cm 3 .

12.9

2.4

9.0

22.6

5.8

9.4

4.3
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Powders produced by steam oxidation of uranium have poor

compacting and sintering characteristics because: (1) the particles are dense

and resist crushing during pressing operations, and (2) the particles are too

large for efficient compacting to low void volumes. Such compacting and sin-

tering difficulties have been observed in U02 powders prepared by methods

other than steam sintering of uranium. Various studies have been done to

develop techniques for increasing U0 2 powder sinterability. Processing the

powder through an oxidation-reduction cycle has proved to be an effective way

of improving the sinterability of U0 2 powders [ARENBERG, BARD, BARR, FUHRMAN].

One of the anost thorough investigations of the effects of an oxidation-reduction

cycle on the chemical reactivity, and hence sinterability, of U02 powder was

done by Bard et al. Their work involved oxidation of U02 (produced by a pre-

cipitation technique) to U308 , followed by reduction to U02 . They found
that the oxidation-reduction treatment substantially increased the surface

area, reduced the particle size, and increased the particle microporosity of

U02 powders. They also reported that these effects were at a maximum when

oxidation was done in air at 400"C and that at oxidation temperatures near

900*C, the oxidation-reduction cycle had very little effect on the chemical

reactivity of the powder. This information suggests that if oxide powders

produced from metal oxidation have poor sintering characteristics, treatment

with an oxidation-reduction cycle can readily convert the powder into one

having good sintering characteristics.

Although the use of an oxidation-reduction cycle to improve

sinterability has n"t been demonstrated with powders produced by metal oxida-
tion, some of the data given in TiAble 22 support this idea. Uranium dioxide
powder produced by high-pressure steam oxidation (Method I in Table 22) has

been treated with an oxidation--reduction cycle (Method 7 in Table 22). Note

that this treatment decreased the particle density and decreased the powder

surface area. The latter effect was probably the result of oxidation being

done at 80002 rather than at the optimum temperature of 400*C.

One important consideration in choosing oxidation condi-

tions for the EPP alloy is the volatilizacion of ruthenium, which is one of

the major fission products contributing to the radioactivity of the fuel.

It is desired that volatilization of ruthenium be low to ensure adequate pro-

liferation resistance. The behavior of ruthenium under oxidizing conditions

at various temperatures is not yet understood, and the literature contains

a lot of conflicting data. Ruthenium volatility has been shown to differ for

wastes of different compositions [CHRISTIAN], and this probably accounts for

some of the discrepancies in the literature.

Significant quantities of ruthenium have been reported to

be volatilized during spray calcination at temperatures of 350 to 500*C, but

not at temperatures near 700*C [NEWBY]. In other work, ruthenium has been

significantly volatilized during spray calcination at temperatures of 400 to

8000 C [CHRISTIAN] and during voloxidation tests at 450 to 750*C [ORNL-1973].

Data on ruthenium volatilization during air oxidation of uranium-fissium metal

and oxide skulls, however, showed no significant volatilization in the temper-

ture range from 700 to 900*C [JOHNSON-1964]. Many of the tests also involved

successive oxidation-reduction cycles without loss of ruthenium. Ruthenium

was not even volatilized from oxidized skulls heated in oxygen at the lower
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temperatures of 100, 200, 300, and 400*C. Therefore, ruthenium volatilization

during the oxidation of uranium-fissium metals and fission-product skulls was

not expected to be a problem.

It is not possible to predict the behavior of ruthenium

during the EPP alloy-to-oxide conversion process because of conflicting data

in the literature summarized above. Only an experimental test program involv-

ing the oxidation of EPP alloys can accurately establish ruthenium behavior.

However, since ruthenium volatility depends upon the chemical composition of

the material from which it is volatilizing, ruthenium behavior during the EPP

alloy oxidation can be expected to be similar to that occurring during uranium-

fissium metal and skull oxidation. If this is true and if the data on ruthen-

ium volatilization during oxidation of uranium-fissium metal and skulls are

correct, there will be insignificant volatilization of ruthenium during EPP

alloy oxidation in air at temperatures of 700 to 900*C.

Work is continuing on the development of a reference EPP

alloy-to-oxide conversion process. Process oxidation conditions are being

evaluated with respect to their effects on reaction rates, product powder

sinterability, and volatilization of ruthenium.

Waste management flow schemes have been developed for both

solid and gaseous waste produced in Exportable Pyrochemical Process reprocess-

ing and fuel refabrication. Waste produced during reprocessing is much more

radioactive and, therefore, much more costly to manage than waste produced

during refabrication. In the waste treatment cost evaluation, emphasis will

be placed on the waste form (salt, alloy, gas), composition, gamma activity,
heating rate, and volume. How much of the waste produced during reprocessing

must subsequently be transferred to a government waste isolation facility

depends to a great extent on whether proposed waste recovery schemes are suc-
cessful. For example, the major waste stream produced during EPP reprocessing
is the CaO salt waste produced during the reduction step. It will be assumed

that electrolytic recovery of calcium from this waste salt will be successful,
as early experiments indicate. Thus, the major waste stream will be reduced

to a small fraction of its original value, significantly reducing waste manage-

ment costs. It will also be assumed that 90% of the reduction salt will be

recycled in each pass and that all of the zinc from the FP-4 separation will

be recycled.

Waste management volume and costs will also be signifi-

cantly influenced by whether the waste product is in a form which will be

acceptable for disposal. Much of the waste from the EPP reprocessing fuel

cycle will be salt (NaCl-KCl-CaCl 2 ). It will be assumed that these wastes

are not acceptable for disposal at the government isolation facility without

additional insolubilization processing. This will substantially increase

waste volume and waste management costs. These salts will be fixed by vitri-

fication or other appropriate means after sufficient delay (about 90 days) to
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let the iodine-131 decay to manageable levels. Vitrification of such chloride-
containing wastes is much more difficult than vitrification of oxide wastes
but, contrary to some reports, these wastes can be insolubilized.*

It was decided during the June meeting with ANL and RF

personnel that uranium precipitate removed during the zinc-distillation pro-

cess is to be treated as a waste stream. Storage of this material onsite is

under consideration.

(4) Decontamination and Decommissioning of the Reprocessing
Plant

An engineering analysis and cost evaluation for decontam-

ination and decommissioning (D&D) an EPP reprocessing plant has been started.

The major emphasis of this subtask will be on cost-effective D&D by (1) mini-

mization of radiation exposure to personnel; (2) optimization of schedule and

manpower requirements; (3) minimization of radiation levels and waste volumes

generated; and (4) optimizing plant design criteria. Numerous assumptions

must be made early in the evaluation. It was decided that to obtain comparable

costs, this analysis and study should use assumptions similar to those used

in a recent Battelle Northwest [BPNL] evaluation of the cost to D&D the aqueous

cessing plant (1,500 MTHM/y) does not correspond to the size of the EPP repro-

cessing plant (300 MTHM/y); scale factors must be used to compare the cost

directly. It will be assumed that current regulations will be in effect when

D&D takes place. It will also be assumed that all spills during the 30-y

plant life will be cleaned up when they occur.

Many plant design features will also markedly affect the

D&D cost. Some of these considerations are listed below.

1. The plant should be designed for accessibility for

operational maintenance. As a general approach, any modifications that ease

maintenance will also aid decommissioning.

2. Concrete surfaces in vaults, on floors, trenches,
pits, building columns, and footings need to be protected. Metal liner,
plastic cover, paint, or some hard smooth coating could be used as covering.

Expansion joints or other crevices should be avoided.

3. The use of massive monolithic concrete for shielding
and containment should be reconsidered. Other materials (for example, lead
shot, blocks, or water) could be used. Where integrated concrete structures

are necessary for containment, means should be provided for easily removing

or spalling the concrete. Local heating elements could be embedded in the
concrete. The rebar, properly designed, could become a resistance heater

*
With company funding, Rockwell has verified in a proprietary program that

up to 40 wt % salt in an insolubilization matrix can be produced; the leach

rate of this insolubslized salt is within a factor of two of that of glassi-

fied fission-product oxides.
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element. Explosive charge holes or hollow rebar (reinforcing rods) for explo-

sives could be inc( porated in the concrete. Modular construction of the

shields would facilitate handling. Access in the shielding for instrumenta-
tion probes should be included.

4. The locations and the attachments of pipe, grid plates,
and other reaction vessel internals should be considered in terms of the lim-

itations of the available cutting equipment. Support structure for cutting-

equipment installation should be included. Penetrations into the reaction

vessel should not be made through the biological shield, but through the top

of the vessel. Cooling coils should be made easily removable and should not

be embedded in concrete unless needed for concrete cooling.

5. R/A waste holdup tanks should not be buried in soil,
but should be contained in isolated vaults, and chere should be provisions
for the handling of spills.

6. In the design of process equipment, particularly large

components such as heat exchangers, ease of dismantlement should be a consider-

ation. installation should include adequate access for removal operations.

7. Building construction should assume that an accidental

SpiLLur ir iuigiht oCcuf; therefure, suriaces or crevices where contamination

could collect should be protected.

8. Instrumentation probe holes should be included through-

out the plant that will allow assessment of the degree of contamination at the

time of decommissioning.

Generally, a preliminary decommissioning plan should be
prepared at the time of plant design. Plant maintenance equipment should be

designed with added features that will assist decommissioning. A capability

for containing airborne contaminants during decommissioning should be provided.

The gas and liquid waste systems should be designed with consideration of the

decommissioning operations. Adequate space should be provided near the facil-

ity for decontamination and packaging.

Several decommissioning problems encountered in the past

can provide guidance for D&D of an EPP reprocessing plant. Some of these

problems are listed below:

1. A particularly troublesome decommissioning problem is

decontamination of concrete surfaces. To solve this problem, many techniques

were employed, ranging from washing down with solvents to direct removal of

the surfaces. None were wholly satisfactory since they included a high

utilization of manpower, and since surface cracks, expansion joints, and

porous concrete were not easily cleaned.

2. Radioactive waste holdup tanks buried in soil were

easily removed; however, leaky valves, pipes, and fittings caused contamina-

tion of the adjacent soil.
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3. Access limitations and residual contamination make

the removal of process system equipment (heat exchangers, pumps, purification

equipment, and supporting structures) a problem.

4. Disposal of the 50- to 60-Mg massive components can
be accomplished easily. The high-volume, high-weight components can be

shipped intact >r burial.

5. In building construction incorporating open beams,
electrical wire trays, conduits, and numerous nooks and crannies, cleaning

and surveillance (to ensure that surfaces are clean) are very difficult.

6. The assessment of soil contamination is difficult if

access is not provided and instrumentation sensitivity is limited.

c. Characterization of PDPM Product for Recycle

Two remotely operated inert-gas alpha boxes, received at the

Rockwell International Energy Systems Group Hot Cell Facility for checkout,
are to be used: to convert the Pyro-Civex metal product to sinterable-grade

oxide powder, to refabricate the powder into fuel pellets, and to characterize

the products of the metal-to-oxide conversion and pellet refabrication noss;

steps. One alpha box has been installed in the mockup area of the iot Cell
Facility, and the checkout task has been initiated. The mockup area dupli-

cates equipment and interfaces of the actual hot cells for which the boxes
have been designed. It provides the capability of full-size mockup and check-

out with remote manipulators for operations expected to be encountered in hot

cell operations. Thus, any modifications or additions to the boxes that might

be required during hot processing can be made while the boxes are still un-

contaminated.

Tests to be mocked up and checked out include: (1) procedures

for installation and removal of the glove boxes in the hot cells, (2) proce-

dures for installation and removal of master-slave manipulators in the glove

boxes, (3) layout and installation requirements of process equipment for opti-

mum accessibility to manipulators during operation, and (4) layout and pro-

cedures for remote maintainability of process equipment and glove box auxil-

iaries.

7. Molten Salt Processes Applied to Nuclear Fuels

(D. H. Smith,w and E. C. Douglasw)

The purpose of this program is to establish chemical bases for
proliferation-resistant methods utilizing molten salts and/or metals for

reprocessing nuclear reactor fuels.

*
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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a. Progress

(1) Engineering Analysis

In the PROMEX flowsheet, the purified actinides (both the

pure uranium and the coprocessed U-Pu-Am-Cm streams) are recovered by oxida-

tive extraction from molten bismuth into NH4AlC1 4 and subsequent "distillation"

of the NH4All 4 to leave the concentrated actinide chlorides. The "distilla-

tion" at about 380*C (653 K) actually occurs by the reactions

NH4AlCl 4 (1) = NH 3AlCl 3(1) + HCl(g) (1)

NH3AlCl 3(l) = NH 3All 3 (g). (2)

During the course of the process, all of the HCl is eventually driven off and,
for the uranium stream, the solubility of the uranium chloride in NH3AlCl 3

is exceeded, leaving a saturated solution of uranium chloride at unit activity

over the solid salt. The possible carryover of uranium during the distilla-

tion due to formation of the volatile compound, UC1 4'2A1C1 3 [probably

UCl2 (AlCl4 )2], has previously been noted [SMITH-1979]. The postulated forma-
tion of UCl2 (AlC14 )2 occurs via displacement of NH 3 from NH 3AlCl 3 by UCl 4:

U"i4 + 2NH 3AICi 3 = 2NH3 (g) + UC1 2(AiC14)2(g) (3)

The Gibbs free energy of reaction 3 has now been calculated

from data in the literature [GRUEN, LAUGHLIN, STULL], and the equilibrium is
found to be strongly to the left. In particular, at 653 K, AG = +31.39 kcal/
mol UC14 .

This calculation confirms that in the reaction with the

Lewis acid AlCl 3 , NH3 is a much stronger base than is UC1 4 . Hence the carry-

over of uranium as UCl 2 (AlCl4 )2 during the distillation is strongly inhibited

by the weak basicity of UC1 4 . Although plutonium presumably forms the analogous

compound PuCl2 (AlCl 4 )2 , the relatively weak basicity of PuCl 4 should similarly

prevent process difficulties from PuCl2 (AlCl4 )2 .

The first step in the PROMEX flowsheet for oxide fuels is

the dissolution of the fuel into a molten mixture of LiCl/AlCl 3. It might be

desirable to keep the volume of A1 2 03 formed in this step to a minimum.

According to [MOORE], who studied the dissolution of uranium oxide in KAlC1 4 ,
sparging of the melt with carbon chlorides reduced the amount of A1 2 0 3 formed

to 1/3 to 1/25 the amount of A1 20 3 produced without sparging.

Accordingly, sparging of the LiCl/AlCl 3 melt with a carbon
chloride gas has been proposed as a possible modification of the PROMEX flow-
sheet.

(2) Separation Processes

Study of the dissolution of Th0 2 and U02 in molten
LiCl/AlCl3 mixtures by the reaction

3AnO 2 + 4A1C1 3 (salt) = 3AnC1 4 (salt) + 2A1 2 0 3 (4)
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where An is an actinide has now been extended to the reaction temperature,
610 C. The initial molar ratios were NAlCl3 /NLiCl = 1.50 and NAnO2/NAlC1 3

= 0.75. These ratios correspond to stoichiometric equivalents of AnO 2 and

AlCl 3 and, if complete dissolution were obtained, would give final concentra-
tions of 53 mol % AnC14 in 47 mol % LiCl.

The equilibrium constant for this reaction may be written

as

(aAnC14 )
3 (aA1203)2

K = (5a)
(aAlCl3 )

4 (aAnO2 )
3

where ai is the activity of compound i. Since A1 20 3 and AnO 2 are insoluble
solids whose activities equal one, Eq. 5a may be rewritten as

(aAnC14)

\'AlCl3Y

(YAnC14 )
3 (CAnC14 )

3  
(5b)

(YAlCl3)4 (CAlCl3 4

where C is concentration.

Because of the chemistry of the next step in the process,
a small value of CA1C13 (i.e., NAlCl 3/NLiCl s 0.1) at the end of the dis-
solution step is desired.

Hence, the experiment was designed to reach the minimum

obtainable (i.e., equilibrium) concentration of AlCl 3 , and the (presumably)

very long reaction times of 48, 88, and 120 h were used. The temperature 610"C

was chosen because it is the lowest possible temperature to which the system

would be exposed in the next process step and because 610C was expected to

exceed the liquidus temperature of any composition that would be reached in

either the ThC14 /LiCl/AlCl3 or the UC14 /LiCl/AlCl 3 phase diagrams [DESYATNIK].

As shown by the data in Table 23 representing dissolution

by reaction 4, for both U02 and Th02 , equilibrium was obtained in less than

48 h, and greater than 95% of the J02 dissolved. Approximately the same frac-

tion of the Th0 2 dissolved, although the analytical scatter was considerably

greater for Th0 2 than for U0 2. At equilibrium, the molten-salt solutions

contained approximately equimolar amounts of AnC14 and LiCl and about 3 mol %

AlCl 3 .
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Table 23. Equilibrium Dissolution of U0 2 and Th0 2 into LiCl/AlC13 at 610*C

Initial weights per sample: All 3, 0.8249 g; LiCl, 0.1751 g;
U02 , 1.2556 g; Th02, 1.2778 g

Winsol, weight of insoluble material after reaction

SAn, concentration of soluble actinide

R, percent of actinide which dissolved, calculated

from change in weight of the insoluble oxide

R,%
Reaction Time, Winsola SAnb R d

h g wt % Rlc R2d (RI + R2)/2

U0 2

48 0.3596 55.1 95.4 94.4 94.9
88 0.2603 51.6 105.9 93.0 Q9.5
120 0.3570 58.1 95.6 99.7 97.6

(found, average) 0.3256 54.9 99.0 95.7 97.3
(theoretical) Z0. 3 1 5 7 e 556.3f 100.Of 5100.Of -_00.of

Th02

48 0.2716g 41.8/41.5 104.9 75.5 90.2
88 0.23639 51.9/52.2 108.8 96.1 102.4

120 0.14429 36.2/36.1 118.9 69.8 94.4
(found, average) 0.21749 43.3 110.8 80.5 95.6
(theoretical) 0.315 7e 55 6 . 3 f 5100.Of 510 0 .0 f 5.00. f

aAt the end o- the reaction time, each sealed silica tube was opened; the

insoluble fraction was filtered, dried, and weighed (Winsol), and the

soluble contents were dissolved in ethanol/water solution.

bThe soluble fraction was analyzed for dissolved actinide (SAn)- In the case

of uranium, initial implausible results for SAn were traced to slow hydrolysis

and precipitation of the dissolved actinide; the analyses were repeated, and

only the later, corrected results are shown here. Attempts to trace implausi-

bly low values of SAn for thorium to its hydrolysis and precipitation were

unsuccessful and so duplicate sets of analyses are reported for dissolved

thorium.

cPercent dissolution of AnO2 , calculated from Winsol, with A1 2 03 the assumed
reaction product.

Percent dissolution of AnO 2 calculated from R 2 = (Ws - Winsol)(SAn/WAn)
where WAn is the total weight of actinide in the sample and Ws is the total

weight of the sample.

eMinimum Winsol is for complete reaction to A1 203.

fMaximum value is for complete dissolution of AnO 2 .

9Winsol values for thoria samples are seen to be smaller than the theoretical

Winsol value, indicating that some insoluble material was lost during filtra-
tion. This explains the excessively large Rl values for thoria.
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These results show that very high concentrations of UC1 4

and ThCl 4 and low concentrations of AlCl 3 can be obtained via reaction 4.
Similar results can be expected for plutonium. Hence, thermodynamically, the
reaction is very favorable for the first process step, the dissolution of the
oxide fuel in LiCl.

Studies are planned to determine if the dissolution reac-

tion is rapid enough at 610 C to be of practical interest. A report on the

dissolution studies will be written.

8. Molten Tin Process for Reactor Fuels

(0. Krikorian,X J. Grens," M. Coops," and W. Parrish* )

The objective of this effort is to identify chemically feasible

pyrochemical reprocessing methods within the general framework of non-

proliferation. This effort is aimed at the decomposition and dissolution of

spent fuel elements and the formation of thorium, uranium, and plutonium

nitrides in molten tin solutions. Separation of fission-product elements and

other impurities by use of various physical ar.d chemical processes is anti-

cipated.

a. Scope of Work

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory will provide program management,
studies and analyses, fuel-reprocessing flowsheet development, and general

support for the research and development of molten tin processes for the

removal of fission products and other impurities from spent uranium-plutonium

and thorium-uranium (plutonium) fuels in oxide, metal, or carbide form. Initial

effort should be on oxide fuel, followed by metal and then carbide fuel.

More specifically, effort will be directed in FY 1979 to deter-

mining the technical feasibility of a selected process flowsheet. Laboratory

experiments will be performed with small-scale simulated fuel specimens to

refine process parameters and to test process performance. A topical report

will be prepared on a review of thermodynamic and kinetic data relevant to

the process, and a proliferation analysis will be made for the process accord-

ing to the guidelines established by Argonne National Laboratory.

b. Process Description

Molten tin is used as a solvent and reaction medium in the

molten tin process to separate actinide fuels from fission products and other

materials by precipitating out the actinide nitrides (which are insoluble in

molten tin). The process is applicable to uranium-plutonium and thorium-

uranium (plutonium) breeder fuels in oxide, carbide, or metallic form. If

the fuel is an oxide, the cladding is first removed and then the fuel is intro-

duced directly into molten tin at about 1900 K, contained in a graphite

crucible. Carbon will dissolve in the molten tin and react with the actinide

and fission product oxides under these conditions, converting them to a

metallic solution in tin and releasing CO gas. Carbide or metallic fuels are

*
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
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dissolved directly in molten tin. After dissolution of the fuel, gaseous

nitrogen is introduced and a nitriding reaction is carried out at about 1900 K

to form an actinide nitride precipitate. We also expect that under these con-

ditions, some of the fission products, such as the lanthanides, will form

mixed crystals with the actinide nitrides and precipitate out with them. A

significant amount of the fission products should remain in the molten tin.

The actual partitioning behavior of the fission products between the actinide

nitride and the molten tin phases needs to be experimentally established.

Retention of a certain amount of highly radioactive fission products within

the actinide fuel is consistent with the nonproliferation goal, since a highly

radioactive fuel material is a deterrent to theft. After nitriding, the molten

tin is filtered from the fuel nitride, and the fuel nitride is further processed

to convert it to the appropriate chemical form required for a new fuel element.

c. Engineering Analysis

We are developing new flowsheets for the molten tin process to

analyze 2 3 8 U/2 3 9 Pu and 2 3 2 Th/ 2 3 3U breeder fuels. Initially, we are looking at

oxide systems, but expect to follow up with carbide and metallic fuel options.

About 1 to 2% 2 3 9Pu of 233U is assumed to be in the blanket region for this

initial analysis, and we expect to attain an enrichment of about 20% for the

core fuel.

Nitriding experiments to date on Th/U and U/Pu mixtures in
molten tin indicate that uranium can be enriched relative to either thorium

or plutonium (see experimental results below) in the nitride phase. Thus,
although considerable work yet needs to be done to establish optimum operating

conditions for a process, these results indicate that it should be possible

to produce fueL-enriched and fuel-depleted product streams from breeder reactor

fuels.

It has recently become clear to us that the molten tin process

can produce separate product streams that present important advantages in terms

of nuclear waste disposal. The process produces essentially five streams (see

Figs. 18 and 19): (1) gaseous fission products, (2) fission products that are
the major decay-heat producers, (3) fissile-rich actinides, (4) fissile-depleted

actinides, and (5) fission products that are low decay-heat producers.

The gaseous fission products (I2, Kr, Xe, hydrogen plus tritium)
are in relatively concentrated form, being accompanied primarily by CO produced
during the carbothermic reduction of oxide fuels. This provides for relatively
simple processing to concentrate the gaseous fission products prior to storage

(if required). The fission-product elements that are the main decay-heat pro--

ducers for the period of 10-1000 y are Cs, Sr, and Sm. We anticipate that

virtually all of the Cs and Sr and a large portion of the Sm can be removed in
a metal-volatization (evaporation) step in this process (see Fig. 19), sub-

stantially reducing heat generation in the remaining fission product,;. The

high-decay-heat and low-decay-heat fission products can then be stored

separately, utilizing different storage design concepts to accommodate the
differences in heat-generation rates. If storage of the actinide streams is

required, yet different- storage design concepts would be utilized since they

contain alpha-'mittars that can cause severe radiation damage in solid con-

tainer or matrix materials.
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500 kg Sn 25 ( 10 )
Cs 100 , (100 )
Se 100 (100 )
Rb 100', (100 )
Cd 100" (100.)
Te 100' (100 )

TOTAL Sr 100. ( 94')

CONDENSER Sb 92, ( 61 )
Eu 89' ( 56 )
Sm 55 ( 26. )
Ba 46. ( 20 )

^.9 kg FPs

Sn 2000 kg EVAPORATION Sn 1500 V
U 851 kg U 851 H
[Ps 25.E ki 1871K~ u~

Fig. 19. Fission-roduct Distribution durin

Evaporation Step of Molten Tin Process.

Estimated perc-itages of fission pro-

ducts are give-n for distillation of
25% and 10% of the tin solvent.,
respect ively.

d. Separations Processes

(1) Nitriding of U/Pu Mixtures in Tin

Additional work has been done to complete a nitriding rim
on a 2 38U/ 2 3 9 Pu mixture in molten tin previously reported in fSTEINDLER--

1979CJ. The reaction mix had the composition:

50.2 g tin
1.5 g calcium metal shot

8.0 g uranium, 3.2-mm-dia. rod
1.74 L plutonium, WR grade

All metals were well cleaned and shiny. Nitriding was done in a graphite
reactor at 1900 K under about 680 torr nitrogen pressure for 2 h. The product
was a solid brittle metallic ingot that was very adherent to the graphite
walls. The product was reheated in a stainless steel vessel and was pressur-
ized with argon to drive out the molten tin through a porous carbon filter,
and the remaining nitride phase was analyzed by mass spectrometry. It showed
a 2 3 8 U/ 2 3 9 Pu ratio of 10.14 compared with a ratio of 4.88 in the initial
melt before nitriding. The mass spectrometric analysis was carried out by
dissolving the nitride phase in HNO3 , adding known amounts of 2 3 3U and 2 4 2 Pu
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as calibration standards, and volatilizing a small portion on a tungsten fila-
ment in the mass spectrometer. Thus, for these conditions of nitriding, i.e.,
for a sample of 50 g Sn, 1.5 g Ca, 8.0 g U, and 1.7 g Pu heated for 2 h under
about 700 torr N2 at 1900 K, uranium tends to become enriched in the nitride

phase and consequently the plutonium tends to remain in the liquid-tin phase.

We would speculate that the plutonium and uranium remaining in the liquid tin

can be nitrided out in a subsequent step by using a higher nitrogen pressure

for nitriding.

(2) Nitriding of Th'U Mixtures in Tin

We have begun experimentation to explore the separation

of thorium from uranium by nitriding Th/U mixtures dissolved in molten tin.

Nitriding seems to be a reasonable approach for separation, considering that

ThN is substantially more stable than UN (e.g., MHf, 2 9 8 = -90.6 kcal/mol
for ThN, and -70.7 kcal/mol for UN). We might thus expect thorium to nitride

under conditions that would not lead to uranium itridation.

Three preliminary experiments were carried out and reported

last quarter. The results are summarized as follows: With 1 g of U in 50 g

Sn and 1 g of Ca, no uranium reacted at 1900 K under 704 torr N2 press re, in

marked contrast to complete reaction when 10 g U was in solution. Whe. 9 g

of Th was added to the above solution, the data at 1880 K indicated that

thorium was reacting, but not uranium. Finally when thorium alone was nitrided

(9 g Th in 50 g Sn and I g Ca), the nitriding was complete in 320 min, com-

pared with 80 min for uranium under identical conditions. Thus, tue nitriding

rate for uranium was four times that for thorium. A productive approach would

be to preferentially nitride uranium relative to thorium.

Next, a nitriding run was made on a mixture of 5.8 g U

and 5.8 g Th in 50 g Sn without any calcium catalyst present. The rate of

nitrogen uptake for 1 h run at 1900 K and 700 torr initial N 2 pressure was

10.5 torr/h. This compares with 6 torr/h nitrogen uptake for 9 g Th/g Ca in

50 g Sn and 12 tort/h for 9 g U/g Ca in 50 g Sn in earlier experiments.

Although these results suggest that uranium is nitriding at a more rapid rate

than is thorium, more definitive results should become available when our fil-

tration unit becomes operational for separating the nitride phase and analyzing

the U/Th ratios in these nitriding runs. We also need to repeat the experiment

with calcium catalyst present to see whether it further accelerates uranium

nitriding.
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II. METAL ENCAPSULATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN METAL
(L. J. Jardine, K. F. Flynn, W. J. Mecharr, and

R. H. Pelto)

The major objective of this program is to idenify the advantages and dis-

advantages of encapsulating solidified radioactive waste forms in a metal

matrix. The net attributes of metal encapsulation, if any, are to be identi-

fied by comparisons of waste-form properties and fabrication methods with

those of other well-developed solidification alternatives--i.e., calcination

and vitrification in the special case of high-level radioactive wastes.

Laboratory-scale investigations are in progress specifically aimed at gener-

ating data required to further assess likely or unresolved problem areas.

A study aimed at assessing the impact resistance of metal-encapsulated

waste forms in comparison to glass waste forms has continued during this

period. Experimental studies have continued to focus upon determining

(1) leach rates and (2) the impact resistance of simulated waste forms.

A. Determination of the Leach Rates for Nuclear Waste Materials

7K. F. Flynn)

1. Introduction

Leach-rate determinations of potential nuclear waste materials are

necessary to evaluate the rate at which specific hazardous radionuclides will
migrate from the waste if the waste form comes in contact with an aqueous
medium. Waste materials under consideration have been extended to include
crystalline waste forms. Studies are in progress to establish the effects of
leach-rate variables associated with the leaching medium. Paramount amon}-
these variables is temperature. High pressure autoclaves are hein'; used to
make masurfm-nts in the 250 to 300'C temperature range. These higher temper-

ature experiments wi il result in more comprehensive temperature .orre lat ions

of the leach-rate data.

Neutron activation analysis techniques (FLYNN I have been used pre-
dominantly in the leach-rate studies reported here.

2. Experimental Results

Classically, leach rates are reported in units of mass of material

leached in grams (g), per square centimeter (cm 2 ) of surface area exposed to
the leaching medium per unit time (usually days). This unit is abbreviated

g/cm2 -d. Since a very low rate of leaching is most desirable for any radio-

active waste form, it is desirable to minimize the surface area available to

the leaching medium (i.e., to minimize the ratio of surface area to volume).

The surface area of the final waste form is a major concern because the surface
is the interface where radioacti"% species are transported from the solid phase

to the aqueous phase.

The surface area-to-volume ratios (S/V) for a series of sizes of
spheres and for a specific cylinder are given in Table 24. The cylindrical
shape in Table 24 represents an often-proposed canister size (0.3-m ID by 3.0 m)
for glass monoliths. Spherical glass beads are an alternative glass waste
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Table 24. Surface Area(S) to Volume(V) Ratios

Diameter, m S/V, m-1

Spheres 0.005 1200
0.01 600
0.02 300
0.05 120
0.10 60

Cylinder (0.3 mD x 3.0 m)

aPropoced reference waste canister size.

form. The data in Table 24 indicate that the surface-to-volume ratio for a

sphere of diameter about 0.01 m is only a factor of about 40 greater than that

of the proposed reference cylindrical glass monolith. Only for spheres with

diameters smaller than 0.005 m is there a two-orders-of-magnitude difference.

Measurements of surface areas of actual large cast cylinders of glass [MENDEL,
SLATE] indicate that surface areas increase by a factor of 10 or more due tu
cracking during cooling. The surface area is further increased if internal

fins are used to improve heat transfer. Hence, a canister containing a given

mass of glass as about 1-cm-dia glass bead spheres may have a surface area

available for leaching comparable ) that of an actual large cast glass ingot.

Tha' is, a canister filled with :-cm-dia spheres may have approximately a factor

of five more initial surface area available for leaching. This discussion

suggests that the rate at which radioactive species would be leached from a

canister containing spherical glass beads may not be dramatically different

(i.e., no more than an order of magnitude) from the rate at which the same

species would be leached from a large cast glass ingot of the same mass of
glass.

Estimates of the rate of destruction for a solid material of uniform

density, P, and thickness, X.), can be made from the total mass leach rate,
L, and the density if uniform attack from the outer surface is assumed. Thy

rate of destruction can Ue expressed in units of thickness attacked, X, per

unit time, t, by a penetration rate, P. The basic relationships are

XL =- tPt

= P.p

A plot of this relationship is shown in Fig. 20. Curves for three

different densities (i.e., 1, 3, and 10 g/cm 3 ) are represented to allow one

to estimate the rate of penetration for any solid material from the total mass

leach rate and the density. For example, borosilicate glasses have densities
of :bout 3 g/cm 3 and leach rates of about 10-6 g/cm2 -d. Interpolating from
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Fig. 20. Leach Rate vs. Penetrat ion Rate.
P = dens ity

Fig. 20, this material will be penetrated at the rate of about 3 x iu-~7 cm/d
(i.e., about 10~ cm/v). Hence, a l-cm-dia sphere of borosilicate glass
immersed completely in the leaching medium will destruct in 5000 y. A 30-cm-di.a
solid cylinder of this material would last about 1.5 x 15y. The life of
the 'olid cylinder, however, would be reduced significantly (i.e., by One or
two orders of magnitude) by an extent related to the increases in thie sur face
area during cooling (see QMENDEL, 'LATE]).

Incremental leach rates using 25'C quiescent distilled warer for
copper, aluminum, and lead have been reported previously ISTEILER-I979CI.
These data are correlated in Table 25, using the relationships in Fig. 20 to
calculate the relative thicknesses necessary to prevent penetration by water
or to maintain long-term security against water intrusion. Similar data for
oorosilicate glass ISTEINDLER-1979B] and for Zircaloy (reported in ISTEINDIJR-
1979A1) are included to allow comparison. Many metals, of course, exhibit
pitting type corrosion, for which these estimates would not apply.

Among the variables associated with the leaching medium, temperature
probably has the most significant effecL. Hence, studies of leach rates at
elevated temperatures using high-pressure autoclaves are in progress. The use
of high pressure allows leach rates to be measured conveniently in aqueous
media at temperatures up to about 300 C.
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Table 25. Material Thickness Required to Resist Penetration

Leach Penetration,b Thickness To Resist

Rate,a Density, Rate Penetration for

Material g/cm2d g/cm3  ~cm/d cm/y 1000 y, cm

Copper 1.2E-6 8.9 1.4E-7 5.1E-5 5.1E-2

Aluminum 1.5E-6 2.7 5.6E-7 2.0E-4 2.0E-1

Lead 2.0E-5 11.3 1.8E-6 6.6E-4 6.6E-1

Zircaloy 2.0E-9 6.4 3.1E-10 1.1E-7 1.LE-4

Glass 1.0E-6 3.9 2.6E-7 9.5E-5 9.5E-2

aDat-a based on quiescent distilled water leachant at 25"C, as

measured at ANL.

bAssumes the indicated leach rate and density to be constant.

Three autoclaves are currently in operation for these studies. They

are (1) a type 304 stainless steel vessel having a volume of two liters, manu-

factured by Autoclave Engineers, Incorporated, (2) a Hastelloy-C vessel having

a volume of one liter, also manufactured by Autoclave Engineers, Incorporated,
and (3) a type 316 stainless steel vessel having a volume of about 0.16 L,
manufactured by the High Pressure Equipment Company. These autoclaves are

being operated at about 4.14 MPa (600 psig), corresponding to an aqueous tem-

perature of about 254"C. At such a pressure, the temperature varies only

slowly as a function of the pressure (i.e., 1PC per 70 kPa). Hence, small

variations in pressure resulting from feedback mechanisms in the control

circuits do not seriously affect the temperature of th. experiment.

Secondary containers, consisting of type 304 stainless steel 1/2-

in. schedule 40 pipe nipples, are being used to facilitate the use of the

autoclaves for several samples simultaneously. The pipe nipples are sealed

by wrapping the threads with teflon tape and securing the ends with pipe caps.

In autoclave experiments done to date, quiescent distilled water has

been used. However, experiments using alternative leaching media (including

saturated brine in the Hastelloy-C autoclave) are planned.

Preliminary results using a simulated high-level-waste glass have

been reported previously [STEINDLER-1979C1. The results of studies based on

weight loss measurements for several commercial-grade materials are given in

Table 26. These results are based on an "initial" leach test of about 20 days.

Sequential testing could produce significantly different results.

The titanium, type 304 stainless steel, and aluminum samples all showed weight
gains, indicating possible oxidation of the surface. For these materials,
sequential testing will be most important if information regarding rates of

destruction based on weight loss is required.
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Table 26. Leach Ratesa at 254C Based on Weight Loss

Time Leach
Surfaceb Interval, Initial Final Weight Rate,c

Material Area, cm2  d Wt, g Wt, g Change, g g/cm2 .d

Copper 28.6 19.1 10.0644 10.0643 -0.0001 --

Titanium 11.1 19.8 2.4193 2.4233 +0.0040 --

304 Vtainless
Steel 27.7 19.8 10.2740 10.2757 +0.0017 --

Aluminum 19.2 19.8 7.6933 7.7071 +0.0138 --

Lead 40.5 19.8 9.7481 9.4090 -0.3391 4.2E-4

Borosilicate

Glass 28.3 19.8 3.4909 3.4505 -0.0404 7.2E-5

aData obtained with distilled water as the leaching medium.

bCalculated surface area based on the geometric shape of the material.

cUnits of grams per square centimeter of surface area per day (g/cm2 .d).

The weight change for copper, although negative, is not outside

experimental error. Hence, there is significant uncertainty in this result.

The leach rates determined for lead and glass are considered to be meaningful.

However, continueI testing would be necessary to establish greater credibility.

Because of increased sensitivity and reduced ambiguity with the neutron acti-

vation analysis (NAA) technique [FLYNN], it is being used as the primary method

for determining leach rates. Experiments are in progress using this technique

(NAA) to establish, with greater sensitivity, the rate of destruction of a host

of proposed radioactive waste materials including the barrier materials given

in Table 26, by reaction with aqueous media.

Studies are continuing of the effects on leach rate of changing var-

ious parameters associated with the leaching medium ISTEINDLER-1979C1. These

studies have been expanded to include rock-equilibrated (e.g., climax granite,*

basalt, etc.) aqueous solutions. The use of rock-equilibrated leaching media

allows closer approximation of the conditions extant in geologic repositories.

Initial results from a leach test using PNL-glass (76-68 formulation) (McELROY]

and climax-granite-equilibrated water are given in Table 27. These results

are for about 20 days of leaching at both 25 and 100'C. The samples used

weighed about 1 g and had about 3 cm2 of surface area based on a geometric
calculation.

The leach rates for the thirteen elements studied are remarkably

similar at a given temperature, particularly at 100C where the higher leach

*Climax granite comes from the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
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Table 27. Leach Rates (%20-day Duration) for

PNL-Glass,a Using Climax Granite-
Equilibrated Water (pH, %8)

Leach Rate,b g/cm2d
Isotope

Analyzed 25'C 100 C

5 1Cr c 1.2E-5

5 9 Fe c 1.2E-5

6 0Co c 1.4E-5

6 5Zn 9.0E-7 1.3E-5

8 6Rb c 1.5E-5

9 5 Zr 3.7E-7 1.1E-5

103Ru c 1.2E-5

!' 0 Ag c 1.3E-5

134Cs 4.6E-7 1.5E-5

140Ba 4.4E-7 1.7E-5

141Ce 2.2E-7 1.5E-5

152Eu 2.3E-7 1.3E-5

18 1Hf c 1.4E-5

aPNL-glass
[McELROY].

formulation 76-68 as defined in

bThe unit of grams per square centimeter per day

(g/cm2 -d) represents the equivalent grams that

would have been leached if the entire matrix

had leached at the same rate as the specific

isotope measured [STEINDLER-1978A].

cBecause of the very low leach rate for this

material at 25'C, more sophisticated analyses
of the data are necessary to determine the

values.

rates result in more radioactivity in the leachant and hence reduced uncer-
tainty in the results. Under these conditions, the leach rates for all elements

studied seem to increase about 50-fold as the temperature is increased from

25'C to 100'C. This behavior seems to differ somewhat from that observed

with distilled water [STEINDLER-1979C]. These studies are continuing and are

being expanded to include autoclave studies at about 250'C. After additional
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studies and more detailed analyses of the data are made, leach rates using

this leaching medium will be compared with rates using other potential leaching
media (e.g., saturated brine). These results will help to establish the type

of behavior that might be expected from solid waste forms in geologic reposi-

tories.

The proposed high-level-waste materials being studied have been

expanded to include crystalline waste forms. The first sample for this series

of experiments was a SYNROC*-type material prepared by the ANL Materials

Science Division (MSD). Leach-rate measurements were made on ti 2 SYNROC

samples, using distilled water at 25 and 100 C. The results of an initial

test lasting 20 days are given in Table 28. These results are preliminary

and are based on results obtained by the neutron activation technique [FLYNN].

The unit of grams per square centimeter per day (g/cm2 -d) represents the equiv-

alent grams that would have been leached if the entire matrix had leached at

the same rate as the specific isotope measured. These units are defined in

detail and the rationale for their use is given in previous reports (e.g.,

Table 28. Initial (%20-Days Duration) Leach Rates

(g/cm2 -d)a in Distilled Water

Leach Rate Leach Rate
at 250C at 100*C

ANL PNL ANL PNL

Isotope SYNROCb Glassc SYNROCb Glassc

9 5Zr <3.8E-7 4.4E-7 5.6E-7 2.4E-6

131Ba 2.0E-F -- ].1E-6 --

134Cs <2.0E-4d 8.4E-7 <7.8E-4d 8.9E-5

152Eu -- 3.5E-7 -- 1.0E-6

181Hf 1.0E-7 6.6E-7 5.5E-7 --

192Ir -- -- 6.0E-7 --

Wt Loss -- -- <3.OE-5 1.lE-4

aThe unit of grams per square centimeter per day (d/cm2 -d) repre-

sents the equivalent grams that would have been leached if the

entire matrix had leached at the same rate as the specific isotope

measured [STEINDLER-1978Aj.

bSYNROC material manufactured according to a formulation suggested

by A. E. Ringwood and co-workers [RINGWOOD).

cPNL-glass formulation 76-68 as defined in [McELROY).

dThese data represent limits since insufficient cesium was present

to make precise determinations.

*SYNROC material was manufactured according to a formulation suggested by
A. E. Ringwood and co-workers [RINGWOOD).
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[STEINDLER-1978A]. The data from previously reported leach-rate studies

[STEINDLER-1978A] using a simulated high-level-waste glass obtained from

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) are included in Table 28 to allow

comparison. The composition of this waste glass (formulation 76-68) has been

defined by PNL [McELROY].

The major radioactive isotopes present in the neutron-activated

SYNROC material are 9 5Zr, 13 1Ba, 18 1Hf, and 19 2 Ir. Since no "pseudo waste"

elements were added to this initial formulation, the observed radioactivities

should be assumed to be part of this matrix material. Hence, the calculated

leach rates represent the leach rate for the matrix material. As can be seen

from the data in Table 28, the leach rate for this SYNROC material urkder the

stated conditions is at best marginally better than the leach rate for the

PNL 76-68 glass.

It was not possible to obtain quantitative leach-rate data for

cesium and the rare-earth elements from these samples. New SYNROC samples

are being prepared that contain appropriate concentrations of "pseudo waste"

elements. These samples will allow quantitative evaluation of the leach rates

of the specific hazardous radionuclides present in high-level waste. More

detailed comparisons with proposed waste glass formulations will then be made.

These samples will be tested at 250"C, a temperature at which most glass

formulations have serious stability problems [STEINDLER-1979C].

3. Conclusions

The surface area of the final waste form is a major concern because

the surface is the interface where the radioactive species are transported

from the solid phase to the aqueous phase. Hence, a minimum surface-to-volume

ratio for a solid waste form is most desirable. However, because of problems

associated with the cooling of large glass ingots, glass spheres of 1-cm diam-
eter may have less than an order of magnitude (about 5 times) greater surface-

to-volume ratio than a large production-size, cylindrical glass casting.

Comparisons of the relative thicknesses estimated to resist penetra-

tion by uniform corrosion for 1000 y of several metals indicate that resis-

tances of the metals tested vary by three orders of magnitude. These estimates

were based on leach rates for 25'C quiescent di.-tilled water leachants and

hence bear little relationship to actuality. Nevertheless, the results indi-

care the need for detailed studies of proposed canister materials under spe-

cific canister environment conditions. Further, these preliminary results

indicate that certain materials (e.g., Zircaloy) may have very attractive

barrier properties.

Elevated temperatures (e.g., up to 3090 C) can have detrimental

effects on the leach rates of proposed waste forms. High-pressure autoclaves

are being used as apparatus for attaining these high temperatures in aqueous

media. Preliminary experiments with this type of equipment have been conducted

satisfactorily. These equipments are continuing in order to establish accurate

relationships between leach rate and temperature.

Alternative leaching media (e.g., rock-equilibrated aqueous solu-

tions) have been introduced into our leaching studies. Initial results indi-
cate significant, although not dramatic, differences in the leach rates with
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those solutions in comparison with similar studies using distilled water.

Further studies at higher temperatures and on an expanded time scale are in

progress to quantify the differences.

Leach-rate studies of crystalline waste materials have been initi-

ated. Preliminary studies, using a "first-attempt" product of SYNROC-type

material, indicated only marginally better leach-rate behavior than has been

observed for a PNL glass. It will be necessary to obtain simulated material

containing significant concentrations of "pseudo waste" elements (e.g., cesium,
strontium, europium, etc.) before definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding

the leaching behavior of crystalline waste forms.

B. Comparative Evaluation of Impact Resistance of Metal-Matrix Waste Forms

(W. J. Mecham, R. H. Pelto, and L. J. Jardine)

1. Introduction

The resistance of solid-waste forms to mechanical impacts during

in-plant storage and transportation is an important aspect of the evaluation of

the risk of potential dispersion of high-level radioactive wastes. A study of

the analysis and evaluation of the effects of impacts has been initiated for
reference metal-matrix waste forms. The general objective of this study is

to develop sufficient information so that decisions can be made (by others)

regarding either the need or the effort required for demonstrations of the

impact resistance of metal-matrix waste forms in comparison with other waste

forms, particularly borosilicate glass. This is the fourth quarterly progress

report of this study.

In the three previous quarterly reports, the relevant scientific

and engineering literature and the available data on impact effects of simii-

lated waste forms were reviewed. Also, descriptive and calculational model:

were developed for relating impact energy to deformation effects, for both

brittle and ductile materials, and for characterizing the surface area and

particle-size distributions resulting from impact fracture of brittle materials.
In the present report period, preliminary experimental measurements have been

made of simulated waste glass specimens. Results are presented and are com-

pared with data reported by others, by means of a methodology based rn the

impact-deformation models developed and reported in earlier stages of t his

study [STEINDLER-1979CJ.

2. Methodology for Study of Brittle-Ductile Composites

One of the objectives of the present program [STE[NDLER-1979AI is to

use available data to characterize the impact resistance of solid-waste forms

such as metal-ceramic composites.

Impact of a typical ductile metal body results in permanent deforma-

tion in the form of a localized "dent" at the zone of applied compressive stress;

because the material itself is essentially incompressible, the volume of the

inward "dent" is equal to the volume of an outward bulge in a contiguous region

of the body. A quantitative measure of the plastic deformation from impact

is the configurational change represented by the displacement volume of the

"dent." The nature of plastic flow of ductile metals is such that the energy

absorbed (WD) in this deformation is the product of the above displacement
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volume (AVD) and a material "property," labeled the dynamic flow stress (CD)-
The property oD is nearly constant over a range of typical impact conditions,
and approximate values of D for mild steel and lead are, respectively, 3.4 x

108 Pa (50,000 psi) and 6.2 x ]07 Pa (9,000 psi) [SEAPPERT]. Thus, in general,
for ductile bodies

W = D AV (1)
0 D D

Brittle fracture of a typical solid glass or ceramic under an impact

results in fragmentation and formation of additional surface area (ASF). As

described in previous quarterly reports in this series [STEINDLER-1979A, 1979B,
1979C], the fracture energy (WF) absorbed is proportional to ASF for a given

type of specimen and mode of impact--even for a considerable range of energy

inputs. The proportionality constant, termed ihe fracture surface energy, YrF,
was found to be nearly constant at about 80 J/m 2 for small Pyrex specimens

impacted in a dual-pendulum device at input energy densities of up to 17 J per

cm- of material [PIRET-1962]. Thus, in general., for impact energy absorbed in

the brittle material,

W, = yF ASF (2)
WF F SF

In Eq. 2, WF is smaller than the input or available gross impact energy (WI),
due to deformation in test equipment components; for "bare" glass specimens

impacted by hard steel surfaces, WF is typically in the range of 50% to 90%

of the gross impact energy. Also, YF can be expected to vary somewhat with

type of material, size and shape of the impacted material, and the input energy

concentration (density) in the volume (Vo) of the specimen. As will be shown

later, YF varies systematically with energy densities (concentrations) as

represented by (WI/Vo) or (WFIVo) over a wide range of fracture conditions.

This applies both to impacts and to slow-compression crushing of brittle spec-

imens.

The particulate solid formed in brittle fracture typically has a

particle-size distribution that can be described by the lognormal probability

function, with its two parameters, namely, the geometric mean diameter, Dg,
and the geometric standard deviation, o. The ratio of total particulate sur-

face area, S, to solid volume, i.e., S/V0 , can be expressed as a particulate

"equation of state" in terms of the lognormal parameters:

S 0.5 in 0
- _ (3)

Vo Dg

where a is a dimensionless shape factor [HERDAN]. The minimum value of a is

6 (for spheres and cubes); for brittle fragments, a typically two to three

times higher (as discussed later in this report). Izie above total particulate

surface area S is related to the original specimen surface area So and to the

increased surface area formed in fracture, ASF as

AS = S - S (4)
F o
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The relations expressed by Eqs. 1 through 4

parameters that can serve as a basis for a systematic

acterizing the results of impact on various composite

ductile material--in particular, solid-'aste forms of

provide quantitative

test program for char-

bodies of brittle and

the metal-matri:- type.

One confirmation of the above energy methodology is provided by a

reinterpretation of data reported in preliminary impact studies of glass waste

that had been cast in stainless steel canisters; in this work, reduced-scale

models of reference waste-canister designs were used ISMITH-19751. Although

the scaling factors and impact mechanisms were not established definitively

by ISMITH-19751, the principal results of the scale-model tests provided

engineering estimates of (1) the total fracture surface area of the glass

and (2) the mass fraction of particle fragments of respirable size (i.e.,
having diamei Lrs less than 10 pm). These estimates were reported ISMITH-19751
graphically as nonlinear functions (with indicated margins of uncertainty) of

the impact velocity at which the scale models struck an essentially unyielding
surface. According to the energy-relation equation presented (Eq. 2), these

impact effects should correlate as a linear function of impact energy, i.e.,
the kinetic energy, which is converted into deformation energy. As shown in

the plots of respirable fraction and increased surface area in Figs. 21 and 22,
these impact effects appear to be approximately linear when the original data
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are replotted against the square of impact velocity, which represents the

relative energy input of the reported scale-model tests of the reference can-

istered glass waste form. (Both plots use log-log scales because of the wide

range of numerical values.) The departures from linearity, indicated as dashed

lines in Fig. 21, are due primarily to the thermal-stress fracture of the glass

that occurs during specimen fabrication prior to any impaction; this can amount

to a 10-fold increase of surface area in full-size canistered glass waste forms

[SLATE]. In the following sections of this report, the methodological approach

described above is used to interpret experimental data on impact fracture of

various experimenters.

3. Relevant Particle-Size Data from Lmpa:t Fracture of Brittle Materials

Data from impact tests of brittle material performed at ANL, Savannah

River Laboratory, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, and Monsanto Mound

Laboratory are being evaluated and wil, be reported in the next quarterly

report in this series.

4. An Overview of Brittle Fracture in Impacts and in Slow-Compression

Tests

In the preceding quarterly report (STEINDLER-1979C], the work on

brittle fracture of Edgar L. Piret and associates was reviewed (PIRET-1950, 1961,

1962j. In this work, both single impacts and slow-compression crushing were
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applied to small (about 1/2-in.) solid specimens (spheres and cylinders) of

Pyrex glass and to similar-sized prisms of natural quartz. Also, multiple

impacts and slow-compression crushing were applied to particulate samples

(10-14 mesh) of natural quartz. The principal result of this work was mea-

surement of the net energy absorbed in the brittle specimens in producing the

fracture surface (the latter was measured by a gas adsorption technique).

Calorimetric methods were used to establish the net energy absorbed. We

plotted all data on the net fracture-surface energy, YF, vs. the net energy

density (WF/Vo) applied to the specimens. A representative selection of the

data points is plotted in Fig. 23. Although there is a great deal of scatter

in the slow-compression data, eg., tenfold variations of YF for some values

of WF/Vo, the uniformity of YF upon impact fracture (YF > 70 J/m2 ) is notable.

Even the scatter of slow-compression crushing (YF > /0 J/m2 ) is much reduced

from earlier work because of close controls applied to both the specimen pre-

paration and the crushing methods.
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The principal impact results are these:

1. For single impact of the Pyrex specimens, the value of YF was nearly
constant at 77 7 J/m 2 over a 20-fold range of energy densities up to 1.5 x 10 7

J/m3 ; there was no effect of specimen shape.

2. The multiple drop-weight impacting of particulate quartz shows an
increase of YF with increasing Wy/Vo.

3. These impact results indicate that for sharp impacts (single impacts),

YF has a value of about 100 J/m2 over a wide range of energy densities and

that YF tends to increase at energy densities above about 2 x 107 J/m3 ; also,
fracture behaviors of relatively flaw-free glasses and crystalline minerals

seem to differ little.

The principal results of slow-compression crushing are:

1. In slow-compression crushing, the chief uniformity was a low value

of YF when fracture occurred at low values of WF/Vo (i.e., averaged over the

specimen volume). This means that for "weaker" specimens, more fracture sur-

face was generated per unit of energy absorbed.

2. There was a shape effect in slow-compression crushing. Cylinders

crushed diametrally ("on the round side") fractured at lower energy densities

than did cylinders crushed axially ("on the flat side"). An explanation is

that stresses in the latter case are more uniform over the volume of the speci-

men, whereas there are high local concentrations of stresses in the former

case. Fracture occurs at the highest stress concentration so that :he average

energy density is lowcc for the specimen with widely varying strtcs concentra-

tion, i.e., in the diametral application of force.

3. The general explanation for higher YF (lower energy efficiency for

fracture of a specimen) is that, when fracture occurs at higher energy densities,
the three-dimensional fissures tead to be mutually terminating (short of whole-

body cleavage) so that (more and shorter) cracks allow more elastic energy to

be converted to heat as a result of interparticle contact.

4. In slow-compression crushing of quartz, the crushing of single parti-

cles is more energy-efficient for fracture than the crushing of a large number

of particles (about 1000 particles of 10-14 mesh quartz were used). The expla-

nation offered [PIRET-1950; was that multiple-particle crushing to a considera-

ble extent was a shearing action rather than a shattering action. The latter

mode occurs when a single particle is subjected to large stored elastic energy,
whereupon multiple cleavages of the particle occur.

The brittle fracture process can be considered in terms of well-known

tests of brittle strength, namely, (1) the diametral compression test for

cylindrical specimens and (2) the 3-point bend test of elongated rods or

prisms. The result of such slow-compression tests is that the body breaks in

two at the cross section of greatest tensile stress. In practical fracture

processes, such breaking-in-two steps occur many times, so that the resulting

particle-size distribution can be described in terms of the number of times

(N) the basic binary-fracture step has taken place. The variation of parti-

cle diameter thus corresponds to the value of N.
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If every portion of the specimen volume fractured with the same N, the

resulting particle size D would be related to the original size D by - ( N

a binary exponential function. Actual particle population varies in particle

size such that if the variation of N in the volume of the fragmented material

is distributed normally, then the resulti:ig particle size D is distributed
lonrmly,1D 1

lognormally, i.e., In = N In -
0

The above empirical generalizations, together with the relation of frac-

ture surface to absorbed energy, provide a physical rationale for the use of

the lognormal probability function to expree-s accurately the particle-size

distribution from brittle fracture. Further evaluations are in progress.
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11I. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR WASTE IN GEOLOGIC MEDIA

(M. G. Seitz, N. Meldgin,* Jacqueline Williams, t

P. Rickert, S. Fried, A. M. Friedman,

and M. J. Steindler)

A. 'ntroduction

A method considered for perndnent disposal of radioactive waste from

nuclear power generation is to place the waste in geologic formations deep

beneath the earth's surface. The safety of such disposal can depend upon the

capacity of the rock surrounding the repository to immobilize radionuclides

that are carried from the repository by flowing groundwater.

The capacity of a rock material for radionuclide adsorption depends on

the amount of surface area available for adsorption and is related to proper-

ties of the rock porosity (pore size distribut ion, pore morphology, open or
closed porosity, etc.). To gain some knowledge of rock porosity, an Aminco
3 0,000-psi porosimeter was employed to examine pore size .'istributions for

pores smaller than 20 um in diameter for Columbia River basalt, Sentinel Gap

basalt, and oolitic limestone. A specific objective of the analyses was to
test for porosity that was postulated to account for the penetration of ameri-

ciuim into basalt particles to a depth of approximately 500 pm during batch
adsorption experiments ISElTZ-lc81.

In safety evaluations of repository, the concept of a part it ion coeffi-
cient, Kd, is widely used to predict the migration velmi ty of a radionuclide
through rock. The partition coefficient expresses the amount of a radionuclide

partitioned onto a solid phase per mass of solid t,: the amount of tht radio-
nuclide in solution. Among many possible reasons for the failure of a predic-
tion of migration velocity from a partit ion coefficient are (1) the radio-
nuclide <)ecies investigated in the laboratory may not be the species generated

in the radiation field of the repository and (2) the fraction of radionuclide
adsorbed by the rock may depend upon the nuclide concentrat ion. To test for
radiolysis effects on solution species and to extend the studies of the con-

centration dependence of adsorpt ion that were performed previ ously I SEITz-
19791, batch experiments were conducted in which strontium was adsorbed onto

limestone by rotating test tubes containing particulate stone and 90Sr-
bearing synthetic groundwater.

Although the partition coefficient is expressed explicitly in the solute
transport equation, a single value of the coefficient used with specific solu-

tions of the equation may not represent migration because (1) the partition

coefficient may not be constant but may vary with solute concentration or

with other parameters and (2) the assumptions used to arrive at a solved

representation of the equation may not apply to the situation to which the

representation is applied.

*
Consultant front the Mayfield Engineering Co., Chicago Ridge, IL.

tMember of the Analytical Group of the Chemical engineering Division.

IMember of the Chemistry Division.
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Because there is a wealth of partition coefficient data available and

the amount of data continues to grow, we have conducted experiments to estab-
lish the relationship between the migration observed experimentally in

columns of rock material and the migration predicted by partition coefficients

measured for the same material. This work is considered the first of several

steps required to successfully predict nuclide migration in a geologic forma-
tion from partition coefficients measured in the laboratory.

In this report period, column-infiltration experiments were used to
examine the migration properties of cesium in granulated limestone. Results
will be compared with the results of batch tests to examine the validity of

using a meas red Kd value to predict migration.

B. Pore Size Distributions of Pores Smaller than 20 um in Diameter for Three
Rucks

Pore size distributions for pores less than 20 um in diameter for Columbia

River basalt (mesh ranges" 16-20, 30-40, and 50-70), Sentinel Gap basalt (mesh
range, 20-50), and oolitic limestone (mesh range, 20-50) were examined with an

Aminco 30,000-psi porosimeter. The oolitic limestone and Sentinel Gap basalt

samples were supplied aS part of he Controlled Sample Study jRELYEA] and were

included in this study because they =id be-rt previously used in adsorption

experiments and no accurate porosity data ha6 been gathered oa either. The

Columbia River basalt samples had been used in a previous study of americium

adsorption on different mesh ranges of basalt [SEITZ-1978].

The porosimeter enables one to quantitatively measure the volume of pores
in different sies by intruding mercury at increasingly higher pressures into

pores of progressively smaller diameters. Pores at the surface of rock grains
resist penetration by mercury. The amount of pressure required to infiltrate

these pores varies inversely with the diameter of the opening and varies
directly with the surface tension and the contact angle between the pore and

mercury as follows:

-40 cos e
p ~ d

where p is the mercury pressure at the pore opening,

d is the pore diameter,

m is the mercury surface tension, and

0 is the contact angle.

Surface tension arid contact angle are assumed to remain constant during
a test and to be equal to 473 dynes/cm (mercury surface tension at 25*C) and
1300, respectively, so that the relationship between pore diameter and mercury
pressure is
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d = 1.216/p

where: d is the pore diameter, in micrometers and

p is the mercury pressure, in pascals.

At a pressure of 2.1 x 108 Pa (30,000 psia, the working limit for the

porosimeter used), the pore diameter of the smallest pore filled with mercury

is calculated by the equation to be 0.006 pm.

In the operation of the porosimeter, a dry solid sample is placed in a

penetrometer cell, which is evacuated and then filled with mercury to 31 kPa

(4.5 psia). The glass penetrometer stem is removed from the mercury, and the

pressure in the cell is increased by admitting air to the bottom of the stem.

The mercury pressure is determined by reading a 0 to 15 psi range gauge. The

position of the mercury meniscus in the penetrometer stem is determined by eye.

The full penetrometer is then transported 'o the high-pressure test cell

for porosimeter readings from 103 kPa to 2.1 x 105 kPa. Pressure is read

from a gauge having a 0-30,000 psi range. The lower pressure readings ;below

3 MPa) are adjusted to account for the pressure from the column of mercury in

the stem of the porosimeter (approximately 20 Pa). As the pressure rises, the

volume of mercury displaced is measured by a thin wire which is moved up the

penetrometer stem and acts as an electrical contact ceasing motion each time

connection is made with the mercury. The porosity measurements are then blank-

corrected to negate the effect of the compressibility of mercury on the final

results. The pressures and corresponding stem readings for a test of the

30-40 mesh Columbia River basalt are listed in Table 29 to exemplify the type

of data obtained from the porosimeter (penetrometer).

Corrected penetrometer readings were plotted against absolute pressure

in Figs. 24, 25, and 26. The initial positive slope of these graphs up to a

plateau at approximately 20-gm-diameter pore level is produc-:: by mercury

infiltration of the interstitial grain voids. The fraction of pore space

equals the difference between the volume for the highest pressure run and

the volume at which interstitial grain filling stops, measured in cm 3 /g,
multiplied by the density of the sample tested. The interstitial void volume

is greater for smaller-particle-size samples of the same weight, as is graph-

ically illustrated in Fig. 24.

The oolitic limestone was found by (displacement of water in a graduated

cylinder) to have a density of 2.6 g/cm3 . This compact limestone has a

measured porosity for pores smaller than 20-pm diameter just below 0.25% of

the particle volume.

If a density of 3.1 g/cm3 is assumed for Sentinel Gap basalt, the

porosity of this basalt is 0.03% as determined by the porosimeter method.

The density of the Columbia River basalt (30-40 mesh) was found to be

3.1 g/cm 3 . Using this value, the Columbia River basalts have the following

measured porosities: 16-20 mesh, 0.04%; 30-40 mesh, 0.03%; and 50-70 mesh,
0.06%.
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Pressures, Corresponding Stem Readings,
and Corrected Volumes of Infiltrated

Mercury for a Test with 0.4 g of 30 to
40-mesh Columbia River Basalt

Penetrometer Corrected

Stem Reading, Penetrometer

mL Reading, mL

0 0020
0.0070
0.0090
0.0100
0.0110
0.0110
0.0110
0.0116
0.0116
0.0119
0.0125
0.0129
0.0131
0.0133
0.0136
0.0146
0.0148
0.0154
0.0160
0.0165
0.0170
0.0180
0.0190
0.0195

0.0020
0.0070
0.0090
0.0100
0.0110
0.0110
0.0110
0.0116
0.0116

0.0118
0.0124
0.0128
0.0128
0.0131
0. 0132
0.0141
0.0141
0.0142
0.0144
0.0147
0.0149
0.0157
0.0165
0.0167

Table 29.

Pressure,

psia

1.8
2.8
3.8
4.8
6.8
8.8

11.5
61.5

211.5
311.5
411.6
511.6
765

1265
2015
3015
5015

10015
12515
15015
17515
20015
22515
28015
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pores smaller than 20 pm is about

0.3% of the particle volume

For the basalts, the correction due to the compressibility of mercury

reduced the porosity indicated by the recorded data by 0.02% of the particle
volume. This correction is assumed to be approximately the error associated
with the measurements and so the observed difference in porosities for the

three size ranges of Columbia River basalt may not be significant.

1. Estimated Pore-Surface Area of Columbia River Basalt

To judge the significance to adsorption phenomena of the porosity

determined by the porosimeter measurements, the surface area of the pores was
estimated by assuming that the pores are tubes about 500 pm in length (a

length suggested by the apparent penetration depth obtained by adsorption of
americium [SEITZ-1978J and that pores are about 0.008 pm in diameter (as

suggested by the porosimeter results described here).

The ratio of the pore surface area to the particle fracture area

(assuming nonporous spheres) is given in Table 30 for the three size fractions

of Columbia River basalt. Because t..e estimated pore surface areas greatly
exceed the fracture areas of the rock particles (calculated by assuming non-

porous spheres), we conclude that fine-grained pores in the basalt may be

important to nuclide adsorption--even though they constitute only a fraction

of one percent of the rock volume. This conclusion is not sensitive to the

pore morphology used in the calculation. If the pores are assumed to be
hemispheres rather than long cylinders, the numbers in the last two columns

of Table 30 are reduced by only a factor of 6.
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Table 30. Estimated Pore Surface Area of Particles of Various Sizes.

Columbia R:ver Basalt. Pore surface area relative to the

surface area of the particles

Ratio of Pore
Porosity of Surface Area Surface Area to

Mesh Opening Width 0.008-pm-dia. of Poresa Particle Fracture

Size for Screen Pores, % m 2 /g Areab

16-20 850 to 1180 0.04 0.06 34

30-40 425 to 595 0.03 0.05 13

50-70 212 to 300 0.06 0.10 13

Surface areas were calculated by assuming that the pores were tubes 500 pm

long and 0.008 pm in diameter.

bEach particle fl:'ture arez was calculated by assuming particles to be

nonporous spheres having a dia.: ter equal to the average mesh size opening.

2. Implicati<.s of Porosity in Small Pores to Adsorption

The oolitic limestone exhibits a porosity of about 0.25% due to

pores with diameters smaller than 20 pm. In comparison with this porosity,
porosities of about 19% were measured by tritium infiltration, suggesting

that most of the porosity consists of large voids between oolites.

Neither of the basalts tested has appreciable porosity (less than

0.1%) from pores smaller than 20 pm that intersect the particle surface.

Even so, as demonstrated for the various mesh sizes of Columbia River basalt,
the pore surface area may greatly exceed the fracture surface area. Therefore,
adsorption may occur predominantly on pore surfaces rather than on the frac-

ture surfaces of these rocks. This means that the attainment of equilibrium

in batch adsorption experiments could be limited by the rate of diffusion of

nuclides along the lengths of the pores. The rate of diffusion of a nuclide

along the length of a pore is a multistep process that includes adsorption,
desorption, and random motion of the nuclide within the fluid.

Because the extent of adsorption is dependent on surface area,
adsorption experiments described previously [SEITZ-1978] that use different

mesh sized materials to estimate the extent of penetration of adsorbed nuclides

into rock particles may be more sensitive indicators of rock porosity than

the porosimeter experiments.

C. Radiation and Concentration Dependence of Strontium Adsorption by

Limestone

Batch partitioning experiments were performed with strontium and oolitic

limestone, using synthetic groundwater solutions containing four different

concentrations of strontium. Fractions of the four solutions were irradiated

in the radiation field of a 6 0Co source before the batch tests to determine

whether radiolysis affects the subsequent adsorption of strontium onto the

limestone.
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1. Experimental Procedures

a. Synthetic Groundwater Solution

A synthetic groundwater used in the experiments was prepared

using reagent grade chemicals mixed with distilled water [RELYEA]. The solu-

tion contained, per liter of distilled water, 92.3 mg Ca(OH)2 , 18.1 mg MgSO4 .
7.6 mg NaCl, and 0.9 mg KCl. After two weeks of mixing, the solution was fil-

tered through a 0.45-um-pore-size pleated-membrane filter (producing no visible

particulate). Strontium was added to aliquots of the groundwater solution

in quantities to produce solutions containing 1.03 x 10-6, 0.91 x 10-7, and

0.9 x 10- 8M strontium. These solutions, together with the original ground-

water solution (with no added strontium), were used to wasti the oolitic lime-

stone and after the addition of radioactive 9 0 Sr were used in the batch

experiments,

The range of strontium concentrations was chosen to be as wide

as possible without causing precipitation of a strontium compound. Strontium

carbonate has a solubility product of 1.6 x 10- 9M at 25*C. With a bicarbonate

concentration in the solution of about 2 x 10- 3 M [SEITZ-1979] and an assumed

equal concentration of carbonate ion, the solubility limit for Sr 2+ is about

1 x 10- 6M, and so solutions at or below this concentration were used in the

experiments.

b. Rock Material

Oolitic limestone, of 20- to 50-mesh size aggregate, was wet-

sieved on a 60-mesh screen and was dried for use in the experiments. The

material is described by (AMES].

c. Rock Material Washing Procedure

In each batch experiment, 3.0 g of limestone was placed in a

15-mL polystyrene centrifuge tu.e and was washed three times with aliquots of

one of the four groundwater solutions containing differing concentrations of

strontium (but containing no radioactive 9 0Sr). Each wash used 10 mL of

solution in the capped centrifuge tube. To promote the reaction of the solu-

tion with the rock material, the tubes were rotated end-over-end at six

revolutions/min for one continuous hour out of every six hours. Each wash

was continued for about four days, after which the limestone was allowed to

settle, and the wash solution was decanted. The centrifuge tubes containing

limestone were weighed before and after washing to determine the weight of

wash solution remaining with the limestone.

d. Addition of Radioactive Strontium

A trace quantity of radioactive 9 0 Sr was added to each of the

four solutions containing different concentrations of strontium. The four

solutions were each halved and were placed in borosilicate Erlenmeyer flasks.

One set of these solutions was irradiated in a 60Co gamma field of 7.5 x 105
rad/h for 100 h. The radiation field was measured by the change of absorbance
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of cobalt glass dosimeters at a light wavelength of 450 nm. Irradiated solu-
tions were used in experiments 72 h after irradiation was terminated. The
concentrations of strontium in the solutions and the activities of the solu-
tions (counted with 0.5- and 1.0-ml aliquots of solution in 15 mL of scin-
tillation liquid) are given in Table 31 and show the range of strontium con-
centrations explored in the experiments.

Table 31. Strontium Concentrations and Activities of Solutions

Used in the Batch Adsorption Experiments

Solution Activity,
c/m-mL

Added 1.0-1-1L 0.5-niL
Strontium Solution Aliquot Aliquot

Solution Concentration, M Irradiated Counted Counted

1 1.03 x 10-6 No 199020 195680

2 0.91 x 10-7 No 203990 185890

3 0.90 x 10~8 No 196400 202310

4a 1.0 x lo~I1 No 199920 205120

5 1.03 x 10-6 Yes 197740 208030

6 0.91 x 10~7 Yes 197730 204830

7 0.90 x 10-8 Yes 198170 203070

8a 1.0 x 10-11 Yes 198170 210490

aThe concentration of strontium in this solution is that added as
radiotracer 9 0Sr containing 38% stabl( 8 8Sr.

e. Batch Experiments--Procedure and Results

Triplicate batch experiments were run with each solution by

adding 10 mL of an irradiated or a no i:radiated solution to the appropriately
washed limestone. Blank tests to evaluate strontium adsorption on the test

tube walls were performed by placing the solutions in centrifuge tubes con-

t.Aining no limestone.

The test. tubes were rotated (the same as in washing). Four

tubes with solutions having different strontium concentrations were removed

from the rotator after 7 days, four after 14 days, and four after 21 days.

The solutions were filtered through 0.4-um-pore membrane filters and counted
by scintillation detection after 3, 10, and 17 days after filtering (to estab-
lish decay equilibrium between 9 0 Sr and 9 0Y).
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Results of the batch experiments, listed in Table 32, indicate

that strontium adsorption is not sensitive to strontium concentration in the

concentration range explored nor is it sensitive to irradiation of the solu-

tions by gamma rays at the conditions used to expose the solutions.

D. Relationship of Experimental Radiation Dose to the Possible Dose in a

Waste Repository

The batch partitioning experiments were used, in part, to explore the

possibility that radiolysis or the concentration of strontium may affect the

adsorption of strontium by limestone. The radiation dose of 7.5 x 107 rads

to which the solutions were subjected is comparable to doses to which gro,d-

water around a waste repository may be subjected. Groundwater traveling

through a breached waste cylinder (having an inside diameter of 15 ciu, a

length of 244 cm, and steel wall thickness of 0.6 cm and containing 10-y-aged
waste initially generating 5000 W) and through the surrounding rock will be

subject to a radiation dose of 7.5 x 107 rads if the groundwater moves at a

velocity of 12 m/y (The dose, averaged for the initial 10 y of burial, was

calculated from the data of [BLOMEKE, Fig. 2]. At greater flow rates, the

dose will be lower. Because no effects of radiation wi ce seen in the work

reported above, it is likely that the irradiation of the groundwater in a
repository by the radioactive waste will not affect subsequent adsorption of

strontium from the groundwater by limestone.

E. Batch Partitioning Experiments--Conclusions

From the results of the batch partitioning experiments, we have seen that

the adsorption of strontium by limestone, as measured by a partition coeffi-

cient, is not dependent on prior irradiation of groundwater olutions or on

the concentration of strontium in the groundwater. This behavior may con-

siderably simplify a detai:-,1 treatment of strontium migration from a reposi-

tory allowing effects due to radiation and strontium concentration to be

iguord in an accurate treatment of strontium migration.

F. Cesium Migration in Granulated Basalt--Column-Infiltration Experiments

In an experiment, dissolved cesium-137 was injected into a synthetic

groundwater solution stream that was passed through a column of granulated

basaz.t. The groundwater solution was formulated to represent groundwater in

basalt and is described by [RELYEA]. Concentrations of cesium of 10-4 to

10- 8 M were added to different aliquots of the solution. Each eluate from

the column was sampled and was analyzed for cesium-137.

A series of six experiments were performed. The curves of activities in

the eluates for the six experiments, using groundwater solutions with six
different concentrations of cesium, are illustrated in Figs. 27-32.



Table 32. Results of Batch Partitioning Experiments for Strontium Adsorption on Oolitic Limestone

Strontium Volume of Volume of Measured

Concentration Batch 9 0 Sr-Bearing Residual Wash Activity of Partition

in Solution, Experiment Solution Solution, Solution, Filtrate,a Coefficient,

M Number Irradiated mL mL c/m-mL mL/g

First Series

(Contact for 7 days)

1.0 x 10-11 1 No 9.96 1.20 77740 4.8

0.90 x 10-8 2 No 9.99 1.19 62440 6.7

0.91 x 10-7 3 No 10.04 1.21 88870 3.9

1.03 x 10-6 4 No 9.96 1.19 80520 4.4

1.0 x 10-11 9 Yes 10.05 1.19 74430 5.2

0.90 x 10-8 10 Yes 10.00 1.22 79510 4.6

0.91 x 10-7 11 Yes 9.98 1.25 82550 4.2

1.03 x 10-6 12 Yes 10.02 1.22 83470 4.2

Second Series

(Contact for 14 days)

1.0 x 10-11 5 No 10.02 1.18 62380 7.0

0.90 x 10-8 6 No 10.00 1.21 51650 8.9

0.91 x 10- 7  7 No 10.01 1.23 71960 5.7

1.03 x 10-6 8 No 10.01 1.28 64420 6.5

1.0 x 10-11 13 Yes 10.06 1.19 58100 7.7

0.90 x 10-8 14 Yes 10.00 1.19 64660 6.5

0.91 x 10-7 15 Yes 9.98 1.21 71010 5.5

1.03 x 10-6 16 Yes 9.98 1.16 64360 6.5

Third Series

(Contact for 21 days)

1.0 x 10-11 17 No 10.04 1.21 59940 7.4

0.90 x 10-8 18 No 9.99 1.19 55160 8.1

0.91 x 10-7 19 No 9.98 1.19 67360 6.4

1.03 x 10-6 20 No 9.98 1.20 65130 6.4

(contd)



Table 32. (contd'

Strontium Volume of Volume of Measured

Concentration Batch 90 Sr-Bearing Residual Wash Activity of Partition

in Solution, Experiment Solution Solution, Solution, Filtrate,a Coefficient,

M Number Irradiated mL mL c/m-mL mL/g

1.0 x 10-11 29 Yes 10.00 1.19 65020 6.4

0.90 x 10-8 30 Yes 9.99 1.23 71480 5.5

0.91 x 10-7 31 Yes 10.00 1.19 71340 5.5

1.03 x 10-6 32 Yes 9.99 1.29 71810 5.4

Fourth Series,

Blank Testsb

(Contact for 21 days)

1.0 x 10-11 21 No 10.03 0.0 195520 --

0.90 x 10-8 22 No 10.04 0.0 184360 --

0.91 x 10-7 23 No 9.9E 0.0 199080 --

1.03 x 10-6 24 No 10.00 0.0 189820 --

1.0 x 10-11 25 Yes 10.01 0.0 193200 --

0.90 x 10-8 26 Yes 10.01 0.0 194450 --

0.91 x 10-7 27 Yes 9.99 0.0 197100 --
1.03 x 10-6 28 Yes 10.00 0.0 196170 --

aSolutions were filtered through 0.4-um-pore membrane filters. Solutions in Series 1 were counted in

vials containing 1 mL of solution and 15 mL of scintillation liquid. Solution in Series 2, 3, and 4 were

counted in vials containing 0.5 mL of solution and 15 mL of scintillation liquid.

bNo limestone present.
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Fig. 27. Elution of 1 3 7Cs (0.1 uCi) through
a Column of Granulated Basalt. The

solut ion contained 1 x 10~ 4 M Cs and
flowed at a velocity of 4.9 km/y.
Experiment 148-126
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Fig. 28. Elution of 1 3 7 Cs (0.2 uCi) through
a Column of Granulated Basalt. The

solution contained 1 x 10- 5M Cs and
flowed at a velocity of 5.0 km/y.

Experiment 148-133
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Fig. 29. Elution of 1 3 7Cs (0.2 uCi) through
a Column of Granulated Basalt. The
solution contained 1 x 1O- 6M Cs and
flowed at a velocity of 5.3 km/y.
Experiment. 148-138
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Fig. 30. Elut ion of 1 3 7Cs (0.2 pCi) through
a Column of Granulated Basalt. The
solution contained 1 x 10- 7 M added
Cs and flowed at a velocity of 5.0
km/y. Experiment 148-141
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Fig. 32. Elution of 137Cs (1.0 WCi) through
a Column of Granulated Basalt. The
solution contained only the radio-
active cesium spike and flowed at a
velocity of 5.2 km/y. Experiment
164-2. No CsC added
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G. Discussion of the Results of the Cesium Migration Experiments

The results of the infiltration experiments indicate that cesium migrates

more slowly through basalt in solutions containing lower concentrations of

cesium. This is probably a saturation effect caused by a significant loading

of cesium adsorption sites by solutions containing concentrations of 1 x 10~ M

cesium and less. This behavior parallels the behavior seen for cesium adsorp-

tion on basalt in batch experiments [RICKvRT], in which partition coefficients

were seen to increase with decreasing cesium concentrations (and hence cesium

would be predicted to move more slowly through basalt in solutions containing

lower concentrations of cesium).

H. Future Direction

The infiltration experiments with cesium and basalt columns will be con-

tinued in order to compare observed migration with that predicted from the

results of batch experiments (reported in RICKERT).

A rock column holder which uses a pressurized jacket to confine a 6.8-cm-

diameter by 15-cm-long rock core for infiltration has been designed and built.

Tests are being performed on the holder, which is part of the apparatus being

assembled for leach-migration experiments.
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IV. TRACE-ELEMENT TRANSPORT IN LITHIC MATERIAL BY
FLUID FLOW AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

(M. G. Seitz and R. A. Couture)

A. Introduction

In the proceding quarterly report [STEINDLER-1979C], the isotherm for

adsorption of iodate by hematite was reported at three pH values. Adsorption

of iodate was found to depend on iodate concentration in the range, 10-6 to

10- 2M, and to increase with decreasing pH. This quarter, an attempt was made

to fit these data to a mathematical model.

[HINGSTON] found that the adsorption of selenite by geothite (FeOOH)

follows a Langmuir isotherm, which assumes an ideal solid solution; [WHITEHEAD)

found that the sorption of iodide by soils approximately follows a Langmuir

isotherm; and [NEALJ found that sorption of iodate by ferric hydroxide follows
the empirical Freundlich isotherm. Thus, it seemed reasonable and desirable

to attempt 'o fit the data to these models.

B. The Langmuir Isotherm

If CA = amount of species A adsorbed or exchanged, C = exchange capacity,
[A] = concentration of sorbate, and K = a constant, and if the competing ion

concentration is held constant and ideal solid solution is assumed, one can

derive one form of the Langmuir equation:

C[A]
CA K + [Al

This can be rewritten as

[A] _ [A] _ K
CA C C

A plot of against [Al should give a straight line if the data follow a
CA

Langmuir isotherm. However, this is not the case for our data on the adsorp-

tion of iodate by iron oxide, and so the Langmuir isotherm clearly does not

apply.

C. Regular Solution Model

Many solid solutions approximate the behavior of regular solutions, which

are one step more complicated than ideal solutions. According to regular solu-

tion theory, the activity coefficients of components A and B in a two-component

system are given by
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7A = exp (D XB)

XB = exp (D X2),

where D is a constant, and XA and XB are mole

condition is given by

fraction;. The equilibrium

A XA = K [A]

XB XB [B '

where [Al and [B] are
that

activities in solution. Frm1 these equations, it follows

in [Al = In K[B] + In - D(XA -X1 i).
XB

This can be transformed into a function of the exchange or sorption capacity

C = CA + CB, and the concentration of A (i.e., CA). The result is

in [A] = In K[B] + In CA-- + -2C
C - CA C 

\'

which can be rewritten as

In [Al - In

linear function of

A = D C 2CA) + In K[B].
CAC

(1)

the variables, In [A] - In , A and C A
CA C

Values of D and In K[R] were determined by choosing a value of C, and

a linear least squares fit to determine the values of D and In K[B] in

The value of C was adjusted by iteration to minimize the function,
[Alobs 2

n [RiAbs 2 , which is a measure of the closeness of fit. A fit was also
AIc a Ic

attempted by minimizing the function Z(,obs ) but this did not improve
[Alcafe

the fit.

The fit obtained at p11 5.77 is shown in Fig. 33. Unfortunately, no

completely satisfactory fit was obtained for any value of C. Values of C up
to an unreasonably high value of 10 uraol/g were tried. The fit obtained is
virtually independent of values of C from 200 mol/g to 3000 imol/g. Thus,

This is a

doi

Eq.

ng
1

(1
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Fig. 33. Adsorption of Iodate by Hematite--

Experimental Data Compared with

Regular Solution Model

the data do not appear to correspond well enough to the model of a regular
solution for the model to have much predictive value. An ideal solution,
with the resulting Langmuir isotherm, is a special case of regular solution,
and so an ideal solution model would give a worse fit.

D. Discussion

The calculations suggest to the author that the sorption capacity of
hematite for iodate may be higher than previously suspected--hundreds of pmol/g
rather than tens of imol/g.

[NEALJ's data on sorption of iodate by ferric hydroxide in 0.27M NaCl
was observed to fit the equation

CB = 0.7[I]2.16

at iodine concentrations less than 0.31PM. CB is given in 'g I/g sorbent,
and [I] is in mg I/L. The parabolic curve shape is odd. Inasmuch as [NEAL)
did not publish his data and since [NEALI's curvc contrasts markedly with our
results (which seem more reasonable), [NEAL] might have arrived at an erroneous

formula that does not describe his data.
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APPENDIX

SCOPE OF WORK FOR HOT CELL EXPERIMENTS

(S. P. Sontag*)

*Rockwell International, Rocky Flats
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A. Introduction

This R&D task pertains to the construction and operation of experimental

equipment in a hot cell. Verification of transplutonium and fission product

behavior during Salt Transport Fuel Reprocessing steps will be obtained.

The R&D effort will include acquisition of suitable irradiated fuel,
construction of the laboratory equipment and its subsequent installation in

the hot cell, direct and remote operation of the equipment through all phases

of the salt transport process, detection of individual elements in each

chemical phase produced by the salt transport process, and ultimate disposal

of the equipment and process waste.

It is extremely important to determine the partitioning of the fission

products and transplutonium elements between the salt and metal phases.

Accurate analyses of many samples are required. Experience is also needed

in remote operation of the high-temperature equipment.

The entire effort will necessitate thorough and accurate record keeping.

Records will include drawings of all equipment, detailed experimental proce-

dures, all analytical results, photographs when possible, and descriptions

of all equipment and procedure fixes.

B. Salt Transport Process Outline

What follows is only a basic outline of the experimental work to be per-

formed in the hot cell. The precise operating temperatures, contacting time

periods, and number of extraction cycles will be based on the results of

ongoing laboratory work at Rock Flats. A complete description of the salt

transport process is given in [STEINDLER-1979B]. The values listed are as

exact as the theoretical calculations and basic experimental data allow.

Tables A-1 and A-2 list the initial salt/alloy compositions and the weight

ratios of metal to salt used in steps of the process.

The fission product elements in each of four groups are classified in

Table A-3. Elements with a group behave similarly during fuel reprocessing.

I. Fuei Preparation

a. Mechanically remove any excess stainless steel hardware from

the bottom of the fuel pin(s), but don't pierce the annular

gas space.

b. Load the fuel pin(s) into an air lock fixture.

c. Place the correct amount of zinc and cover salt in the process

crucible.

d. Seal the fixture to the crucible/furnace shroud.

e. Fill the interiors of both the air lock fixture and the shroud

with inert gas.
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Table A-1. Initial Salt and Alloy Compositions

Operation

Decladding

Reductiouj

FP-3 Donor

FP-3 Acceptor

Alloy Composition

wt %

Zn

Cu

Mg
Ca

100

88.0
2.1
9.9

mol %

100

80.6
5.0
14.3

Complex, fixed by
reactions during
reduction

Zn

Mg

88.0
12.0

Salt Composition

wt % mol%

CaCl 2  80.9 74.0
KC1 19.1 26.0

CaCl2
CaF2
KC1

MgC12
CaCl2
KC 1

73.2 MgCl2
26.8 CaCl2

KC 1

80.2
18.8
1.0

6.4
75.8
17.8

6.4
75.8
17.8

74.0
24.6
1.4

6.8
69.1
24.1

6.8
69.1
24.1

U-Pu Donor

U-Pu Acceptor

U Donor

Complex, changed

by FP-3 transport

Zn

Mg
88.0
12.0

MgCl2
MgF2

73.2 MgCl2
26.8 MgF2

Complex, changed
by U-Pu transport

U Acceptor Zn

Mg

88.0
12.0

MgC1 2

MgF 2

73.2 MgCl2
26.8 MgF2

84.4 78.0
15.6 22.0

84.4 78.0
15.6 22.0

84.4 78.0
15.6 22.0

84.4 78.0
15.6 22.0
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Table A-2. Weight Ratios in Salt Transport

Type of Ratio Weight Ratioa

Decladding zinc: SS cladding 4.00

Reduction alloy: oxide fuelb 3.52

FP-3 donor alloy: total alloy 0.10

FP-3 transport salt: FP-3 donor alloy 1.00

U-Pu transport salt: U-Pu donor alloy 1.42

U-Pu transport salt: U-Pu acceptor alloy 3.42

U-transport salt: U donor alloy 0.84

U transport salt: U acceptor alloy 0.79

aWeights are for alloy/salts prior to a step.

b"Oxide fuel" includes U0 2 , Pu02, fission products, and

the oxygen combined with the fission products.

Table A-3. Fission Product Groups

Group Type Elements

FP-1 Gases 3H (tritium), Xe, Kr

FP-2 Alkali & alkaline earth Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba, 0, Se, Te,
metals + chalcogens and Sm, Eu, Br, I

halogens

FP-3 Rare earths Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Gd, Tb

FP-4 Noble and refractory Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd,
metals Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb
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II. Decladding

a. Heat the zinc and cover salt to the operating temperature of

800*C.

b. Lower the fuel pin(s) slowly into the molten zinc until the

stainless steel cladding dissolves. This releases most of

the FP-1 group elements and leaves the fuel pellets in the

bottom of the process crucible.

The upper atmosphere in the furnace now contains inert gas

contaminated with FP-1, which is now ready for off-gas

treatment. (See VIII. Facility Requirements, Part C.)

Some volatile fission products are also released from the

fuel pellets but either react with the molten zinc, i.e.,
iodine forms ZnI 2 , or displace an anion in the cover salt-,
i.e., cesium displaces potassium in the KC1 to form CsCl.

c. Tilt the crucible and decant the zinc-stainless steel

solution and the cover salt into a mold. Allow the furnace

to cool, and then remove the air lock fixture.

d. Weigh the zinc-stainless steel-salt mass after cooling to

determine transfer efficiency. Observe and note the condition

of the fuel pellets.

e. Separate the salt from the metal. Sample and analyze both the

salt and the metal.

f. Save the salt for use during reduction, and save the metal for

recovery of the zinc by distillation.

III. Reduction

a. Add the recovered decladding cover salt, the copper-magnesium

reduction alloy, the metallic calcium, and the new cover salt
to the crucible containing the MOX pellets. Seal the furnace

with a top equipped with a stirrer motor and stirring shaft.

Provide an inert furnace atmosphere.

b. Bring the temperature of the crucible and contents to 800*C.

c. The calcium reduces the uranium, plutonium, and fission product

oxides, forming CaO; the uranium, plutonium, FP-3 elements,

and FP-4 elements then dissolve in the donor alloy.

Either by exchange reactions or inertness to the reducing agent,
the FP-2 elements should now be in the salt phase.

d. Stirring during reduction is necessary, but to prevent the
stirring rod from jamming on contact with the pellets, it must
be lowered incrementally.
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e. After reduction is complete (approximately 30 min), pour the

donor alloy and salt into a mold and allow them to cool.

f. Separate the metal from the salt. Save the salt for reuse.

Analyze and weigh both phases.

IV. FP-3 Transport

a. Cut off 10 wt % of the cleaned metal ingot. Swing aside the

"stirrer" top of the furnace. Place the cleaned metal and the

FP-3 transport slat in a process crucible. Reseal the furnace.

b. F4ll the furnace shroud with inert gas, and bring the furnace

temperature to 800*C.

c. Stir the two phases for approximately 30 min. This mixing

would allow the FP-3 elements to oxidize into the salt phase.

d. Cease stirring to allow phase disengagement.

e. Pour the crucible contents into a mold.

f. When cool, completely separate the phases and analyze both

phases for FP-3 removal efficiency.

g. Return the FP-3-depleted alloy to the remaining donor alloy.

V. Uranium-Plutonium Transport

a. Place the U-Pu donor alloy and the U-Pu transport salt in the

process crucible, and place the U-Pu acceptor alloy in the
neighboring process crucible.

b. Fill the furnace shroud with inert gas.

c. Bring both crucibles to their operating temperatures--850 C

for the donor alloy and 700*C for the acceptor alloy.

d. Stir the U-Pu donor alloy with the transport salt for the time
interval specified.

e. Cease stirring, and allow phase disengagement.

f. Sample the salt and the donor alloy. Transfer the transport
salt (now containing U and Pu) into the acceptor alloy crucible
by decanting.

g. Stir the acceptor alloy and the transport salt for the time
interval specified.

h. Cease stirring, and allow phase disengagement. Sample both
the salt and the acceptor alloy.
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1. Return the transport salt (now actinide-exhausted) to the donor

alloy crucible.

j. Continue repeating V.d. to V.i. for enough cycles to remove

99% of the plutonium from the donor alloy. (Computer simula-

tions show that five cycles should be sufficient.)

k. At the end of this step, the transport salt is on top of the

plutonium donor alloy.

1. Pour (1) the donor alloy plus transport salt and (2) the

acceptor alloy into separate molds. After the U-Pu acceptor

alloy cools, store it for later distillation. Separate the

donor alloy from the transport salt.

V1. Uranium Transport

a. Place the uranium acceptor alloy in one empty process crucible,
and the uranium donor alloy and transport salt in the neigh-

boring crucible. Seal the furnace shroud and fill ith inert

gas.

b. Bring the two crucibles to operating temperatures--850C for

the uranium donor alloy and 700C for the uranium acceptor
alloy.

c. Perform the uranium salt transport by following the same steps

as for uranium-plutonium transport given in V.d. to V.1.

d. Continue repeating V.d. to V.i. for a sufficient number of

cycles to remove 99% of the uranium from the donor Alloy.
(Computer simulations show that twelve passes should be

sufficient.)

e. End cycling with the transport salt on top of the uranium-

exhausted donor alloy.

f. Pour the donor alloy and salt into one mold and the uranium

acceptor alloy into another mold. Allow the fur: .es to cool.

g. Sample and analyze both of the alloys and the salt.

VII. Distillation

a. Place a charge of volatile plus nonvolatile metals (i.e., zinc
from decladding or U-Pu acceptor alloy) in the still. The zinc
will distill, separating it from the stainless steel, or the
zinc-magnesium will distill from the U-Pu alloy.

b. Seal the still for operation. Provide an inert still
atmosphere.

c. Obtain a still vacuum of approximately 1 mm Hg, and start
heating slowly. Heating is slow to prevent violent bumping of
the alloy.
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d. Control the still pot temperature to prevent overloading of

the condenser. Mainalai the vacuum at the set value.

e. Continue distillation at higher and higher temperatures until

the maximum recommended temperature, 1000*C, is reached.

f. After distillation is complete, cool the still while main-

taining the vacuum.

g. Weigh and analyze both the distillate and the still bottoms.

VIII. Facility Requirements

a. Fuel Acquisition and Licensing

The required irradiated fuel will be mixed oxide with an

initial plutonium content of approximately 20%. It will be

stainless steel clad and have between 5 and 10% core burnup.
A short-cooled fuel is preferred. Since caly a small amount

^f encapsulated fuel, 500 100 g, is r- quired for a single

experiment, the proposed fuel source is a single, :hort-length

fuel assembly which has been separated into individual fuel

pins. The fuel assembly could be dismantled at another hot

cell. Experimental irradiated fuel assemblies meeting the

above requirements, including the 500 g actinide limit, could

also be used.

License type depends on the total quantity of MOX fuel to be

handled and the location of the hot cell facility. Many

states have more severe licensing requirements than NRC

(Nuclear Regulatory Commission). Approximately one year lead

time is needed for licensing.

NRC requires that an alpha box be used inside a conventional

hot cell to handle plutonium. A hot cell could be modified

t. meet plutonium regulations--primarily by installing four-
stage HEPA filtration and triple containment. If more than
2.5 kg of plutonium or enriched uranium will be used, special

security measures such as full-time guards, fences, controlled

access points, etc. will be required [McCURNINI.

b. Fuel Handling

Fuel handling requirements will be complex due to the nature

of the fuel and the process. The high burnup means that the

hot cell curie limit must be large. The short cooling time

necessitates cooling capabilities for both the cask and fuel

pin(s) at the subcontractor facility. Shipping cask handling
and unloading capabilities are required. The hot cell must

have interior dimensions and weight-handling capabilities
great enough to allow manipulation of the fuel pin(s).

Clearances must be great e-ough that the fuel pin(s) can be

inserted vertically downward into the process furnace. The

gas inside the fuel pin(s) must not be released prior to the

decladding operation,
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c. Process Equipment Construction

The major equipment required will be a two-crucible, dual-axis,
tilt-pour furnace with separate temperature controls for each

crucible, a two-stirrer motor top for the tilt-pour, a distil-

lation furnace with crucible and condenser, an air lock fixture

for use during decladding of the fuel pins, and an alpha box

system (if the hot cell is not plutonium-approved).

Rocky Flats will supply the process crucibles and stirrers.

The process crucibles will most likely be spun-form tungsten,
3 in. ID by 6 in. long. Stirrers will be sized to the crucible

and most likely will be fabricated of tantalum.

Construction of the two-chamber, tilt-pour furnace system can

probably be most easily accomplisheH by adapting a commercial

unit for this application. An atmosphere box or furnace shi id

to enclose the tilt-pour mechanism will be needed. Provisions

must be made for molds inside the furnace shroud. Two different

tops will be needed for the furnace shroud. One will consist

of an air lock capable of (1) holding the correct number of fuel

pins, (2) maintaining an inert-atmosphere seal during experi-

mentation, Lad (3) slowly lowering the fuel pins into a process
crucible during decladding. The other top will incorporate two

stirring motors and shafts; one of the shafts will be capable

of being raised and lowered to avoid jam.aing on fuel pellets
during reduction. Thermal baffles and off-gas lines will also

be needed in the system.

The distillation furnace will consist of a vacuum furnace

capable of reaching 1000 C, a still pot, metal vapor tubing,
and a condenser. A commercial vacuum furnace could be adapted

for this use. For the still pot, the suggested material is

silicon carbide-coated graphite, and tantalum is suggested for

the tubing and condenser.

The alpha box or hot cell off-gas system must be capable of

handling the FP-1 elements and any volatiles. The FP-1 ele-

ments will be contained within the furnace shroud after de-

cladding and can be handled (1) by compression and storage or

(2) by controlled discharge through the vent system. Either

the NRC's or state's regulations on allowable radioactive

emission levels must be followed, whichever are stricter. A

condenser for volatile species such as cesium should be an

integral part of the system. The salt transport process is

designed to minimize the release of volatiles but should be

coupled with baffled condenser plates inside the furnace shroud

to lessen the condenser burden. Sampling access to the off-

gas stream at two or more points will be necessary.

All equipment must be designed to allow proper operation and

repair remotely with the existing manipulators and/or cranes.
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d. Process Equipment Installation

To ensure maximum value from hot cell operation, all equipment

should first be set up and operated using "cold" material. A

hot cell mockup area in which the equipment could be operated

would be ideal for checking the feasibilit, of remote operation.

Modularization of the equpment would be helpful in the instal-

lation of units in the hot cell. It also promotes compact

designs, which will be necessary if an alpha box is used.

e. Process Operation

Many utilities are required during process operation. An inert

gas such as helium or argon will be necessary as the atmosphere

in the furnace shrouds. (Nitrogen is a totally unacceptable

gas due to nitride formation.) Many instrument feed-throughs

in the hot cell walls will be needed for oxygen analyzer probes,
pressure transducers, and thermocouples. Recorders for all of

these are also needed. A refrigeration unit with a fairly high

capacity will be required for cooling the alpha box or hot cell.

The tilt-pour furnace will require two or more 220-V lines,
several 110-V lines, a cooling system if induction heating is
used, and an off-gas line under negative pressure. The distil-

lation system will require one 220-V line, a vacuum system,
and a condenser cooling unit.

Operation of the remoted equipment with the hot cell's remote

handling mechanisms must be possible. Trained personnel to

support the facility, operate the equipment, and provide any

necessary security will be required. Health physics and safety

support must be present to meet NRC, OSHA, and DOT regulations.

Analytical laboratory requirements will be intricate and could

probably be best met by the use of a dedicated laboratory. The

large number of samples that will be obtained from every exper-

iment will need to be analyzed for essentially all elements.

The off-gas, condensates, cover and transport salts, donor and

acceptor alloys, and still bottoms will all have to be assayed.

Quick analyses (requiring approximately 15 min) will allow much

faster optimization of the process and a better understanding
of transport mechanisms. Gas chromatography should be the

method used for analyzing the off-gases and process/cell atmo-

spheres. Gamma ray and/or atmoic absorption spectroscopy

should then be used for analyzing the salts and metals. Both

gamma ray and atomic absorption spectroscopy would benefit

from computer-assisted data processing. The analytical methods

which will be used in the PDPM program at Rocky Flats are sum-

marized in Section g below. Special analytical techniques may

be needed to detect elements present in extremely low amounts.

Sample techniques using metal frit filters and pressure differ-

ential driving force are being used for both alloy and salt

sampling at [ROCKY FLATS]. A similar technique will need to
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be developed for hot cell/alpha box use. A method of making

composite samples from large specimens will also need to be

developed.

All material fed into the process will be acurately weighed

and analyzed. The amounts charged initially must compensate

for the quantities to be removed by sampling.

The hot cell facility must have the capability of processing

and disposing of all wastes generated diing the experiments.

f. Equipment Storage and Disposal

Storage space for process equipment may be needed while waiting

for fuel receipt, between operating campaigns, while waiting

for funding for program expansion, or while dismantling after

the initial program. Storage space will be needed for chemical

supplies, spare equipment, and the irradiated fuel. Processing

and packaging of equipment prior to its disposal will have to

conform to NRC and DOT regulations.

g. Analytical Methods for Use in the Rocky Flats PDPM Program

Of four meetings to discuss analytical methods which would be

suitable and/or available for use in the PDPM program, the

first was on September 15, 1978, and the most recent one was

on November 20, 1978. Analytical Laboratory personnel from

the product support laboratory process waste laboratories, and

the specifications laboratory attended.

The primary purpose of the meetings was to ascertain which

analytical techniques have enough resolution to give accurate

assays of the fission product concentrations expected in FBR

fuel mixed with the alloys and salt used in the salt transport

process. Three phases of experimentation were identified. In

Phase I, stable isotopes of fission products will be used to

determine if partitioning between molten alloys and molten

salts occurs as expected. In Phase II (experimental studies

beyond FY 1979), the possibility of using isotope tracers at

Rocky Flats to augment Phase I will be investig ted. Phase

III will consist of reprocessing fuel pin(s) by salt transport

in a hot cell facility at some site other than kncky Flats.

The recommendations for each phase are given below.

In an additional meeting of laboratory personnel, representa-

tive elements of each fission product group were selected.

These representative elements were chosen because they have

the lowest possible detection limits by the analytical methods

available aL Rocky Flats and are:

Group Elements

FP-2 Cs, Ba, Te
FP-3 Y, Nd, Ce
FP-4 Mo, Cd, In, Sn
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These representative elements will be used during Phase I.
Detection limits and concentration levels needed for 5% accuracy
by atomic adsorption are given for all fission product elements
in Table A-4. Atomic absorption is agreed to be the most sen-

sitive analytical technique.

Table A-4. Atomic Absorption Guidelines

(All concentrate-ns given in wt %)

Element Concentration Element Concentration

Group Element for 1% Absorption for 5% Accuracy

FP-2

FP-3

2 x

1 x

4 x

1 x

Cs

Rba

Ba
Sr
Smb
Se
Te

Eub

Y

Lab

Prb

Nd b
Gdb
Tbb

Zr

Nb

Mo
Tca
Rua

Rha
Pd

Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb

FP-4

10-3
10-3
10- 3

10-3

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

5 x 10- 3

5 x 10- 3

2 x 10-2

1 x

4 x

5 x

3 x

5 x

3 x

3 x

6 x

3 x

7x

4 x

5 x

1
3
3
4
3

10-1
10-1
10-3
10-2
10-3

10-4

10~4
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-3

10-1
10-2
10-1
10-2

10-1
10-1
10-1
10-1

100
100
100
10-1
1o-1
100

100
10-1
10-1
10-1
10-1
10-1

10-1
10-2
10-2

10-1
100
10-1

aLamps would need to be purchased. A technetium lamp may be difficult

obtain. Rubidium may require an electrodeless discharge Lamp. Lamps

approximately $200 each.

bFlame emission figures.

to

coat
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The proposed isotopic tracers for use during Phase II are listed

in Table A-5. These isotopes were selected on the basis of

nonmatching gamma ray emissions, half-life, and availability.

The quantities used will be on the order of 1 x 10-9 g.
Preliminary approval from HS&E is being sought for their use.

Table A-5.

Group Isotope

Cesium-137
Barium-135M

Tellurium-123M

Yttrium-91
Neodymium-147
Cerium-141

Molybdenum-99

Cadmium-1 15m
Indium-i114
Tin-i113

Proposed isotopic Tracers

Half-Life

20.2 y
28 h

119.7 d

58.6 d
11.0 d
32.5 d

66.0 h

44.6 d
49.5 d

115.0 d

Comments

already on plant site

make frum 1 3 4 Ba target

make from 1 2 2 Te target

buy from ORNL
make from 1 4 6 Nd target
make from natural Cerium

target

buy from radiopharmaceutical
company or make from 98 Mo

make from 1 14 Cd target
make from 11 3 [n target

make from 1 1 2Sn target,
decays to usable ii3min
isotope tracer

Effort on Phase III has consisted of researching the analytical

capabilities of various hot cell facilities. A complete list

will be made when all data have been received. In general, most

facilities are interested in the project but lack the analytical
capabilities.

FP-2

FP-3

FP-4
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